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SUMMARY
This survey reflects the manner in which ethnic
Roma are able to enjoy available services in
their communities and the existing barriers
to accessing these services due to lifestyle,
traditions, and customs of the Roma population.
Special attention was paid to the challenges
facing children and their families in accessing
education services.
This survey was conducted in three localities
populated by ethnic Roma: Vulcăneşti (95.6%
Roma), Otaci (54% Roma), and Soroca (5.4%
Roma). Each surveyed district has a different
administrative status (Vulcăneşti – rural village
included in the Ciorești commune; Otaci – city
in Ocnița rayon; Soroca – rayon centre), and
thus infrastructure for the available community
services differs as well.
The survey results reflect the opinions of
Roma and non-Roma persons from the
surveyed localities. The research undertaken
was participatory, with community members –
represented by community teams comprised
of both Roma leaders and other community
actors (teachers, social workers, Local Public
Administration (LPA) members) – joining the
research team at all phases of the survey: from
the identification of the surveyed categories,
developing the research methodology, completing
the research tools and, lastly, validating the
collected data.
This sociological survey included the following
qualitative interviewing methods that included
focus groups, in-depth interviews (IDI), visits
and observations at Roma family homes, on-site
observations in preschools and schools, and case
studies. The survey was conducted from August
2014 to March 2015.
The following report is split into seven chapters
that cover the subjects: Profile of Surveyed
Communities; Lifestyles and Socio-Cultural
Norms of Roma People; Educational Services;
Roma People’s Health; Social Services;
Occupation and Employment; and Other Services
Available. The data reflect the subjective and
objective barriers hampering Roma people’s
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access to services, along with identifying
the risks and benefits of their attitudes and
behaviours towards certain aspects of life.
Throughout the report, the authors explain the
needs for intervention and the mechanisms for
more effective actions to be taken while also
identifying the difficulties in their implementation
that are marked by socio-cultural circumstances.
The findings of this survey should support and
be relevant to local service providers, other
public actors, and civil society and international
organizations that are concerned with improving
Roma quality of life. It can also be used in
directing their assistance towards solving relevant
problems in Roma communities by taking into
consideration their socio-cultural background, and
facilitating activities through reducing risk factors
specific to Roma people and their individually
surveyed communities.

KEY FINDINGS:
Lifestyles and Socio-Cultural
Norms of Roma People
The Roma people’s lifestyles in the surveyed
areas are influenced by their traditions and
socio-cultural norms. Family roles are clearly
divided, with men responsible for ensuring
the family’s socio-economic well-being, and
women managing the household and children’s
education. Early marriages are one of the primary
reasons for the dropout rate in school, more
prevalent among girls, but additionally other
socio-cultural undertones are present. Roma
children are mostly protected. Their wishes are
typically respected, with boys favoured over girls
when concerning provision of material goods
and access to a variety of services. On the
other hand, girls are protected against possible
‘risks’ of unwanted marriages. In the surveyed
communities Roma are largely involved in
migration, which is often whole family relocation,
even for short time periods and exist as
something of a specific trait.
The Roma interviewed expressed their concern
over finding new income sources, an increasingly
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difficult task. Concerns about the decay of Roma
traditions and Roma identity were also raised,
as a result of mixed marriages, marriage at older
ages, and the decline of the number of children
per family. Some leaders see schooling as a
threat to the continuation of Roma tradition.

included in the survey. In Soroca, however, no
Roma children were attending kindergarten
at the time of the survey, despite there being
nine different preschools available. Of the
two preschool facilities in Otaci, only one was
attended by Roma children.

The interaction between Roma from the
same area is determined by each resident’s
socio-economic situation and by their families
of origin. In all of the surveyed localities there
exists ill will between different clans, however,
the most pronounced reason of segregation
between Roma is economic status, as Roma
from wealthy families have little to none apparent
interaction with poorer families. In some localities,
such as Otaci, class division is also territorial.
Information spreads quickly amongst the Roma.
Roma included in the survey that live in cities are
used to meeting in special places known as
‘pitaciok’, and used as a place for socialization,
leisure, or solving issues. The Roma consider
themselves stronger and more influential when
standing as a group and often come together as
a group when they wish to benefit from certain
services or to solve problems.

In all of the surveyed localities, it was found that
pre-university educational institutions are largely
attended by Roma children at only the primary
level, with a share of roughly 80% in Otaci, 65%
in Soroca, and 39% in Vulcăneşti (Roma ethnics
only). Very few children reach secondary school,
and most often boys rather than girls.

The survey has revealed weak forms of
relationships between Roma and non-Roma
people. Attitudes and opinions of Roma by nonRoma ethnics have developed over time, with nonRoma maintaining that Roma rarely tell the truth,
lead a disorganized life, are emotional, loud, and
superstitious. More positive opinions from non-Roma
ethnics show appreciation for how Roma people
organize parties/celebrations, their insistence on
getting what they want, and their cuisine. Living
side by side with other ethnic groups, the Roma
have integrated certain aspects of household care,
clothing style, etc, in their daily lives.

Educational Services
Vulcăneşti, when compared to Otaci and Soroca,
has a less developed infrastructure with only
a single educational facility in place. Located
within the same building, is a kindergarten and
secondary school, along with a medical centre
with a single nurse to care for patients while the
doctor offers services one day per week. The
Mayor’s office and all relevant institutions (Social
Assistance, Post and Police offices) are located in
the neighbouring locality of Ciorești.
By contrast, virtually all the above-mentioned
services are available in the other communities

Enrolment of Roma children in preschool is
hindered by deep-rooted beliefs that young
children must be kept under the mother’s
constant supervision. The Roma consider it
“shameful” for a family to place their child
in kindergarten, with families that do so being
perceived as lacking the financial means to
raise children, and the mother being viewed as
irresponsible and negligent. As well, parents
are concerned about their children’s security in
kindergartens. Enrolment in preschool institutions
are also related to: poverty, the morning schedule,
bad weather, required respect for rules, teachers’
old age, etc. In Soroca, the access of Roma
children to preschool facilities is limited by the
kindergartens’ capacities, and the inconvenience
caused by waiting lists.
Schooling is generally viewed as only a stage
at which children learn to read and write, and
as a result, most children are limited to primary
studies. Unfortunately, many children do not
even achieve the goal of learning to read and
write. Both failing to attend preschool and
the language barrier add to Roma children’s
difficulties with the school schedule and
requirements, leading to lack of interest and,
often, dropping out.
Migration and early marriage are the most
cited factors leading to school dropout. Early
marriage drives boys to abandon studies and
engage in income-generating activities. At the
same time early marriage compels girls to ‘protect
themselves’ while preparing for becoming a
wife. In most cases, girls who reach puberty face
restrictions in attending educational institutions.
Among other factors that contribute to school
dropout are a clear line between the benefits
of educational attainment and living standards,
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lack of schooling traditions and family support,
the perceived restriction ability of freedom of
movement and action, absenteeism, complicated
curricula, boredom with school, inappropriate
relationships with teachers and peers, poor
infrastructure, and different aged children being in
the same class.
Key factors in attracting children to pre-university
institutions are: a perceived usefulness of studies
based off of the experiences of family members
who have gone to school and/or become aware
of education’s benefits; good relationships with
teachers and classmates, teachers’ competencies
and activism; use of information technology
included in the educational process; and free food.
According to interviewees, the issue of improving
Roma children’s educational achievement
and quality of education can be addressed
by developing adult-oriented training programs
aimed at: reducing education gaps; holding
parents accountable; both through incentives
and punitive measures, creating child-friendly
environments; developing education alternatives
for children not attending pre-school institutions;
diversifying teaching strategies; simplifying the
school curriculum; integrate and use modern
technology in teaching and learning; extending
the school day; actively involving community
actors; and work with Roma leaders in the
promotion of further schooling.

Healthcare Services
The Roma population’s health status is
affected by not attending to medical care
immediately, due to migration and/or a certain
lack of health culture. Common vices like
alcohol, tobacco, and drugs also contribute.
Because of early sexual activity and childbearing,
reproductive health risks are higher amongst
Roma women when compared to their non-Roma
counterparts. It must be noted that survey results
do show a decline in the percentage of early
teenage births and a higher share of women who
accept contraception.
Access of Roma people to healthcare services
bears a direct correlation with a household’s
financial ability to pay for healthcare services.
This issue is determined both by the requirement
of paying for services (given that the vast
majority of Roma adults are not employed on a
regular basis and thus not insured for healthcare
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services under the Single Program) and the
frequent informal payments to medical personnel.
Roma people who pay for healthcare services
visit health facilities in Chișinău (or in Vinnitsa,
Ukraine, as is the case of Otaci city residents),
seeking the best price/quality ratio. Roma people
seek to benefit from free services and subsidized
drugs even when lacking health insurance.
State-insured persons use healthcare services
more often, especially when they are present
longer in the community, though some deviations
(e.g. from the vaccination schedule) due to
migration still occur. Overall, the Roma have a
predominantly responsible attitude toward their
children’s health status.
The provision of health services to Roma people
that were revealed in the survey include: failure
to understand information provided by health
workers; use of natural remedies, including for
serious diseases; failure to schedule medical
visits in advance; aggressive behaviour; and
use of double names, making it more difficult to
identify and recall patients when needed.
Roma people’s access to health services
could be improved through information and
awareness campaigns on healthy lifestyles, but
also through a mechanism for the provision of
healthcare services. Additionally, the mediator’s
role in informing and assisting Roma must
be considerably strengthened for any future
interactions with healthcare facilities.

Social Services
The implemented reforms in the social protection
system and the changes in methods to support
the socially vulnerable through social assistance
on the basis of assessing available resources
have reduced the number of Roma who
previously benefited from certain allowances/
benefits. One of the more relevant examples
is that of single mothers – a category that until
recently included most Roma women, as many
Roma do not register their marriages. Under new
provisions, state institutions may only provide
support to distressed families – a category under
which not all Roma people can be covered. In
such circumstances, it is difficult for some to
comprehend the reasoning for no longer receiving
support, and an increasingly strained relationship
with community social workers develops.
The Roma have high expectations of support
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from state institutions, LPAs, Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and international
organizations. There is a perception that
significant resources are allocated for solving
Roma problems, of which nothing allegedly
reaches the Roma themselves. Conversely,
there exists a certain degree of frustration among
the non-Roma population, including community
actors, over material support or privileges
enjoyed by Roma families who allegedly do not
demonstrate concrete effort to improve their
standard of living.
A significant obstacle faced by vulnerable
families in accessing social services is lack of
identification documents. Recently, all surveyed
localities have witnessed joint efforts to address
this issue. Other identified obstacles include
difficulties in preparing the set of documents,
inability to complete requests for social benefits
(this obstacle was somewhat alleviated in Soroca,
due to the mediator’s assistance), incomplete or
inaccurate declaration of assets and/or of family
situation, provision of social/material support
subject to certain obligations (payment of taxes,
schooling of children, restraining from vices, etc.).
The employment of a community mediator in
Otaci and Vulcăneşti should assist the facilitation
for Roma to access social services. Particularly
in Vulcăneşti, the social worker should become a
more frequent presence (he is currently available
only one day per week) to alleviate the situation
as Roma are quite insistent on having access to
social services. A higher level of trust between
social workers and the Roma is also important to
consider.

Occupation and Employment
The vast majority of Roma people are informally
employed, with earnings from goods sold abroad,
and to a lesser extent locally. Begging and
fortune-telling practices are also income sources,
with the former involving children. Cases of Roma
people who are formally employed are exceptions
to the rule in all localities surveyed: in
Vulcăneşti – a teacher and a saleswoman; in
Soroca – two employed as street sweepers and
one person a porter1, while in Otaci no records of
formal employment were found.
Employment traditions are low in the Roma
surveyed communities, with many being
used to having flexible schedules, with a
1

preference towards activities that generate
large revenue within short periods of time.
Employment obstacles are primarily tied to lack
of qualifications and education levels, and in
some cases the outright inability to read or write,
an unwillingness to work, a preference for non
physical labour, the blaming of Roma persons
hired by non-Roma employers, but also the
reluctance of employers to hire Roma people,
given a perception of previous experiences.
Low qualifications greatly reduce employment
opportunities for Roma, setting in place a cycle
in which Roma cannot access better paying
and more prestigious jobs. Roma leaders have
voiced concern about the expulsion of Roma
from other countries and the decline of street
and door-to-door commerce, stressing the need
for developing new businesses and activities in
which the Roma would be engaged.

Other Available Services
The Roma often face difficulties in understanding
the details and mechanisms behind
documentation services.
The access of Roma people to community
services provided by individual private institutions
such as cafes, restaurants, or beauty parlours is
restricted by owners or managers. This attitude is
attributed to the perception of previous negative
experiences, as well as non-Roma stereotypes
concerning Roma misbehaviour.
Lastly, self-discrimination and self-isolation is a
significant impediment to accessing community
services in general. Compliance with and
respect for social standards will increase the
confidence of both Roma and non-Roma alike
in Roma people’s potential to apply their skills
and capabilities, and to get involved in solving
their own problems. Some Roma traditions have
helped bolster their own communities, revising
certain socio-cultural norms – particularly
children’s school inclusion – and should help
strengthen the Roma community.
To this end, Roma parents should show a greater
opening toward, and awareness of, the education
needs for their children, and provide their own
positive examples. As well, community actors
should strengthen efforts to adapt community
services to Roma population specifics.

All three are members of same family.
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INTRODUCTION
General Background
of the Survey
Access to public services – particularly education
and healthcare – is a fundamental right of every
citizen. All societies face difficulties in covering
the entire population with such services, and
some end up being excluded or marginalized.
Roma vulnerability in accessing services is an
issue worldwide, and Moldova is no exception.
Other European countries deal with the same
issue as attested to by a European Commission
directive on developing national strategies for
Roma integration, in line with the Europe 2020
Strategy objectives regarding employment, social
inclusion, and education2.
According to official data, the Republic of Moldova
is home to approximately 12,000 Roma citizens,
accounting for about 0.6% of the country’s
general population3. Roma leaders estimate the
number of Roma in the Republic of Moldova to
be much higher, however, due to discrimination,
are allegedly reluctant to identify themselves by
their ethnicity. Actions to improve the quality of life
and reduce social exclusion of Roma have been
and are still being carried out, by government
institutions4 and civil society, with support from
international organizations. However, identified
solutions for Roma communities do not always
reflect priorities, focusing more on effects and
less on root causes of problems. Some services
developed in Roma-populated communities are
little or never used by the Roma.
Several studies conducted in Moldova among
the Roma population5 have analysed various

2

3
4
5

aspects of Roma life, identifying a number of
specific issues to the communities. Roma people
face significant barriers to accessing basic
services, with a primary cause being education
level and women by tradition abandoning school
at an early age. Migration is an important means
of subsistence which further identifies Roma
lifestyle. Persistent stereotypes concerning the
Roma lead to their marginalization, and also to
self-discrimination.
In this context, a participatory qualitative survey
was proposed in order to determine the factors
that hamper Roma access to community services.
Information identified will be subjective causes
perceived by respondents, but also factual
aspects from home visits, observations from the
community, and from educational institutions.

Purpose of the Survey:
To examine the social and institutional barriers
hampering the access of Roma children and their
families to services, and to identify solutions for
increasing the services’ usage by Roma people.
General research objectives are aimed at:
 Identifying attitudes and practices of
Roma children and families related to
accessing services available in the surveyed
communities;
 Determining the barriers faced by Roma
children and families to accessing such
services;
 Participative design of solutions to improve
access of Roma children and families to
services available in the community.

Communication from the commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and
the Committee of the Regions. An EU Framework for National Roma Integration Strategies up to 2020// http://ec.europa.eu/justice/
policies/discrimination/docs/com_2011_173_en.pdf
2004 Population Census
Action Plan of the Support of Roma population in the Republic of Moldova, 2011-2015
- Roma in the Republic of Moldova, UNDP, 2007
- Situation of Roma Children, UNICEF/UNDP, 2009
- Roma from the Republic of Moldova in Communities Mainly Inhabited by Roma Population, UN, 2013
- Representative Report on the Mapping of Localities Densely Populated by Roma in the Republic of Moldova, UNDP, 2013
- Survey on the Situation of Roma Women and Girls in the Republic of Moldova, UN Women, UNDP, OHCHR, 2014
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Methodological Considerations
The survey was conducted in three localities:
the cities of Otaci and Soroca, and the village
of Vulcăneşti (in the Ciorești commune,
Nisporeni rayon (county)), where compact Roma
communities live.
The research design included participatory
investigative techniques that allowed for a
comprehensive view of the Roma community
in terms of its access to services. The choice
of participatory research is motivated by the
“bottom-up” approach that places special
emphasis on the visions and experiences at
a local level. Social researchers (J.A. Seeley,
J.F. Kengeya-Kayondo, D.W. Mulder, et al.)
point to the need to integrate local knowledge
and experience, and thus ensuring long-lasting
cooperation. At the same time, participatory
research contributes to strengthening capacities
at the local level6. Involvement of the local
population in research planning, implementation,
and validation increases the efficiency7 and
quality of obtained data in ways that are tailored
to the community specific context.

 Focus groups with Roma and non-Roma
children, as well as with Roma and non-Roma
parents (23 group sessions);
 In-depth interviews with child beggars,
underage mothers, educational and medical
institution representatives, social workers,
LPA and civil society representatives, Roma
leaders, vendors, venues executives,
representatives of religious denominations (68
interviews);
 Case studies on success stories (10 case
studies);
 Visits & observations at Roma family homes
that school their children (seven visits);
 Visits & observations at Roma family homes
that do not school their children (seven visits);
 Observations in preschool institutions /
while attending children’s activities (four
observations);
 Observations in schools / while attending
classes comprising Roma children (two
observations);
 Other observations and discussions in public
places (six activities).

The survey concept was for the research team
to work jointly with the community team through
the entire process, which included developing
the research methodology and research tools, to
collecting the data, and analysing and interpreting
the collected data. The community team was
comprised of representatives that were Roma
leaders and other community actors (social
workers, community mediators, teachers) known
and appreciated by Roma ethnics within the
selected localities.

221 total people were interviewed, of which 114
were Roma ethnics. Additionally, 14 households
were visited in which discussions took place with
all individual members.

Participatory qualitative research methodology is
of a complex nature, reflecting compliance with
methodological principles (of triangulation, of
theoretical saturation, etc.).

Data credibility and validation were ensured by
employing the triangulation principle pertaining
to qualitative research. Survey findings have
been verified and/or confirmed from at least three
different information sources. Survey data has also
been validated by organizations in each surveyed
locality with sessions involving community team

The sociological survey included the following
qualitative methods/techniques:

6

7

The Qualitative Research Design can be found in
Table 1 of Annex 1.
The sociological survey was conducted between
August 2014 – March 2015. Data collection took
place from October to December 2014.

Krishnaswamy A. Participatory research: Strategies and Tools. In: Practitioner: Newsletter of the National Network of Forest
Practitioners, 2004, 22: 17-22. // http://nature.berkeley.edu/community_forestry/Workshops/powerpoints/tools%20and%20
strategies%20of%20PR.pdf
Cornwall A., Jewkes R. What is participatory research? In: Social Science and Medicine, 1995, nr.41 (12), pag.1667-1676 // http://
www.civitas.edu.pl/pub/nasza_uczelnia/projekty_badawcze/Taylor/what_is_participatory_research.pdf
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members, Roma leaders, and community actors,
in which the survey results were presented and
discussed, and suggestions advanced. Locallevel validation sessions were held in March 2015.
Later, on May 19, 2015, a joint national-level
validation session took place with the participation
of Roma leaders from other localities, along
with governmental and international institution
representatives. Data accuracy was ensured
by involving community teams at all stages of
the survey: from research tools development &
piloting; to data collection; validation finding and
their presentation to the community.

RESEARCH CHALLENGES AND
CONSTRAINTS
In using and interpreting the data from this survey,
the following constraints should be considered:
 Given their qualitative nature, the survey
data cannot be generalized however, it is
transferable,8 depending on the needs of users
of this report;

8

 Lack or deficiency of statistical data for some
community profile-related indicators collected
in the survey;
 Data collected from community actors are
at times approximate and may not coincide
with data from other sources (e.g. number
of school-age children who are registered
with medical institutions and number who are
enrolled in educational institutions);
 No knowledge of the Romani language among
research team members. Although access
was facilitated throughout by members of
community teams, there remained certain
aspects that were not transparent to research
team members during the survey;
 Selection of interviewees from amongst the
company of local leaders, given that access
to the Roma community was initially gained
through them, and given the specificity of
Roma communities.

Transferability is parallel to the positivist concept of generalization: the interested person decides whether certain results can be
applied to another situation taking into account the conditions and processes used in the research, with data merely reflecting
theoretical concepts, trends.
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COMMUNITY PROFILES
1.1. Otaci
The city of Otaci is one of the oldest settlements in Moldova dating back to the year 1419. According to
available data (obtained from several sources: City Hall, GP offices and NBS) its population was 7,781
inhabitants in 2013, of which 4,175 (54%) were Roma. 63 children (0.8% of the total population) were
born during the same year, 48 of whom were Roma.. The over 60 population accounts for 13.9% of the
total, with the Roma comprising 5.0%. At the same time there were 217 children aged 0-2 years (2.8%),
436 children between 3-6 years (5.6%), 390 children between 7-10 years (5.0%), and 486 children
between 11-15 years (6.2%). Only 204 (2.6%) young people aged 16-17 years old were found in the
locality, with the adult population rising to 4,902 inhabitants (63%).

53,7%

Total Population
60 yrs and over
Adults (18-59 yrs)

36,0%
51,5%

Children (16-17 yrs)

75,0%
70,2%

Children (11-15 yrs)
Children (7-10 yrs)

60,8%

Children (3-6 yrs)

74,1%
72,8%

Children (0-2 yrs)
New-borns

76,2%

FIGURE 1. Roma Ethnics’ Share of the Total Population, by Age Groups (Otaci)

Source: Otaci LPA data, 2013

The Roma population of Otaci has expanded because of natural growth from birth rates and migration
to Otaci. This is because one, the Roma have a higher birth rate than other ethnic groups, and two,
Otaci is seen as a place of refuge for Roma ethnics in other regions and has seen increased migration
to its locality. As a result, data on the locality’s general population varies from one institution to another
due to such intensified internal migration over recent years. An additional challenge lies in the fact that
people coming to Otaci do not always register with the necessary institutions, leading to difficulties in
their monitoring.
It has been confirmed that Roma families adapt to contemporary trends in the family model, based on
a relatively small number of children. As observed in 2013, there were a total of 24 families with four or
more children, all of whom were Roma, and 20 single-parent families (usually mothers with children),
most of them being Roma.
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Of all children aged 0-17 years, 22 (12 boys and 10 girls) displayed varying degrees of a disability.
Of these, nine boys and six girls were Roma. During 2013, no domestic accidents or deaths involving
children were reported in the locality.
Otaci currently has two kindergartens in operation, of which only one is attended by Roma children, and
one high school, following the consolidation of its three pre-university educational institutions. The high
school houses a creative centre for children and youth, which is attended by Roma students and others.
Through 2013-2014, the total number of children attending kindergarten has remained virtually
unchanged at approximately 80 children per preschool institution (total enrolled: 159 children in the two
kindergartens). It was found, however, that the number of Roma children attending kindergarten in 2014
increased from five in 2013 to about 12 in 2014.
At the start of the school year, pre-university education comprised 433 children, of which 42.3% were
ethnic Roma. The grade-based disaggregated analysis revealed an overall rate of 52.2% of schoolenrolled students attending primary education (65.5% were ethnic Roma) and 34.6% attending
secondary education (23.3% were ethnic Roma), with only 13.2% (of which none were ethnic Roma)
being enrolled in high school.
The enrolment rate in Otaci in the pre-university education institution is 40% of all children, while the
enrolment rate of Roma children reaches only 25%. Of the locality’s school-age children attending the
school institution, girls are 33.6% and boys 47.7% of the total. Among ethnic Roma, girls are enrolled in
a proportion of 22.4%, compared to 27.2% of boys. In the last four years only two cases of secondary
school graduation by Roma students took place. During the 2014-2015 academic year, from September
to December, 20 Roma students dropped out of the pre-university institution.
Students’ education is provided by 45 teachers. The technical staff, ensuring order and cleanliness on
school premises comprises 30 people. No Roma people are found in the institution’s employee list.
Out of 2,802 registered households in the city, virtually all are connected to electricity, 60%, to natural
gas, roughly 86%, to the water supply network and only half to the sewage system, while 35% benefit
from fixed telephones. There are no available ethnicity-disaggregated data on the households. It is
worth noting, however, that the wealthier Roma of Otaci live in the Central and Hill regions, while the
poor live past the railway bridge. For decades, the railway bridge separates the local Roma population
into rich and poor. The over-the-bridge region is home to many Roma who came from other districts in
Moldova, such as Briceni, Edineț, Râșcani, and Glodeni.
Migration is a widespread problem in Otaci, involving around a quarter (23.3%) of the total population.
It was found that out of the 29 families who have gone abroad permanently, 16 were Roma. Destination
countries for both non-Roma as well as Roma migrants are mostly in the Russian Federation, Ukraine,
and Kazakhstan (the latter being more characteristic for Roma).
Otaci city’s health services are provided by the Family Medical Centre (four doctors) and a private
medical centre.
The locality has 36 multi-purpose convenience stores, two of which are owned by Roma people.
As well, of the 42 operational LLCs, five enterprises with joint-stock company status, 25 individual/
unincorporated businesses, and 52 patent holders, none are owned by persons of Roma origin.
Leisure place locations are few as younger people and the general population opt for only a few local
restaurants and bars.
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Community actors interviewed consider the following areas as priorities and in need of intervention:
 Finishing of Cultural Centre construction;
 Road repair;
 Improving access to social services and the launching of a social canteen;
 Improving access to health care, and need for a mobile X-ray machine;
 Job creation;
 Transportation for children who attend school;
 City wide gasification;
 City wide sanitation.

1.2. SOROCA
The city of Soroca serves as the administrative centre of the Soroca rayon. It was first documented as
a settlement in 1499. It is known internationally for its Fortress and the “Gypsy Hill”. Its population is
37,526 inhabitants9, with women accounting for 50.7%. Soroca is a multi-ethnic city: the ethnic majority
is formed by Moldovans/Romanians (76.3%), followed by Ukrainians (8.6%), Russians (7.7%), Roma
(5.4%) and other ethnicities (2%).10
According to official data, Soroca is home to approx. 1,525 persons of Roma origin, but figures vary
from one source to another. Roma leaders in Soroca suggest a figure of about 4,000 Roma, while most
public institutions, including LPAs, state that they do not keep records of the population distribution by
ethnic groups and thus cannot establish a precise figure. Certainly, the actual number of Roma ethnics
in Soroca exceeds the official figure, however, in community leaders’ opinion, it is not above 4,000. In
2014, the Family Medical Centre had around 2,352 Roma people on their registers, 6.5% of the total
population, and about 1% more than the NBS-provided data.
FIGURE 2. The General and Roma Population Distribution by Age Groups,
Soroca City (persons)
2352
Total persoane
Numărul populaţiei în vârsta
de 60 și peste
Numărul de adulți (18-59 ani)
Numărul de copii (16-17 ani)
Numărul de copii (7-15 ani)

36014

289
5807
1662
23767
69
1022
196
3002

Numărul de copii (3-6 ani)

98
1461

Numărul de copii (0-2 ani)

38
955
Roma

Total Persons
Source: Soroca FMC, for reference year 2014.

Total persons // 60 yrs and over // Adults (18-59 yrs) // Children (16-17 yrs) // Children (7-15 yrs) //
Children (3-6 yrs) // Children (0-2 yrs)
9
10

NBS, as of January 1st, 2014
NBS, 2004 Population Census
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Compared to the overall situation of Roma in the country, Soroca’s Roma population shows an
increased aging rate: the share of children (0-17 years) is 17% of the total Roma population and is
approximately equal to that of Soroca’s general population (17.9%).
Although there are nine operating preschool institutions in Soroca, no Roma child attended kindergarten
at the time of the survey. In previous years, two preschool institutions were attended by Roma. The
city’s preschool institutions are also overburdened. For example, Kindergarten No. 7 located near
Roma residences had a waiting list of 12 children at the time of the survey. Thus, in addition to sociocultural barriers to children’s enrolment in preschool institutions, a lack of spots in kindergartens for
newcomers may also be noted.
According to the school census organized in Soroca in the 2013-2014 academic year by the
Department of Education with the support of other community actors, at least 259 Roma children of
school age were living in the city’s territory (family physicians listed 265 Roma children), of which 37.1%
(96 children) were enrolled in the education system, 62.9% (163 children) had gone abroad, and 5.8%
(15 children) had personal files held by educational institutions but were not attending due to parents’
refusal. Additionally, three children were not attending the educational institution due to disability, and
one girl argued that she had already got married.
The community operates four schools, two of which are attended by the Roma11: “A. Pushkin” Lyceum
(52 children) and Gymnasium No.1 (18 children). The vast majority of Roma children (62.8%, or 42 out
of the total 70 students) are enrolled in primary school. In higher grade levels comes a decrease in both
the number of overall Roma and share of Roma girls attending school. While the share of Roma girls in
the primary cycle constitutes 48% of all Roma students (nearly equivalent to that of the non-Roma), in
secondary school Roma girls only make up 20% of Roma students, with a 14% lower share than that of
non-Roma girls attending the secondary cycle. No Roma child was enrolled in high school at the time of
the survey. Similarly, no Roma person was enrolled at the two vocational schools, the four colleges, nor
at the University subsidiary.
Since 2014, Roma children have begun attending the DACIA Youth Resource Centre. Children from
vulnerable families are particularly drawn to the computer room at the NGO.
Access to population documentation and social services is facilitated for the Roma by two community
mediators who, besides providing information support, aid Roma, in particular those who cannot read or
write, in filing various requests and formulating statements.
Compared to other surveyed localities, Soroca features a wider range of leisure places and services,
including parks, the Dniester river, the “Candle of Gratitude”, the Soroca Fortress, along with
restaurants, bars, beauty salons, etc.
Formally employed Roma ethnics are exceptions in Soroca, where only a family of three persons were
working in sanitation and landscaping services. Employment opportunities for Roma are generally poor,
especially due to low education levels.
The Roma receive a fair share of social support: in the 12 months prior to the survey, 64 Roma families
received material aid. At the time of the survey, 76 Roma families, i.e. one-tenth of the total 743
beneficiary households, received social support.
Community actors interviewed consider the following areas as priorities for intervention and improving

11

Data refer to the academic year 2014-2015
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Roma quality of life:
 Inclusion of Roma children in preschool institutions;
 Holding parents responsible for ensuring their children the right to education;
 Increased cooperation between all state institutions with a view toward children’s schooling;
 Improving access to social services;
 Creating attractive jobs;
 Closer involvement of Roma people in solving their own problems.

1.3. VULCĂNEŞTI
Vulcăneşti village is in the Ciorești commune, Nisporeni rayon, and is first mentioned in documentary
sources in 1443. The village population amounted to 1,240 people in 2013, 95.6% of whom were
ethnic Roma. The village’s population is gradually aging. In 2013, 17 children were born, making it
1.4% of the total population, while the 60+ population rose to 4.3%. At the same time, the number of
children dropped to 98 children between 7-10 years (11.6%), 75 – aged 3-6 years (6.3%), and 30 aged
0-2 years (2.5% ). Five marriages between or with minors (boys – two; girls – three) were registered
in the same base year, along with a total of 23 families with three or more children and nine singleparent families (usually mothers with children). As may be observed, Roma families tend to adapt to
contemporary trends in the family model, based on a relatively small number of children.
Of the total 383 children aged 0-17 years, seven (four boys and three girls) had a disability. One child
aged 0-2 years, one aged 3-6 years, two aged 7-10 years, two aged 11-15 years, and lastly one aged
16-17 years. No domestic accidents or deaths involving children were reported.
Migration strongly affects the village, involving over 88% of the total population, of which 50.8% are
women and 49.2% are men. Among the most frequent destination countries are the Russian Federation
and Belarus.
Out of the 230 households registered in the village, 220 are owned by ethnic Roma. All Roma
households are connected to electricity, 70% to natural gas, 77% to the water supply network, and 75%
to a fixed telephone. A centralized sewer system has not yet been developed in the city, despite an
aqueduct having been launched in November 2014. Road infrastructure is also underdeveloped, with
only two gravel roads currently accessible.
The available services network is poor. The village operates a kindergarten based in a secondary
school, which features a school stadium, a sports hall, and a school library. Health services are
provided in a medical facility staffed by a single nurse, while the family physician from Ciorești offers
services once a week. The village also has three convenience stores (one owned by a Roma person)
providing a range of basic products. To facilitate communication with locals, a town hall office was
recently opened, and, once a month, residents are able to receive responses from the mayor of
Vulcăneşti on various issues. The social worker from Ciorești provides assistance in the same building.
The preschool institution has a capacity of 50 children, and has been refurbished with MSIF (Moldova
Social Investment Fund) support. At the time of the survey, it employed four people.
Recent years (2013-2014) saw a decrease in the number of children enrolled in early education
programs, from 12 children in 2013 to seven children in 2014. The enrolment rate was 12.3% in 2013
and roughly 8.5% in 2014.
Pre-university education sees 182 children that were registered during the period, of which 44.5%
were girls. The grade-based disaggregated analysis revealed that 39% of students were aged 7 to
10 years and enrolled in grades 1-4, 59.9% were aged 11 to 15 years and in grades 3-9, while 1.1%
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were aged 16 and enrolled in grades 8-9. The enrolment rate of children aged 7-10 years was 72.4%
(girls – 72.1%; boys – 72.7%); of children aged 11-15 years – 88.6% (girls – 82 2%; boys – 95.1%); of
children aged 16-17 years – 3.5% (boys only). Of girls aged 7-17 years, 60.9% were enrolled in school,
while among boys the enrolment rate reached 69.6%. Further analysis of successful graduates shows
girls more often finishing secondary school: during the 2011-2012 school year, three out of the four
graduating students were girls, together having a graduation average between 5.33 and 6.67. During
the school year 2012-2013 a single girl graduated with an average of 6.33, while during the school year
2013-2014 there were no graduating students (due to failure to pass final exams). During the 20132014 school year, no less than 30 Roma children have abandoned the undergraduate institution.
An analysis of school registers has shown low attendance among Roma students. For example, during
the month of September of the 2014-2015 school year, only four out of 18 students in a class list
attended daily, with seven being absent for the entire month. The situation failed to improve significantly
in October, with only six students who attended daily, and nine who did not attend the entire month.
Even in these circumstances however, registers do not show the full picture regarding attendance,
given teachers not necessarily marking absent in all cases on the part of Roma students.
Students’ education is provided by 14 teachers, of which one is of Roma origin. The technical staff,
numbering 10 people, includes no Roma. In most cases the gymnasium’s staff is comprised of Cioreşti
commune residents.
Given the depicted situation, community actors interviewed consider the following intervention areas as
priorities:
 Road repair;
 Improving schooling situation of Roma children at all levels;
 Village-wide sanitation;
 Job creation;
 Improving medical facility conditions;
 Street lighting;
 Improving social worker activity and presence.
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LIFESTYLE AND
SOCIO-CULTURAL NORMS
OF ROMA PEOPLE
Life of Roma people is marked by a number the following features: strict
division of roles in the family; early marriages; discrimination against poor
Roma and women; migration with the whole family, including for short
periods, mainly in the former Soviet countries; self-isolation and selfvictimization; education largely at the primary level, etc. The behaviour of
Roma people is guided by traditional socio-cultural norms that take priority
over legal norms. Although society has some negative stereotypes about
the Roma, they are also valued for their insistence, the way they organize
parties, etc. Changes in the life of Roma people in recent years raises
concerns on the continuation of this group, and their traditions and culture.
Access to community services is directly related to the lifestyle and rules laid down in the Roma
community. The main findings in this regard are as follows:
a) Roma family life has specific components that differentiate it from those of other ethnic groups
living in Moldova.
 Early marriages usually occur at the age of 14-16 years. Early marriage culture is passed on
from generation to generation with girls at the age of 14 believing that they are prepared for
family life. Both parents and children are willing to start a family at an early age. One of the
survey findings is that school dropout after the primary level is mainly due to the practice of early
marriages.
“I wanted to marry. I was 15, I married for love and I wanted to have a baby.” (IDI, Minor Roma
mother 2);
“A girl, especially if she finishes four classes, can read and write, and she already tends to
something else. In our opinion, women should stay in the kitchen, do the cleaning, and raise
children.” (IDI, Roma leader 2).
A ritual practiced in Roma communities is “stealing” the girls. Adult Roma treated this ritual as a norm,
which has over time become a feature of Roma lifestyle. Some voices say that “stealing” Roma girls is
not accidental, it is a tacit understanding between young people and even between their families.
Arranged marriages are another aspect that characterizes the Roma community. In some cases, girls
are not consulted as to who their future husband is, with parents arranging their marriage. Arranged
marriages are more common in well-off families, which accept this practice to protect and increase their
property (wealth). This practice is taken as harmless to young people due to their confidence in the
parents’ choice.
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“Parents do not ask if you want to marry or not, they make their choice for you and you get
married.” (FG, Roma parents 3);
“There are wealthy families who get their children married early, to prevent someone else from
joining their family, and to preserve their property.” (IDI, Roma leader 1).
Every Roma family places value on a girls’ virginity, with parents supervising them constantly from
the age of 12. From this age, most girls often stay at home and do not go to school. Lack of a girl’s
virginity is likely to penalize the girl’s family and make them pay material damage to the boy’s family
(reportedly, from 25,000 to 30,000 US dollars) and/or to become removed from consideration in the
Roma community.
“In our tradition, girls should be virgins when they marry, and this is a matter of honour. When
they reach 14-16 years and meet a boy and so on, they already want to marry and you cannot
stop them. Parents try to get their girls married earlier, as they are afraid that girls would lose their
virginity elsewhere.” (IDI, associative sector 1).
Another characteristic of family life after marriage is a significant reduction of the girl and her
relationship with her family of origin. The young wife depends exclusively on the husband’s family.
Typically, the mother-in-law takes decisions for the newly created family. Young age and a low level of
education determine a total subordination of girls and their isolation after marriage.
“I was just staying at home, washing and cooking. I stayed more often with my mother-in-law, and
I did not get along well with her.” (IDI, minor Roma mother 2);
“I visited a doctor with my mother-in-law in Chisinau. She knows where to go, she talked to the
doctors, she attended the birth.” (IDI, minor Roma mother 3);
“She was fed by her mother-in-law, her mother did not visit her. If she goes to live with her
husband, her mother moves suddenly to the background, and she explained that her husband
should be good at counting, because her husband makes money, but she should be good at
washing and cooking.” (FG, Roma parents 2).
The vast majority of marriages are not registered, leading to record keeping difficulty and monitoring.
At the same time, the authorities’ intervention is restricted because of continuing this tradition and,
additionally, the Roma people do not think that early marriages violate legal norms. Usually, the girl’s
family does not lodge a complaint with the relevant authorities and, therefore, such cases cannot be
prosecuted. Failure to register a marriage officially helps eliminate formalities while crossing the border
with children.
“Early marriages are a problem, but we cannot do anything. Parents should be more careful in
such cases, as all the girls are already married before they turn 18. This is their tradition, and
nobody can ban it.” (IDI, FMC 4).
Early marriage and the birth of children benefit Roma men, as it exonerates them from being enrolled in
the army. Roma are aware that Moldovan law provides for the exemption from military service of people
who take care of two children12.
“Parents tell them: marry and you will not be enrolled in the army. Since 1989-1991, no Roma
man was enrolled in the army. The recruiting office is no longer searching for Roma men.”
(IDI, Roma leader 1)
The practice of early marriages leads to concerns from doctors, teachers, and other community actors.
The surveyed medical workers think that the phenomenon of early marriage affects the physiological
and psychological development of girls, as they are not physiologically ready for sexual life, pregnancy,
or childbirth.
12

Law no. 1245 of 18/07/2002 on the preparation of citizens to defend their homeland, Article 31, published on 10/10/2002 in the
Official Gazette no. 137-138, Art. No. 1054.
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“This view on early marriages should change, as girls perceive marriage as a bond in the
beginning, and then it leads to depression, deviant behaviour, aggression, violence and, in many
cases, it ends with suicide. They are too fragile, at the age when they give birth. Some girls start
having menstrual cycles, others may not have menstrual cycles, but they get married.”
(IDI, Psychologist)
From their own experience, Roma women realize that early marriage practices affect girls’ lives, and
suggest that they marry at an older age (over 20 years), which would help them create a new vision of
life. However, they continue the practice of early marriages of their daughters.
“As soon as I got married, I lost all meaning.” (FG, Roma parents 3);
“I did not want to marry, I wish I did not marry, I am now sorry that it was so early ... I wish we
married like Moldovans, after 20 years.” (IDI, minor Roma mother 2);
“I am too young for that, but I want my daughter to marry at 18. She can give birth at 18.”
(IDI, minor Roma mother 3);
“I do not want her to marry at 13 as I did, and I want her to study. I do not want her to have my
fate, I could study and stay closer to my mother. I would like my daughter to marry at 18.”
(FG, Roma parents 4);
“No, I will let her grow older, so that the hardships, tears and sorrow, and pain will be faced later.”
(IDI, Roma mother with child beggar 5);
“I got married when I was 14 years-old and I gave birth to my children away from home and all my
life, I walk from house to house. I do not want them to marry so early. I will keep them until they
reach 20-25 years. First, they should get a house, a place to live.” (IDI, Roma mother with child
beggar 6).
Roma leaders say they do not agree with early marriages. However, they do not get involved in
counteracting them, arguing that it is up to the individual Roma family. They often encourage such
practices through their own examples. Some representatives of religious denominations argue that they
cannot influence the traditions of Roma people and treat early marriages between Roma people as a
norm: early religious marriage is not contrary to church rules.
“Girls get married when they are 14-15. This cannot be changed by anyone. I am against these
practices, but I cannot interfere in someone’s family. This is already a tradition, something that did
not appear today, but hundreds of years ago.” (IDI, associative sector 2);
“She helps her mother, prepares the food and then, when she finishes, she dresses and goes out
with girls and boys. On the one hand, it is good that you are married when you are 16-17, you
have children when you are 18, the child grows up with you, until you turn 20. You can have four
children and then children grow up and you have other concerns.” (IDI, associative sector 1);
“I do not think it is so bad, as there is mutual understanding and love between each of them and
they have some ideals to follow. Personally, I have not heard of problems that emerged as a
result of an early marriage, such as divorce.” (IDI, Priest 1).
 Roles in the family, between spouses, are clearly defined. Men are responsible for the socioeconomic support of the family and women are responsible for the household, for taking care
of and educating children. Some girls admit however that they could learn to do some work that
would generate income, if the husband cannot provide the family with financial support, and if he
would allow them to work.
“We, gypsies, are very jealous. The husband decides everything for the house. He is the master
of the house. The wife must declare all her actions. But if you are at school, you can think of so
many things, for instance, “what is she doing there?”; “The husband is the master of the house
and he must decide for everyone, take care of the house and the money.” “I do not want my wife
to go to school, so that she is not laughed at by anyone, she does not need that, I do not need
that. Why should she study? Under our law, she should stay at home. This dates back to our
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ancestors. No gypsy woman would ever disagree.”; “A gypsy woman who is not married, can go
to school and if she is married, she cannot go. I told my father-in-law that now she was mine and
from now on, I would take care of her. My word is a law.” (FG, young Roma 1);
“Without my husband, only with my children, I would not be able to give them everything they
need, as my leader is not with me.” (FG, Roma parents 3);
“Our (boys’) main duty is: to make money, to support the family.” (FG, Roma parents 1);
“I will marry and take care of children and clean the house ... Girls get married at 13, give birth
to children, and stay home all day long doing the cleaning, while men travel.”; “There are two
options. I have a husband, we go abroad to earn money and live in peace. Another option is: I
learn to do manicures and work in a beauty parlour.” (FG, young Roma 3).
Gender discrimination exists in Roma communities with Roma women having limited rights. Men can
and usually communicate with people outside of their family, including women of other ethnic groups,
while Roma women are responsible for making guests comfortable with cooking and serving. In most
cases, Roma women do not engage in discussions, even if the topic concerns them directly. During
some activities outside, the same type of segregation can be noted: at celebrations, weddings, and
christenings, men and women sit at different tables. The wife usually asks her husband’s permission
each time she wants to go outside the household. Adultery among men is tolerated, and if women
commit adultery, they are penalized.
“When you go to their place, the husband invites you to the table and serves you with chocolates,
while his wife sits in another place, which is not fair. They are timid. I think that history made them
a little more timid and careful “ (IDI, associative sector 3)
 Purchase or construction of large houses.
A feature of the Roma culture and lifestyle is construction of houses, as the house size is an indicator of
the family’s well-being and authority in the community.
“They started to build houses. They like skyscrapers. They like big houses.” (IDI, Kindergarten 2)
“Look at the castles they have built. Even a church does not have what they have.” (IDI, School 12)

Drawing, Roma boy, not enrolled in school, 15 years, Otaci.
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Some Roma leaders said that these houses were built in the late twentieth century, during which they
had businesses in the light industry, and now many of them are unfinished.
“These houses were built when people had money, in 1988-1990, when cooperatives were in
place. However, if you look now, 80% of these houses are deserted and unfinished. Can you see
someone building today? They cannot finish what they started.“ (IDI, associative sector 2);
“Construction of new places stopped for a while. They used to come with money from Russia,
They invested in houses, cars. Now we see that earnings are not the same, and there is not too
much new construction.” (IDI, Mayor’s Office Secretary 2).
Survey results show that, in most cases, Roma (especially those in Soroca) do not have titles to their
property, which creates difficulties, in particular when preparing their inheritance documents.
“There is a problem with houses, as most houses were built without authorization. Now, when
they wish to donate their house to their children, they must write the will and the house must be
legalized.” (IDI, Mayor’s Office Secretary 2)
Local authorities and non-Roma note that Roma occupy land illegally, build houses, and later try to
legalize them. In these cases, some respondents accused LPA representatives of complicity. One
example being that the downtown park in Otaci was occupied by several Roma people. Kindergarten
No. 7 in Soroca has almost no adjacent territory, and authorities considered evacuating the institution.
“We, the authorities, decided to evacuate that kindergarten elsewhere, because it is already
impossible to take back the lands that were illegally occupied. But there are also houses that
should be demolished and that leads to a large social and legal problem.” (IDI, Department of
Education 1)
There are also Roma families living in extreme poverty. Visits to these families at their home reveal their
difficult situations, and the impact on the health of their children.
“We have families living in detached houses. They buy houses without windows, depending on
how much money they have.” (IDI, LPA);
“We all sleep on the floor, our mom and all of my little brothers. We live in extreme poverty, as we
have nothing.” (IDI, Roma child beggar 2);
“My two younger brothers sleep with mom and dad on the couch, but I sleep on the floor with my
other brothers. My mother lays the bed linen on the floor.” (IDI, Roma child beggar 4);
“A single parent family with three children lives in a house kindly offered by local people. The
house has neither a fence, nor a gate. Windows and doors do not close. Windows are merely
covered with film. All family members are crowded into one room heated by a stove, with three
beds (one folding bed) and a table. The family sleeps, cooks, eats and bathes in the same room.
Walls and the floor are made of clay.” (Observation at Roma home).
b) Interaction between Roma communities in the same settlement
 Segregation of Roma households by socio-economic situation and by family of origin is a
key characteristic in the Roma community. In the surveyed settlements (except Vulcanesti), exist
rich and poor neighbourhoods and slums/quarters and little interaction that was noted between
them. Typically, the poor are not helped by the rich. The relationship between some classes
is tense due to specific historic incidents, which are then communicated from generation to
generation. In some cases, members of such classes have difficulties in explaining their conflicts.
“This was established over time and the town was divided into two areas with the very rich living in
the downtown and hilly area of town and the poor living in the area past the bridge. Discrimination
exists against one another, the poor, and the rich. For example, not all Roma will sit at a desk with a
girl who comes from a poor family, but Russians will.” (IDI, associative sector 3);
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“We gypsies are very proud. If I am in the company of friends who are not of my level, my father
can admonish me.” (FG, young Roma 1);
“I do not want to see my old girlfriends, as they became bad and pampered. I am poor and they
do not want to see me.” (IDI, minor Roma mother 2);
“They hate each other, because one is richer than the other. They are simple and poor people
who are better than the rich.” (IDI, Roma leader 2);
“My children can be caught and beaten by children of the rich Roma.” (FG, Roma parents 3);
“We have from six to eight castes which do not want to interact with the others.” (IDI, LPA).
The socio-economic status of Roma is relevant in selecting partners. Marriages between partners with
different socioeconomic status are rarely noted. The rich protect their fortune and try to increase it
through marriages of convenience. A child born in a poor family has few chances to overcome poverty.
A poor Roma, even if he improves his economic status, will still find it difficult to be recognized and
accepted by the wealthier classes. Roma themselves said that it was best to leave the town to avoid
being labelled and marginalized. At the same time, Roma people whose financial situation gets worse,
risk losing their influence in the community.
“They remain with the same status they were born. If they were born poor, they marry someone
poor, and they remain poor. The same is true for the rich. Those who can still gain something
grow further, develop, and usually go elsewhere, so that less people know they were once poor.”
(IDI, Social worker 2)
 Information transmittal in a short time: “Gypsy Post”
A feature of the Roma community is the sending/communication of information of common interest
among the Roma. An eloquent example of this is the transmission of necessary documents from one
country to another in a very short time, given the close links between Roma. They also inform each
other with respect to different social benefits or local events.
“We connect with others in a certain district. If he does not live in the needed district, I ask him
to go 300-400 km from there to the civil registry office to obtain the required certificate. Then he
goes, knocks at all doors, until he obtains that certificate. He then asks others who are around if
they go home and he passes that certificate to others. This is called Gypsy Post.” (IDI, associative
sector 1);
“They are very well-organized. If the mayor’s office announces it is providing something, they tell
each other and, in 15-20 minutes, all Roma are present.” (IDI, Social worker 2).
c) Unwritten laws takes precedent
The Roma community is organized and governed under Romani “law”, which is passed on from
generation to generation. Although Roma claim that they are not against the laws of the Republic of
Moldova, priority is given to the unwritten laws of their community. One characteristic of this law is the
establishment of the “Council of Elders”, also referred to as the Romani trial (see Case study 11). These
trials are usually held by Roma people with the highest rank in the community or by Roma people of the
same rank from another community, who review various issues during such trials. Roma give priority to
this way of solving problems, because it is faster, and they have greater confidence in it rather than in
Moldovan institutions such as the police, prosecutor’s office, and court.
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“When a problem exists, a meeting of the Council of Elders or a Romani trial is called. We
have our laws, and they are not written. We are not against the law of the Republic of Moldova.
However, we are more often guided by our laws, and in only 10% of cases, do we appeal to a
court of law or the police or another entity. We meet, we talk, and we clarify an issue in 10-20
minutes or up to one hour, but not for one year. We can wait for years if we appeal to courts.”
(IDI, associative sector 2);
“It is a whole nation without a state, with their separate rules. Wherever they go, they only follow
their rules.” (FG, non-Roma parents 2).
Some representatives of religious denominations believe that a Romani trial is a violation of human
rights and argue that some Roma no longer appeal to such collective “courts”.
“A man who judges alone violates the law, and I do not obey those invented laws. Roma believers
do not obey such laws.” (IDI, Priest 2)
d) Attitudes of non-Roma towards Roma
Minimal interaction between Roma and non-Roma was noted within communities. The attitudes and
perceptions of non-Roma towards Roma are reserved, and most often negative. However, both positive
and negative attitudes of non-Roma towards Roma were identified in the survey. Positive attitudes refer
to the following:
 In certain situations, Roma, rather than non-Roma, can offer support. There are cases when
Roma were the only ones who offered first aid, even if there were non-Roma people around;
 Roma children are perceived as more energetic and inquisitive compared to non-Roma;
 Roma people are joyful people, who love parties and gatherings;
 They are insistent in obtaining what they want;
 Specific way of organizing celebrations. During holidays, Roma prefer a variety of dishes,
sometimes inviting non-Roma neighbours. The invitees remain surprised at the rich variety of
meals and festive atmosphere.
“Roma are more humane than Russians and Moldovans.” (FG, non-Roma parents 2);
“They sit, dance, all the emotions on their face, while our people are so thoughtful – this is their
nature. Roma are joyful people ... But there is no single day when they are not present at the
mayor’s office” (IDI, Kindergarten 3).
Negative attitudes of non-Roma towards Roma refer to the following:
 Roma are often perceived as persons who do not tell the truth. They can invent various
excuses and reasons just to improve their situation and justify their actions/behaviours. The use
of lies could be explained by the low confidence levels of Roma aimed at others who are not
Roma. This behaviour affects the work and is noted by doctors, teachers, social workers, etc.
“They are slightly different people, not always telling the truth.” (IDI, School 2);
“It’s their school - to deceive.” (FG, non-Roma parents 2);
“They are liars, they can tell something to you, and something different to someone else and
swear that everything is true, but in a different way.” (IDI, FMC 7);
“People in Soroca do not trust Roma people, because they lie. They lost their confidence in Roma
as personalities. Employers avoid employing Roma people.” (IDI, Social worker 1);
“For them to be open with me is a long process. They must first have confidence in me, and even
then, they can sometimes deceive me. Those receiving aid for years come more often, and are
more open, and tell me about their situation and that of other families.” (IDI, Social worker 2).
 Non-Roma people perceive Roma as persons who are unattached to the state, with the
majority of Roma not paying taxes/fines and viewed as not fulfilling their duties as citizens.
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“Most cases of tax evasion involve Roma people. They have large houses, which imply high
taxes, but they do not pay anything. You cannot do anything about it, their contribution toward
society is zero ... Fines are not paid” (IDI, Mayor’s Office Secretary 1).
 Disorganized and antisocial lifestyle
“They were illegally connected to gas. They only commit burglaries. Their utility meter is up
on a pole, many who are younger put their meters up with the sole purpose of deception.”
(IDI, Mayor’s Office Secretary 1);
“At night, he used to waste his time gambling and would come back at 3-4 AM.” (IDI, School 2).
 They wait for someone else’s help and intervention to improve their lives
“All this time, I cannot say that they tried to do something on their own. They expect other people
to help them. They have zero initiative.” (IDI, School 11)
 Roma are perceived as superstitious and highly emotional
“They are very superstitious and very faithful in their own way.” (IDI, School 5);
“Roma children are very impulsive, sensitive, emotional, they get upset fast, faster than any other
child. Perhaps, that comes from the family, where they feel best. They think that at school, like at
home, everyone should love them as their parents.” (IDI, School 9);
“If you hurt them, this will be passed on from generation to generation. Thus, if grandparents
quarrelled it would be remembered and transmitted down through the generations.” (IDI, Priest 3).
The survey shows that treatment of the Roma by non-Roma people does not focus on individual traits,
but rather on group traits. Mostly negative stereotypes are used.
“If a gypsy does something, the typical response is: “Look at what these gypsies do!” They refer
to all gypsies and not to one gypsy who did something wrong. They do not individualize their
responses, they start to generalize them.” (IDI, associative sector 2).
The data is corroborated by other studies13, in which respondents assign both negative and positive
traits to the Roma (see Annex 2, Figure 4). In the survey Roma are characterized by non-Roma as:
liars (37.5%), thieves (37.1%), beggars (29.7%), dirty (21%), etc. The share of respondents who
highlighted the positive qualities assigned to Roma is significantly lower: united (18.5%), joyful (11.7%),
entrepreneurial (4.9%), religious (4.4%), hospitable (3.8%), etc.
e) Leisure
Roma value green areas and locations (cafes, bars, Internet cafes) where they can spend free time.
In all localities, respondents were dissatisfied with the leisure opportunities, especially for children and
youth. The survey shows that people in the Vulcanesti village have the fewest opportunities to spend
free time, as they have to go to the district centre or Chisinau.
In Otaci, people walk around downtown, a computer room and a gym are available only during the
warm months. Inside the secondary school, there is a creativity centre for children and youth. Some
respondents proposed to separate that centre from the school, given the negative perception of school.
“There is a cultural centre in the school. But who would go to school? It has no value for Roma.
The school is perceived as an unattractive place. If there was a separate cultural and sports
centre, it would have been different.” (IDI, Roma leader 2).
13

“Fenomenul discriminării în Republica Moldova: percepţia cetăţeanului, 2014”, IPP, available
����������������������������������������������������
at: http://www.ipp.md/public/files/Evenimente/Sondaj_nediscriminare_pentru_prezentare.pdf
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Survey participants insisted on the need to finalize the construction of the Otaci Youth Centre, which
would offer a number of activities.
“I wish we had a centre, where children could attend and develop themselves, like a library, or
a gym to keep the children busy. That is why children do not do anything, and smoke. Activities
challenge youth.” (IDI, Roma mother with child beggar);
“The youth have nothing to do. There is neither a disco, nor a decent gym. There is no sauna. We
had a good park before. Children have no occupation. There is no place where you could stay
with them outside.” (IDI, Roma leader 2);
“Most people stay in various public places, they meet at the “pitaciok”, smoke and drink, while
spiritual people go to church. We do not have a House of Culture, which would organize dances
for young people and those above 30 years.” (IDI, Priest 2);
“The Cultural Centre is almost ready. Only interior works are pending. We would like to arrange
the creativity centre, the music school, the computer room and the chess club in one place.”
(IDI, Mayor’s Office Secretary 2);
“Everyone will come to the cultural centre. We would like to finalize it by the next year and attract
children somehow through dances and various games, as some of them are also talented.” (IDI, LPA).
Soroca has a wider diversity of places for entertainment, including the Soroca Fortress, the Nistru River,
the monument “The Candle of Gratitude”, and “The Gypsy Hill”. Some non-Roma believe that Soroca is
also known in the country and even abroad because of the “The Gypsy Hill”.
A special place for Roma in Soroca and in Otaci is a “pitaciok”, designed in particular for men, where
they socialize, discuss news, take decisions, etc.
“Honestly speaking, our Roma gather in the middle of the road, because they have no other place
to meet. There is a so-called “pitaciok” on the hill, which is just a piece of land.” (IDI, associative
sector 2).
Usually, Roma like to meet in groups for fun with
younger groups separated by gender. Girls usually
meet in someone’s home to talk, watch TV, do
something decorative, peruse social networks, etc.
Boys, however, meet to talk, tell jokes, and plan
activities.
Internet and TV is one of the main free time activities
of young people in the surveyed communities.
Roma children prefer to watch Russian TV stations,
especially those showing movies and TV series,
given the difficulties in reading subtitles. Regarding
the Internet, the most popular sites are social
networks, in particular “Odnoklassniki”, an immensely
popular site amongst younger Roma, along with
those with music, movies, and games.
Roma adults prefer to spend their free time in public
places such as cafeterias, and restaurants. In some
Roma are discriminated against and not allowed
and/or not served. Some Roma recognized that
this happened due to conflicts between Roma and
the employees of these places. However, Roma
think that they should not be labelled according to
the behaviour of other individual members of the
community.

Drawing, Roma schoolgirl, 10 years, Soroca
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“Nistru cafeteria is the perfect example of discrimination. They do not serve us and do not accept
us there, because we are Roma.” (FG, young Roma 3);
“There is a bathroom near the music school. They say that they do not allow any Roma people
there, either the rich or the poor. I went to the restaurant, and they do not allow Roma people
either. We are just like dogs, like black people in America. White people can go, but we cannot.”
(IDI, Roma leader 1);
“When going to a bar, our 16-year-old kids cannot go to any bar, as some bars in Soroca do not
let them in, because they are Roma. There is also a bathroom and a store that do not let them in.
Hey people, is this happening now when...” (IDI, associative sector 2).
While interviewed, service providers acknowledged that they are reluctant to accept Roma people
because of prior experiences in which a Roma’s behaviour was inappropriate and brought more
damage than benefit to the owner. A precedent is already set in Moldova, in another place than that
which was covered in the survey. Thus, the Council for the Prevention and Elimination of Discrimination
and Equality Assurance (CPEDAE) alleged discrimination in accessing public services based on
ethnicity. The petitioner claims that he was subject to less favourable (different) treatment without a
reasonable and objective justification in accessing services relating to the organization of ceremonies.14
Service in beauty parlours depends on each separate hairstylist. Some are not willing to provide
services to Roma, because of perceived capriciousness, avoiding paying for services, and have poor
hygiene.
The survey showed a lack of segregation of the Roma through cultural and artistic activities carried out
in localities. The involvement of Roma people in these activities is limited.
“It is impossible to involve them in social life in the town. They do not get involved. They are
constantly looking for sources of income to support their families.” (IDI, Mayor’s Office Secretary 2);
“We do not organize anything specifically for the Roma, as we do not discriminate between
Russians, Roma, and Moldovans. If we organize something, we organize it for everyone,
regardless of ethnicity.” (IDI, Social worker 2);
“Nothing has been organized exclusively for them thus far. However, they come to the New Year’s
tree, the Town Day celebration, and the Independence Day. They also come to all the events we
organize in the town for everyone.” (IDI, Mayor’s Office Secretary 2).
A celebration Roma enjoy is the Roma Community Day, on April 8. Celebrations are organized jointly
with the LPA.
“Celebrations are organized on April 8th, the National Day of the Roma.” (IDI, associative sector 1);
“Virtually everything is organized by us and the LPA, we do some activities, round tables, LPA and
CPA representatives are present, and celebrations are also welcome. There are some things that
people come and see, such as Romani customs, traditions, songs, dances, and cuisine.”
(IDI, associative sector 2);
“It is Roma’s Day, but Moldovan women perform gypsy dances. Why don’t they come to teach
others, as it is their Day? None of them show up and they say that the dances will be performed
by the art school.” (IDI, Mayor’s Office Secretary 2).
Lack of leisure infrastructure affects the entire population, including the Roma. In the case of the latter,
it is important to ensure access to leisure services as a means to enhance social cohesion.
Overall, the survey shows that the lifestyle of the Roma has certain distinctive features, which separates
them from the rest of society but also makes them “attractive” in cultural terms.

14

http://www.civic.md/stiri-ong/27352-i-a-fost-refuzat-accesul-la-serviciile-unui-local-pe-motiv-ca-este-de-etnie-roma-cpedae-a-constatatdiscriminarea.html
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Schooling is perceived by Roma as a tool in which children learn to read and
write, with their school education usually ending at primary classes. Cases
of further education in the secondary school or university are an exception.
Enrolment of girls and boys is uneven, and is at higher at school among boys.
Education is not highly valued for the Roma, even if some Roma people realize
the benefits of education. People who manage to go beyond the Roma’s normal
“educational limit” are frequently rejected by Roma. A parent of a Roma family is
a passive actor of the education process. Attendance of preschool institutions by
Roma children is not accepted nor promoted in their community. Non-schooling
of Roma is due to a number of reasons, both objective and subjective. The main
causes of dropout at an early age are migration and early marriages.

3.1. Roma children’s enrolment in educational institutions
The enrolment of Roma children in educational institutions has some common characteristics in the
surveyed communities. The survey answers showed that family and money are the fundamental
values of the Roma community and any action is aimed towards these goals. The vast majority of the
interviewed Roma revealed that education could contribute to starting and supporting a family, but it is
not decisive. At the same time, young Roma who did not attend school, especially girls, showed interest
in the schooling of their potential children, acknowledging problems faced by them because of not
attending school.
“I cannot read well, but I want to be able to read and write well in the Latin language” (IDI, minor
mother 3);
“I wanted them to be literate, be educated, and then they can be formally employed. I do not want
them to have a life like mine.” (FG, Roma parents 3);
“I take my child to school to learn and to know. Not like me, I know nothing.” (FG, Roma parents 4);
“A mother told me: I want my child to be literate, because when I go with my Roma fellows to a
metro station, everyone follows me closely. - Please read where I should go. - Where ... But I am
so sick and tired… That is because I can read, but others can’t or don’t. Therefore, I want my
child to be literate. Therefore, I think, they want everyone to be literate.” (IDI, School 3).
Education is regarded by some parents and young people as a need imposed by changes in the
society. They realize that modernization compels them to overcome illiteracy, and to further integrate
into society. The most frequent reason for the schooling of children was acquisition of basic writing
and reading skills. Young people opt for schooling, aware that the knowledge gained will enable them
for modern life tasks such as to prepare some papers, acquire a driver’s license, etc.
“To learn and to know how to find their way in the country, to know the language, to be literate.”
(IDI, minor Roma mother 1);
“To be literate, to be smart, to be a true man.” (FG, Roma parents 4);
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“To be able to read and write. Times have changed, we are heading toward Europe.” (FG, Roma
parents 5);
“If they do not go to school and do not know anything, then how will they write when they apply
for a passport?! You will have to hire a man and pay him, a man who will write for you. But if you
learned, you should not pay, because you already know.” (FG, young Roma 3);
“I tell them that now you can’t do anything without education, we need education, children should
learn, they should have computer skills. It is not like it used to be two to three hundred years
ago.” (IDI, associative sector 1);
“First, I will send them to the kindergarten and after that I will send them to school. They should
go and learn to read, write, and count.” (IDI, Roma child beggar 2).
In addition, they consider schooling to contribute to a better culture and communication.
“They learned to speak much better” (FG, Roma parents 5);
“Because they show up, there is discipline.” (FG, Roma parents 3);
“To be smarter, not to speak bad words at school, not to fight. Children who study become good
people, while children who do not go to school are not able to read, write, and count the money.”
(FG, young Roma 2);
“Yes, of course my children will go to school. I do not want my children to be stupid. They should
be smart, be literate, go to school and learn, instead of walking on the streets and begging.”
(IDI, Roma child beggar 4).
Survey participants noted that education can help children more easily organize their lives through
employment.
“Be knowledgeable, and do things easier.” (FG, Roma parents 8);
“I do not want my child to panhandle and cry in the street.” (FG, Roma parents 7).
Interest in the school affects youth behaviour and actions, as revealed in this survey. Some young
Roma people and non-Roma parents believe that education can protect children from nonstandard
and antisocial behaviour: people who do not study face a higher risk of drug use, abusing alcohol,
stealing, etc., given the lack of activities and adult control during the day.
“Children who go to school learn, while others, who do nothing, become drug addicts.”
(FG, young Roma 2).
At the same time, few Roma children showed much interest in school, as they were woken up early
in the morning. Parents themselves are surprised at this behaviour, given that their children could
“sacrifice” some of their rest time for education.
“My daughter wakes up at six AM and says she is already ready to go, while lessons begin at 8.
They enjoy learning, and go to school with pleasure.” (FG, Roma parents 5).
In most cases, vulnerable Roma families face difficulties in providing children with school supplies.
Rent payment for books or purchases of exercise books and supplies are an obstacle to the child’s
schooling.
“They ask for money for books and exercise books, but where should we take it from? My
children have not been to school already for two to three weeks, and you wonder why? ... They
have no exercise books, no pens, no pencils, etc. If it costs one to two lei, then children will buy a
pen and an exercise book, but nothing more.” (FG, Roma parents 3)
“We have poor Roma in our community, who cannot afford to buy teaching materials for children,
as they now require different exercise books for all subjects.” (IDI, School 8).
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Some NGOs, teachers, and non-Roma parents involve themselves to overcome this situation. One
particular example is the procurement of a set of additional exercise books and textbooks from the
previous year of study for children from vulnerable Roma families in Otaci. The survey revealed the
involvement of teachers in collecting clothes and school supplies for Roma children. However, the
effectiveness of these interventions is estimated to be minimal.
“He attended school in September. I enrolled him in the school. I found a suit for him, because
she called and told me that she cannot buy him clothes for September 1st. Okay, I’ll find them for
you. I asked other parents of children who finished from primary school, whether they had some
extra shirts and pants. I found everything and I arranged everything. They came and I gave him
clothes, shoes and a schoolbag. He attended the school in September and then left and never
came back to school.” (IDI, School 2);
“We teachers bring clothes from our children and give them to them so that they have clothes and
shoes to wear before the first wash, as they do not care about these things.” (IDI, School 5).
Non-Roma parents believe that lack of financial resources to purchase school supplies and textbooks is
an obstacle for Roma. They also believe that Roma pay more attention to clothing and appearance than
to the purchase of school supplies for children.
“She wears diamonds, but if you look at her exercise book ... she has one exercise book for all
subjects.” (FG, Non-Roma parents 2).
The rich Roma families usually give their children all they need. If children are educated at home,
parents buy all the necessary supplies. The teacher tells them what type of supplies and textbooks will
be used for lessons and parents buy them or ask teachers to buy them and pay them back.
“She asked me to buy her everything she needed at the bookstore, pens, exercise books, pencils,
all the books, because if she went there she wouldn’t know what to get. I went, I bought, we
calculated, I showed her the receipt and she returned the money.” (IDI, School 7).
Thus, the responsible Roma who value education provide their children with relevant training aids.
However, instances of carelessly handling what they purchased and what was offered by the institution
exist.
The enrolment of children in educational institutions depends on their readiness to meet the
requirements. The survey showed low preparation levels of Roma children for school. Compared with
their peers, Roma lack the age-specific knowledge. Some primary school students do not know the
colours, speak with difficulty, etc. Lack of preschool education then leaves its mark on the enrolment in
educational institutions. If Roma children attended the preschool group, they meet the requirements for
enrolment in primary school.
“I don’t want to enrol him because he does not speak Russian and nobody understands the
Roma language. My child does not understand Moldovan, therefore I do not send him to the
kindergarten.” (FG, Roma parents 6).
“Their level is low, they have no preschool education, as they do not attend the kindergarten.”
(IDI, School 9);
“First, when they come, some do not understand what we want.” (IDI, Kindergarten 3);
“The problem with the primary classes is that they speak their language at home, but here the
language of instruction is Russian. Children find it difficult.” (IDI, School 8).
Failure to attend a preschool institution affects the following enrolment in school. Some teachers
mentioned the poor development of motor skills, poor memory training of some children, lack of
awareness of the collective behaviour rules, etc. All of which have an impact on the fulfilment of the
school curriculum. Only some parents realize the need for enrolment of children in preschool education
programs to facilitate their further integration in school.
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“They draw, explain, prepare them for school, to make their life easier at school.” (FG, Roma
parents 3);
“There is zero level of preparation. None of the children who arrived in the first grade attended the
kindergarten. They start everything from scratch. Even now, some of them cannot cut well. Their
hand motor skills are not well developed.” (IDI, School 10).
The bridging of educational gaps is seldom done by parents. As for wealthy families, the survey revealed
that shortly before the school year they employ teachers to prepare their children. Over a short period
of time, they manage to cover some educational gaps, so the child will not encounter difficulties in the
beginning days at school.
“I deal with the preparation for school, but not only ... for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th grades.” “No, she
(the school teacher) does not mind. She asked me to take care of these children“ (IDI, School 7).
This practice is more common in the towns of Soroca and Otaci. Thus, educational services at home are
an alternative to prepare children for school.
As not all Roma parents can afford hiring a teacher at home, a preparatory class (“zero class”) was
created at some institutions (e.g., in Otaci). This experience is seen as positive and necessary for Roma
children who did not attend a preschool institution.
“I created a preparatory class and they attend it with pleasure. We explain to them that it’s better to
prepare children for the first class.” (IDI, School 8).
Community actors have a key role in raising the awareness about and empowering parents/caregivers
with the schooling of Roma children. The schooling in Roma communities involves a different approach
than schooling in non-Roma communities, where parents show a high interest in enrolling their children
in schools.
At the beginning of and throughout each school year, teachers are involved in identifying and schooling
Roma children of school age. Parents recognize that teachers go from house to house to bring Roma
children to school. However, this effort has a short-term effect, with absenteeism high afterward.
Situations were noted when parents agreed to enrol their child in school, and the child ended up refusing
to go to school.
“Since I came home, he visited us twice and said: “let the children come to school, let them come”,
but children do not want that at all.” (FG, Roma parents 8)
In Soroca, at the beginning of each school year, since 2007, an official count of school-age children is
conducted in order to identify the number of children present at that time in the town and to persuade
parents to educate their children. Members of educational institutions and those from Departments of
Education and Social Work, the district police officer, mediator, and other representatives of the LPA are
involved in conducting the census. Although multidisciplinary teams are formed, their representatives
state that problems arise when interacting with some Roma families: Roma usually do not want to
answer questions, or even if they answer them, the information provided is frequently incorrect. In some
instances, they do not allow experts to access their houses.
“When we do the census, we cannot speak to all Roma people. They are unwilling to
communicate, have high gates, bad dogs behind the gates, people do not answer our calls, and
lastly, they lie. If the policeman wears his uniform, they are more or less cooperative, but if the
policeman is not present, they can insult you and say that you are bothering them.” (IDI, Education
Department 1);
“When they know that children do not go to school because of their own actions and then see a
teacher or someone else coming, the gates will probably not be opened.” (IDI, School 2);
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“Last autumn I visited each parent at their homes, along with a mediator who spoke to everyone in
their own language, explained the situation and they began to bring children to kindergarten. We
had 17 children, but now we have no mediator, although we should have one who could help us.”
(IDI, Kindergarten 4).
Some parents said that authorities or the management of educational institutions are not interested
that the institution is attended by Roma children. For example, in Soroca, there are no places in
kindergartens, which hampers children’s access to education.
“They told me that no places are available, that they have no places.” (FG, Roma parents 3);
“They do not want to accept my child. They keep either saying that they have no spots, or that the
kindergarten principal is not there. I have tried to enrol my child in the kindergarten so many times,
but they wouldn’t do it.” (FG, Roma parents 2);
“But no one came from the school inquiring why children do not attend school” (FG, Roma parents 3).
Another issue was the transfer of responsibility and task of schooling of Roma children from
one authority to another. According to some respondents, the LPA is less involved in the schooling of
children, arguing that it is the responsibility of the Department of Education and educational institutions.
“I am really concerned, you know. In a way, if we were transferred to the Department of Education,
then the mayor’s office will not care about it. The police cannot influence the situation, and cannot
take punitive actions.” “The mayor’s office should not have completely neglected this issue. One
can notice, for example, that since the kindergarten is still under the mayor’s office mandate, they
were noticed entering the kindergarten, but they don’t come to the school... They should not break
away so quickly, as no one knows what the future will be.” (IDI, School 13);
“We keep monitoring who goes to the kindergarten. However, the school is no longer under our
mandate. After the New Year, the school will be transferred to the district authorities, in the district
high school, due to the transition to self-financing. We have invested in school and even in the
education of Roma for 10 years.” (IDI, LPA);
“When reporting schooling rates, we will find two or three children who are not enrolled, and it
becomes a national tragedy, but here there are some hundreds of children that are not here, they
left, etc., but maybe they are on the ground.” (IDI, Education Department 1).
District education departments are in theory interested in the success of the educational process.
However, the deplorable situation is tolerated by accepting enrolment in the primary classes a small
number of students, in accordance with the Order of the ME no. 680 of 04/07/2013 on the number of
children/students in groups/classes15. In addition, Roma students were only occasionally in attendance
for lessons.
The lack of interest of the aforementioned decision makers is also stated by some representatives of
religious denominations, who mentioned that authorities are not willing to hire people who are skilled in
working with the Roma.
“There was one Roma person from Romania, who works with Roma in Romania and is qualified
as an educator. When she saw the situation here, she said she would like to come to work. I tried
to find a solution, I went to the Department of Education, I spoke with the Mayor and he said “very
well”, and so we were left with “very well.” (IDI, Priest 3).
However, community actors pointed out that Roma leaders themselves, including the community
mediator, do not provide a strong example to the Roma people in schooling their children. Girls that were
educated in these families continued the tradition of dropping out of school after the age of 12 to 14. In
the same context, it was noted that the involvement and effort of Roma leaders in the schooling of Roma
children are lower compared to other community actors.
15
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“When we have these meetings on schooling, they are attended by the mayor’s office, police,
family doctors, social workers, teachers, but, unfortunately, they are less often attended by
representatives from the Roma community... The activity of the Roma people involved in
schooling fails to meet our expectations. One conclusion is that we need to educate them more
than they do.” (IDI, Education Department 1).
Although Roma leaders declare that they support the schooling of Roma, they were concerned about
the approval of the new Education Code, which indicates compulsory education until the age of 18.
They are concerned because Roma will be forced to send their children to school for a longer period of
time than Roma laws and customs. In this context, the long period of education is a barrier to achieving
the goals of young Roma.
“They do not know what it means to finish school, do your homework. Roma are very talented,
but not all of them need this. They do not want to fill their heads with extra stuff, which is a waste
of time. The girls at 20 years have at least two children and a house, or they built a house, and
the husband is diligent. They go somewhere and sell, buy, do something, they earn money for
children, but there are some requirements: five years at the kindergarten, 12 years at school/high
school, four years at the university, overall 22 years. Do you understand me, it’s a waste of life?”
(IDI, Associative sector 1);
“(In three years), I will have a car. Dad will buy me a car. I will go with friends abroad to make
money, come home, and buy a better car. I will only finish nine classes and after that I will go and
make money. I have a house, and I will start my family. I will marry after five years, when I turn 18
years.”; “I will go abroad, in Russia or Minsk to work, to buy me a car, I will just finish six classes,
because I don’t like it.” (FG, young Roma 2).
One positive factor that influenced the education of Roma children at all levels is the inclusion of
Roma issues on the agenda of various national and international organizations that organize
activities with parents and teachers for the inclusion of Roma children in schools.
“Maybe it’s also related to the fact that lately the Roma issue was raised, the attention was drawn
by international organizations, UN, UNICEF, various seminars are conducted. I also participated
in one such seminar, where Roma parents were invited and their problems discussed more
openly. I think this played an important role in raising awareness of this problem.” (IDI, School 8).
The survey shows a low enrolment of Roma children in educational institutions, even though Roma
parents and young Roma are aware of the long term positive implications.

3.2. Determinants of Roma children’s enrolment in educational
institutions
PULL FACTORS
The participation of Roma children in the educational process has several distinct features when
compared with non-Roma children, both objective and subjective factors. Some factors can be
viewed from two perspectives: both pull factors and push factors in terms of active participation in the
educational process (see Table 1).
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TABLE 1. Access to educational services: pull factors versus barriers
Barriers to accessing education
services – push factors

Pull factors
Infrastructure and equipment of the institution

Infrastructure and equipment of the institution

Parents’ interest in education

Lack of parents’ interest in education

Quality of training

Quality of training

Attitude of some teachers

Attitude of some teachers

Interaction with peers

Interaction with peers

Trained parents and relatives

Traditions and lifestyle

Free food

Migration

Practical activities

Non-attendance of preschool institutions

Extracurricular activities

Language barriers
Poor living conditions
Adverse weather conditions
Flawed documentation of Roma
Complicated curriculum
Schedule of classes
Lack of school transport
Mixed classes
Unfounded blaming

This survey revealed the following pull factors for school attendance by Roma children:
 Trained parents and relatives, when interested in education – enrolment in school typically
occurs with children whose parents take an interest in school, and realize the need for education.
Trained people in the extended family determine schooling of children (see Case Studies 7 and 9).
“Children who come to school – school is most often attended by those who are willing to learn
and whose parents are interested.”; “ All of these children have parents who were trained, went to
school, can write, read, and understand that it’s in fact important nowadays.” (IDI, School 2).
“Well, yes, parents have no education and particularly those who have no education do not enrol
their children in school. They have no interest, they themselves did not study, and their children
do not study either.” (IDI, Roma Advisor).
 Free food is a specific pull factor for Roma children from vulnerable families in particular.
Consistent with legal provisions, nutrition in school is free of charge to students in primary classes. In
some institutions, children from vulnerable families, including Roma, are also provided with free food in
gymnasium classes. Some young Roma admit that they go or went to school with the intent to receive
food, which was also confirmed by teachers. It was noted that a high share of children would come
shortly before being fed and leave right after they eat. This practice causes difficulties in implementing
the program of study at the educational institution.
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“Some stay and eat and you cannot keep them. You keep them until 11 or 12 and then you
cannot keep them at the next lesson, because they leave.” (IDI, School 13);
“After the first break, breakfast is served, they eat and leave after.” (IDI, School 5).
Some Roma parents that do not attach an importance to education, still prefer their child to be fed
throughout the day. As a result, they insist that their child not graduate to the fifth grade, and instead
continue to receive free meals. Even if contrary to regulations, they claim a failure to meet the
curriculum requirements, which does not allow the promotion to the next level.
“They came and asked if their child can be left another year in the fourth grade, to receive free
meals, not to learn.” (FG, non-Roma parents 1).
“When my daughter was in the fourth grade she could not read, knew almost nothing, yet was
expected to be promoted to the fifth grade. Then I went to the director and argued against it. I
stated that my daughter could not read and write and as a result they left her in the fourth grade.”
(FG Roma parents 7).
At the same time, usually Roma children from wealthier families refuse the food offered at school. They
said they did not like the food offered by the school canteen and prefer to buy mainly fast food.
“I go to the store and buy a “Snickers”, a bun, a coke; “I do not eat at school (school cafeteria),
but I go out and buy a hotdog.” (FG young Roma 2);
“They come from vulnerable families, indeed, as those who are rich don’t eat at the canteen, even
in the primary classes, they take food from home. If they are rich, they don’t drink the tea or eat
the porridge from the school, even though the food is very good.” (IDI, School 13);
“They eat hotdogs every morning, crackers, anything they want. When you ask whether they eat
at home, they say no, their mother gave them money and before they come to school, they go to
the store and buy fast food.” (IDI, School 10).
 Practical activities such as physical education lessons, sports, drawing, wood carving, etc., are
attractive to Roma children as they offer more freedom and flexibility.
“I want to study computer science.”, “I want to play football all day.”, “I wish we had a (swimming)
pool”, “I wish we played with modelling clay during all of our lessons.”, “I would like a football
player to teach us football at school.” (FG, young Roma 2);
“To be taught how to knit slippers at school.” (FG, young Roma 6);
“To have a teacher who would teach us how to make dumplings and other dishes.” (FG, young
Roma 6).
At the same time, young people are “attracted” by mathematics because of an emphasis on acquiring
computing skills. In addition, Roma are more interested in learning the Russian language, given their
migration to ex-Soviet countries. For example, in Soroca and Otaci, Roma children are concentrated in
Russian schools.
“Most of all, I like math, I like to draw, listen to the teacher speaking at the board. I cannot read,
therefore I was left in this class.” (IDI, Roma child beggar 2);
“The most important thing is to learn counting” (IDI, School 14);
“However, they have this goal, as they will need to speak Russian there, because they will leave
for Russia for some time.” (IDI, School 3).
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 Extracurricular activities are not available
at all schools, and are typically organized
through various clubs with a focus on sports,
dance, music, and fine arts. Many activities
were closed after the transition of education
institutions to self-management. For instance,
in Vulcanesti Gymnasium the closure of
such clubs was determined by the nonparticipation of children in these activities.
However, some teachers state otherwise
and say that non-participation is due to
the restricted access of resources at the
educational institution after classes.
Drawing, Roma student, grade 8, Soroca.
”The rest, we used to have, but they concluded that these clubs are not attended, and ask why
should we keep these clubs?”, “We created the gym, we struggled together with the Mayor’s
Office and the Department of Education and we tried to provide all the equipment, we bought all
the supplies, but it is only used in the afternoon when they come and play tennis, basketball...
They don’t come, they have no interest.” (IDI, School 13).
“Who gives them permission? Students come in the afternoon, go to the ground, but then
someone comes and tells them to go away, because they should not stay there. Nobody is
allowed around the school in the afternoon.” (IDI, School 14).
Some educational institutions organize paid interest groups. For financial reasons, Roma do not join
them. A higher share of Roma children are enrolled in extracurricular activities organized by NGOs.
A major role in organizing such activities in Soroca is played by the DACIA Youth Resource Centre,
whose activities are appreciated by teachers. In Otaci, a local NGO involves young Roma and
non-Roma in various community activities. In several localities, it was noted that representatives from
religious denominations are involved in organizing extracurricular activities.
“All these clubs at school are paid, therefore they do not go ... But I know that they attended
activities at DACIA, where computer courses were organized.” (IDI, School 3);
“We found a team of women from the Netherlands, who showed interest in working with teenagers
and organized a two-week camp just for girls, who were very enthusiastic.” (IDI, Priest 3).
Extracurricular activities are currently and mostly organized by creativity centres for children and youth
in urban areas. A positive example of supporting the activity of creativity centres by the Roma leaders
is a provision of support in the purchase of necessary materials (e.g., purchase of national Roma
costumes).
“We asked a Roma person, who is no longer alive unfortunately, and told him our story and he
bought five costumes for us.” (IDI, School 11).
While organizing extracurricular activities a number of difficulties were noted including: lack of
specialized teachers, insufficient resources (lack of musical instruments, Roma ethnic costumes, etc.),
consistent non-attendance, religious affiliation, etc.
“You cannot organize a large choir or ensemble, we need an expert and we are not prepared...
We do not have the necessary tools ... We would like to find a way to buy some Gypsy costumes
for our activities.” (IDI, School 13).
“There are children who leave and come back after one year. We make efforts while working in
the club, but they leave and everything is ruined. We have Roma children who belong to different
faiths and the parents do not always allow them to go up on stage.” (IDI, School 11).
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BARRIERS TO ACCESSING EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
The survey reveals a wide range of factors that cause a low share of Roma children to be enrolled in
educational institutions. Barriers need to be addressed by complexity. The most frequently mentioned
barriers are as follows:
 Traditions and lifestyle of the Roma community leave their mark on school attendance and the
school success of Roma children. Girls involve themselves in household chores after classes
or care for other younger children. The boys often must engage in income generating activities.
This all has the effect of limiting their opportunities to prepare for classes or even to go to school
the next day. Early marriages are also a prime culprit in the low enrolment of girls in the education
process, particularly at the gymnasium level. Even if some girls have a dream to become a doctor
or a teacher, and work and study hard, these dreams may not be realized as all decisions on their
fate are taken by parents.
“I have a cousin who married when she was 14. I do not know if the parents agreed, but the boy
was 20 years old. Other girls marry when they are 12 or 14 years old, but I do not want to live like
that... I will however do what my parents tell me to do.”; “I finished 4th grade, and then I went to
work. All Roma do so.”; “17-18 year-old Roma are embarrassed to go to school, because we are
not used to that ... It is not nice to have a wife and go to school. This is our tradition... When you
are 14-15 years old, you are already an adult. I am 17 years old and I already have a job, money,
and with this I will build my house in Moscow. I did have a wife, but now I am divorced.”
(FG young Roma 1);
“I attended only the first grade. Gypsies should know how to support themselves”; “Who can learn
for so long? We have never done this (never studies).” (FG Roma parents 1);
“Unfortunately, they do understand that they have to study, but they keep their traditions, and both
Roma boys and girls get married early.” (IDI, School 2);
“This is our law, our tradition. Girls marry when they are 12-14. There are different parents. In
particular, those who have many children, get them married early.” (IDI, Roma leader 1);
“Roma believe, in a way, that women should be housewives, should do women’s activities, while
men should bring money home. Therefore, girls are taught household chores when they are
younger.” (IDI, social worker 1);
“They themselves say “it is our law, we do not have to go to school”, they go there just to learn to
read and write. Some Roma say that they also hate their laws, but they have no choice and they
must observe them.” (IDI, FMC 4);
“They believe that they receive what they need in primary school and they think that if they can
read and know something, they don’t need to know more.” (IDI, Priest 1);
“For the Roma, it is enough to read and count money. I am not highly educated, but I taught
myself, I communicate with important persons, go to the theatre, ballet.” (IDI, Priest 2);
“When they are 13-14 years old, girls no longer go to school. They feel embarrassed to go to
school, as they are starting to marry.” (IDI, FMC 6).
Even though some parents would like their children, especially girls, to finish school and continue their
studies at higher levels, they are aware that there is a risk that they may be “stolen”. This only makes it
more difficult to achieve the goal of education.
“I did not go to school yesterday, because some relatives came over. I am not allowed to go to
school alone.” (FG young Roma 1);
“I want her to complete her education. She will study computers or accounting at a university in
Chisinau, if nobody will steal her.” (FG Roma parents 5).
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According to Romani tradition, the child should be
educated in the family by the mother. Enrolment
of a child in a kindergarten is a disgrace to the
Roma family. They would think that such a family is
unable to support their child, cannot find resources
to educate the child in the family, etc. A woman
who takes her child to the kindergarten is usually
labelled a “bad mother”.
“Why should they distress their children by
taking them to the kindergarten?” (FG Roma
parents 6);
“The child should grow in the family, as
long as the family has enough resources to
support him.” (IDI, Associative sector 1);
“If it is a decent, rich family, they will not take
Drawing, Roma schoolgirl, 8 years, Soroca.
their child to kindergarten, because they
would be ashamed that they cannot raise
their child by themselves. Those who take
their children to kindergarten are the poorer ones.” (IDI, Roma leader 2);
“They do not take children to kindergarten, because they are ashamed. Taking the child to
kindergarten means that they are not able to educate the child and give the child to strangers to
be raised.” (IDI, Priest 2).
Roma parents are worried that their children will not be properly cared for nor educated in Roma
traditions at educational institutions. Respondents were confident that children are given better care
within the family.
“We stay home all day and do nothing. We want to be with our children, to take care of them. Our
mothers take better care of children than a kindergarten staff.” (FG Roma parents 6);
”What is the purpose of a woman? To stay with the child. You cannot take a little child to
kindergarten, because you should be with him every day, stay with him all day, feed him, play with
him. I will not take him to the kindergarten. It is better if he stays with his mother. Kindergarten
staff are not related by blood to the child, like the child’s mother. Only God knows what he is
doing in the kindergarten. The food is not good there.” (FG, young Roma 7);
“They do not pay the necessary attention that should be paid to every child and then the child no
longer wants to go.” (IDI, School 7);
“They will not go to kindergarten, because the food is different there. In some cases meat is not
allowed and so on. Roma are used to eating a hen from their own household.” (IDI, LPA).
On the other hand, some respondents noted that attendance at educational institutions offers some
benefits to the mother, who can carry out other activities during that time.
“And my mother is free. She can cook, clean up, go to work.” (FG Roma parents 5).
The interviewed young people mostly said they would continue this tradition of educating preschool
children in the family, while pointing out that this is the women’s purpose. All the issues raised above
make the Roma resolute in their decision not to enrol their children in kindergarten in the future.
You cannot take a little child to kindergarten, because you should be with him every day, stay with
him all day, feed him, play with him. I will not take him to the kindergarten. It is better if he stays
with his mother. Kindergarten staff are not related by blood to the child, like the child’s mother.
Only God knows what he is doing in the kindergarten. The food is not good there.
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A Roma viewpoint is that, attendance at educational institutions increases risk for the preservation of
national traits. They think that there is a risk of losing the Romani culture and language if young Roma
children interact with children of other ethnicities.
“They do not want to be disbanded into a different group. This is what makes them different from
other nations.” (IDI, School 7);
“They did not come by themselves. They explained that children forget their language.”
(IDI, Kindergarten 3);
“They fear that the child will take after Moldovans.” (IDI, Priest 2).
A feature of the Roma lifestyle that has implications on the schooling of children is their involvement
in begging, even if Roma hardly admit this (see Case Study 2). This practice was noted in particular
during religious holidays.
“I go begging with my daughter in Chisinau, we go on Saturdays or Sundays.” (FG Roma parents 7);
“We go, we earn 100 lei, and this is enough for a couple of days. We go more often when the
church works, on Saturdays, Sundays, on holidays.” (IDI, Roma child beggar 7);
“Usually, when I am in Chisinau, I stay in parks, at the church, but now that it’s cold, I go to the
central bus station.” (IDI, Roma child beggar 6);
“Both boys and girls are involved in begging.” (IDI, pre-university, 6);
“During holidays, they are usually at the church, but basically they are all over town.”
(IDI, School 5).
Justifying the poor attendance at the educational institution, includes reasons such as involvement in
begging activities, and parents use frequent cases of illness. Some teachers think that parents hide
behind this reason.
“They have not attended the school lately. They say they are sick.” (IDI, School 3);
“The father did not tell the truth, he said that his girl is sick now, that she has a cold.”
(IDI, School 2).
Another feature of the Roma’s lifestyle that impacts school attendance is the perception of Roma
children’s wishes as a supreme value: if the child does not wish to go to school/kindergarten, the
parent does not insist he go and thus, does not take on their responsibility for their children. In this
case, actions should be taken to hold parents responsible (see Case Study 9).
“It’s not the fault of the school, it’s the children’s fault. One sees that another child does not study,
or does not go to school, and he does not go either.” (FG Roma parents 8);
“The child chooses what to do, they are not compelled. This also refers to the decision to attend
the school or not.” (See Case Study 4);
“The child chooses what to do, they are not compelled. It is up to them to attend the school or
not”; “If children say they do not want to go to school, they do not want to wake up in the morning,
then their mother does not wake them up ... You see, in that case, parents are guided by children,
children tell their parents what they want.” (IDI, School 2);
“It is their responsibility. First, it is the responsibility of parents because they are responsible for
these children ... I feel that if they had a desire to learn, then they would also finish school.”
(IDI, School 3);
“Compliance with the law is mandatory is the decision by the Government and thus the parent is
forced to bear the responsibility for the education of the child, and the parent is responsible for
the lives and safety of the child.” (IDI, Education Department 3).
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Giving children freedom in a Roma family is an obstacle to the teaching process, since children have an
individualist attitude during lessons. Some children do not know the rules of conduct in a public place,
or the basic rules of hygiene. These rules are less promoted by parents, and this task is taken over by
teachers.
“At home they are allowed everything. Therefore, they behaved as they wanted here. If they
wanted to get on the table – they did it. Now, they already know what can and cannot be done in
the school, in the class.” (IDI, School 10);
“They have absolutely no ethical behaviour. None at all. We started with hygiene, because of
their smell. We talked about ethical behaviour and about hygiene and they kept washing in the
beginning. And again we send them to wash. They don’t want to preserve things around them.”
(IDI, School 6).
The survey revealed that failure to observe the tradition by the trained Roma led to their marginalization.
In such situations, there are two potential scenarios: either the trained person will go to another town
to do his job according to his professional background or that person will give up and will live on as an
ordinary Roma. The Roma traditions contribute to the presence and formation of stereotypical thinking
about the required education level.
“One of our boys studied to become a priest. But people booed and laughed at him. So, he
became a priest, but he had no options and abandoned preaching. You should go elsewhere, you
should go with the Moldovans or with Russians, but don’t turn back to your Roma.”
(IDI, Associative sector 1);
“Definitely, a Roma can never become a doctor.” (FG Roma parents 4).
In the context of the above, it would be appropriate to refer to the theory of cultural incompatibility or
cultural “disability”16, according to which dropping out of school is a consequence of the differences from
the family culture when compared to the dominant culture promoted in educational institutions.
 Migration – Roma departure to work abroad with their family frequently leads to the child
abandoning the educational institution, sometimes temporarily, but in most cases permanently.
The survey registered a practice where some parents refrain from enrolling children in
kindergarten/school because of the fear of possible future issues if they don’t consistently attend
school. Throughout the academic year, most Roma parents go abroad with their children leaving
behind their records from the educational institution. While some request the records to enrol their
children somewhere else, so as to have a confirmation from the school in the host country, which
is required by law. In this context, the migration occurrence affects the statistical record of Roma
children, as pointed out by representatives and directors of educational institutions.
“I was seven when I studied at school and my father came after me with a car and told me that
we were going to Russia. I haven’t studied in school since.” (FG young Roma 2);
“If they simply take the child and leave, the records are all but abandoned in the school, and
children essentially disappear and nothing is known about them. This is a bureaucratic problem,
as well as a serious problem relating to school records and students’ personal files ... The Roma
people migrate, which makes it impossible to have clear statistics and some clear figures about
the number of students on site, how many of them are enrolled, how many left school, and how
many are not enrolled.” (IDI, Education Department 1).

16
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However, according to some experts and parents,
children’s migration with their parents has some
positive effects as it protects children from common
risks associated with lack of parental supervision. It
also creates lower living costs.
Some parents fear for the health and life of their
children, while pointing out the risk of drug usage
that they may be exposed to, if remaining in the
country without parental supervision.

Drawing, Roma schoolboy, 12 years, Vulcăneşti.
“They bring drugs here, which are smoked, I do not know what it’s called, a sort of hemp.
Therefore, I don’t leave my children at home.” “I went to Russia and I was afraid to leave the boy
alone here with his grandmother or in Chisinau without me, without a father. I was afraid and
therefore I have not sent him (to school).” (FG Roma parents 8);
“Leaving a child alone at home is very dangerous, without supervision ... Now it’s dangerous,
there are drugs and everything you want. And I don’t want to stay there thinking of home, thinking
of what children do. It is better to take your kids, and if you have your own car, it’s easier to move
around. Otherwise, you must pay about 150 euros, or even more to come and see them.”
(IDI, Associative sector 1);
“I don’t want my child to go to school. The child should be with me, under my supervision and be
healthy and alive.” (IDI, Associative sector 2).
During migration of a Roma family, two practices were noted on child education, either the schooling
or the education of the child in the family, outside of school. Most Roma do not enrol their children in
schools, while choosing to take care of the child at home. This is usually done by a family member from
the extended family or from several families, who can take care of the children. Some parents say that
they did not enrol the child in an educational institution in another country due to the lack of documents
required for enrolment and knowledge in this respect.
“I tried to send them to school, but many documents are required, some documents from
teachers, from the headmaster.” (FG Roma parents 6);
“I do not enrol them, as they do not have documents, they do not accept children at school, as
they require birth certificates.” “I do not take them out, they stay locked up in the house, as they
fear police.” (FG Roma parents 2).
Some children said that they would have liked to attended school in the new country to be able to
interact with other children. There were cases when children asked their parents to enrol them in
school, but the parents felt that the period of stay in the host country was too short. This shows a lack of
interest by parents in the fate of the child.
“There is no point, we stay 3-4 months and return home.” (FG Roma parents 6);
“They changed their residence, they moved to Belarus, then they left. In two years, they changed
three countries and she asks me where and when to enrol her in school?“ (IDI, School 7);
“I have been to Russia, but I did not go to school there – I stayed in the apartment. I wanted to go
to school. Every morning, I went to the sports ground and I ran with other children. Because I am
a Gypsy, my mother and father wanted to enrol me in school there, but I did not speak Russian...”
(FG, young Roma 6).
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Some Roma parents manage to enrol their children in school in those countries, but this is not typical,
which was also confirmed by their leaders. Those who are already established for a longer period in
that region, typically enrol their children in an educational institution. Usually, they are responsible and
realize the need for education.
“Those who are not at home, study there, in Russia. My child studies there, he was given a
diploma. My nephew also studies there.” (FG Roma parents 8);
“If they are established there, then they don’t migrate from there onwards. They enrol their
children in school and they learned the Russian language, but they also learned the national
language, the Chechen language, and speak fluent Uzbek and Tajik. Thus, they do their best.
There are some people who stay one week somewhere and two weeks elsewhere, and that is a
more difficult and more dramatic situation.” (IDI, Associative sector 1);
“If they stay 1-2 years, all Roma send their children to school. I personally take their papers from
school, send them to Russia, and they send their children to school there.” (IDI, Roma leader 1).
Roma family migration can create difficulties in reintegrating back into the national education system
upon return. This is true for children enrolled in educational institutions abroad or for those who have
not been schooled abroad. Teachers must make extra efforts for the successful reintegration of these
children in school.
“Today they study in Moldova, tomorrow they go to Belarus, after tomorrow to Kazakhstan, and so
on... First, the curriculum is different, one language in one place and another language in another
place. Anyway, even if they say that children are fast learners, it’s still difficult for them.”
(IDI, School 11);
“Some have not been to school for 2-3 months and they forget the rules of the school, common
sense, and they are really rude with us. What can we do?! Obviously, we again explain the rules.”
(IDI, School 13);
“But now he is in the 9th grade, yet he cannot read. Some like him come 2-3 days and then not
for a month. He comes a few days, then they keep him home and then he leaves again for 2-3
months and the process is again disrupted.” (IDI, School 13).
The migration of the Roma is to the determinant of children’s school enrolment, which then can cause
education system difficulties.
 Given the tradition of educating children at home for preschool, non-attendance of preschool
institutions is a barrier to the children’s early and subsequent schooling. In this case, education
is not sustainable, and teachers face difficulties in the teaching process. While teaching children
with different educational paths in the same class, they are forced to adopt different approaches
to successfully meet the requirements of the school curriculum (see Figure 4).
“It is hard to work with them, because if other children are familiar with block letters, can read,
and we learn cursive letters, then for them we have to start everything from scratch. They lack
knowledge and we work with them individually very hard.” (IDI, School 2).
At the same time, requirements for the preparation of a child for the enrolment in the first grade are a
barrier to the full schooling to Roma.
“If you want to be enrolled in the first grade, you should be able to read and write in at least block
letters” (IDI, School 7).
 Language barriers are an obstacle to the inclusion of children in school. The vast majority of young
people said that when they went to school, they faced difficulties in understanding the teacher, as
they did not speak the language of instruction, in particular, those attending schools in Romanian.
Teachers and other respondents confirmed that Roma children face language barriers, due to
communication in the Romani language within their family (see Case Study 4).
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“They are not prepared at all, as they do not speak a word in Moldovan.” (IDI, School 14).
Children (especially those in Soroca and Otaci) who travel with parents to Russia, while returning to the
town, find it easier to integrate into school, to communicate in Russian. However, other children have
difficulties in this regard, given their isolation from others. This affects the development of verbal skills in
Russian or Romanian.
“Those who travel to Russia communicate with children, in the summer, in Russian. They find it easier.
After they return, they find it easier to learn. But children who stay here are isolated, as Roma do not
communicate either in Russian or much with Moldovans. They live in a closed world. The grandmother
took him by the hand and brought him here. In their family, they only speak the Romani language with
children.” (IDI, School 7).
 Poor living conditions, as seen by the lack of season-specific clothing and footwear. Also the
lack of funds needed for the purchase of supplies and various fees (repair, food, fees for the school
fund) are other reasons for Roma children not attending educational institutions (see Case Study 3).
“I have no money to pay for kindergarten. The mayor’s office does not help, it is indifferent.” (FG
Roma parents 5);
“You should go to kindergartens and you will see that they pay for food and maintenance each
month.” (FG Roma parents 6);
“He has neither clothes, nor shoes.” (FG Roma parents 8);
“You cannot send children to school, if you live in poverty. First, you have to work, earn some
money, build a house, have a car, and after all of that you send your children to school.” (FG
young Roma 1);
“I’d like to go, but I can’t because don’t have school clothes. We have no washing machine. My
brothers don’t go to school either, because we all have one T-shirt, one pair of pants, one coat,
and a sweater we wear every day. I have a little brother who eats “Malis”, and mommy tells me:
“Go and make money and bring home some food.” (IDI, Roma child beggar 2);
“I do not send children to school, because they have no money. No one helps them, they have no
money to pay for food in the cafeteria, for textbooks, no money to buy school supplies, they need
clothes and shoes.” (IDI, Roma leader 1);
“I do not send him to school, because it’s cold today, and he doesn’t have shoes.” (IDI, School 13);
“Those who do not attend, say it is because of not having any income sources, that they have no
clothes, no shoes, and nothing to send their child to school with.” (IDI, Social worker 1).
Lack of financial resources is often pointed to by Roma families and Roma leaders alike. This reason
is unfounded however, in some cases: Roma children are often seen well-dressed, with hi-tech mobile
phones, but are still not enrolled. Both the Roma community and community actors stressed that poor
schooling of the Roma is common not only for poor families, but also for the rich ones.
At the same time, the survey shows few cases when Roma children have a special, designated place
for homework, such as a desk. Usually, children prepare their homework at the table where the family
has its meals.
“No, they do not have at home a special place to do homework, but I tried to talk to them even at
the meeting. I told them in order to help children with their homework, give them a table, they can
afford it, but they do not get involved easily, to help their children in their learning process.” (IDI,
School 15).
 Adverse weather conditions (rain, snow, frost) lead to an uneven attendance at educational
institutions. During such days, teachers are forced to go through the community to bring children
to the school. However, they face resistance from parents who give priority to child safety against
such weather conditions.
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“He told me not to go to school, because it was raining, but I went anyway, it was not raining too
hard.” (FG, young Roma 6);
“They will not go to school only now, because there is ice.” (FG Roma parents 8).
“It’s bad weather now. You will see that only a few will come. Somebody should walk through the
village and bring them here.” (IDI, School 13);
Observations made in such days show that, in some schools, the number of students attending is
smaller than those absent. Even so, we cannot conclude that the weather conditions are a major
determinant of school absenteeism.
 The flawed documentation of Roma prevents on time child enrolment in educational
institutions. Some Roma children are not documented, especially those born abroad or whose
mothers have no identification documents. Obtaining these documents takes a prolonged period
of time and requires greater effort, which only further hinders Roma families from obtaining the
necessary documents for their children. The survey also highlighted the fact that Roma may hold
multiple IDs, making the process of documenting children more difficult.
„The director says that this child goes by this name, his birth certificate attests to this. They went
and brought another birth certificate, and it’s the same child, but with another birth certificate.”
(IDI Education Department 3);
„This is a person who grew up in a foreign family, graduated from secondary school, but has no
documents. This is a problem because the girl’s mother is deceased, she has no relatives, the
family in which she grew up cannot make declarations regarding her birth, and furthermore the
certificate issued by the secondary school contains discrepancies concerning the girl’s name and
her birth date.” (IDI CRO 1).
 Complicated education programs/curricula make it difficult to integrate Roma children into
school. Teachers reported that some Roma children fail to grasp the curriculum. It must be noted
that some non-Roma children had difficulty in this regard as well.
„Even Moldovans, if we look at the text, not even Moldovans understand it, and it is more
pronounced with them (the Roma).” (IDI School 14).
As the school program is too overloaded and time consuming for Roma children, some parents (usually
from wealthier families) seek the services of teachers who provide support at home with the children’s
homework.
„There were those who stayed after class, and then with me, but then it turned out that children
find it very hard ... They find it difficult, I tell you, it’s hard for them, not all arrive at school with the
same base of knowledge.” (IDI School 7).
During the survey, it was revealed that schools do not have a free extended program for children to
succeed with their homework, while parents are requesting that such a program be established, since
they are unable to help their children.
„In our school, we do not have an extended program allowing our child to study for a few more
hours and do his homework. I would like this because I am not literate and I cannot help him at
home.” (FG Roma parents 5).
The operating schedule of both preschool and pre-university educational institutions generates
difficulties for Roma children and parents. The survey has found that Roma children find it difficult
to wake up in the morning and be on time for class. In large part this is because of the late hour at
which Roma children go to bed. At the same time, the behaviour of some Roma parents is none too
responsible as there is no enforcement for their child to observe the daily schedule. Parents are often
concerned with leisure activities (watching TV, browsing the internet, talking with friends until late, etc.).
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Both young Roma, as well as some Roma parents, have mentioned that they would like the program of
educational institutions to start at 10:00-11:00. However, some teachers upon hearing that mentioned
that in some Roma households, family members are still sleeping at these hours and that such a
schedule would fail to increase attendance at educational institutions.
„At 10:00, after waking and washing her, dress her up, and take here there.” (FG Roma parents 1);
„I did not go last year, because I had to get up at six and I wanted to sleep a bit more. You have
to stay in school until two to three and sometimes I want to go to school and others I don’t...I get
tired ....” (FG Roma youth 1);
„I will continue to go to school, but I do not want to leave school. Mother allows me to go to
school, but sometimes it happens that I wake up too late and I don’t manage to make it. I wake up
at around 13-14.” (IDI Roma child beggar 4);
„I’m sleepy and I can’t get up because we go to bed late.” (IDI Roma child beggar 7);
„There are Roma children, coming from wealthy families, who do not go to school, kindergarten,
and their mothers say: I don’t want to wake my child up in the morning.” (IDI Social worker 1);
„I do tell them, but they want to sleep until 11-12. However, waking the child up and bringing him
here is a problem for them.” (IDI Kindergarten 2);
„When he wants, he wakes up, but is this discipline?” (IDI LPA);
„We sometimes visit their homes in the morning, instead of staying and receiving children
here, we go and wake them and bring them to the kindergarten. But this is not normal. If we do
not bring them, they do not come. The main problem is that, at night, their mothers watch TV
or browse the Internet together with their children and then sleep till 12 in the morning.” (IDI
Kindergarten 4);
„At 11 it is light outside and he doesn’t get up, and you go there and the lights are turned on
outside and his father is asleep, and so is his mother.” (IDI School 13).
In addition, the length of the daily schedule can hinder carrying out educational activities. According to
some Roma, it is too long and tiring, and does not allow for children to have some leisure activities. The
duration of the day is also limiting their freedom of action and movement during classes. Consequently,
educational institutions are not attractive.
„I don’t like school because we have a lot of classes and we come home at three or four and we
are late and now, since it’s winter, it gets dark at five and we have nowhere to go for a walk. One
hour and it’s evening already.” (FG Roma youth 2);
„You have to sit behind your desk for an hour”, „I don’t want to sit in one place, I want to go here,
there, all of us Roma have this in our blood.” (FG Roma youth 1);
„It is difficult to control them. Keeping them under control is very difficult because they do not
comply with the schedule, and adhere to nothing. But this effort is short lived, he concentrates for
five minutes and then says he can’t do it, that’s it, he doodles, breaks the pen, when you look at
him he just sits there” (IDI School 6).
Researchers P. Bouchard, L. Coulombe, J.-C St-Amant put forth the idea that children from vulnerable
families often face difficulties in adapting to school rules and the curriculum, especially when the school
is “designed” and “built” for the middle class17. Additionally, children from such environments are not
adequately motivated to succeed, are confronted with linguistic differences when the language spoken
at home is different from that which is spoken at the institution. With this in mind, the deficit theory
comes to support the findings in the Roma communities.
 The absence of school transportation hinders access and attendance at educational
institutions, particularly in urban areas. Experience with using school transportation is positive
and highly appreciated by parents whose households are a long way from school, which is all too
often the case in Soroca and Otaci. This is a problem that has been raised by non-Roma ones
too. If such transport were offered, parents said that the number of children attending school/
kindergarten would increase.
17

http://www.tableeducationoutaouais.com/files/8913/2041/8698/abandon_scolaire_1999.pdf
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„We have problems with the bus, I live up highest on the hill, and before there was a school bus,
I was calm, I knew that my child is in school, and now he does not go there at all.” (FG Roma
parents 3).
 Mixed classes with children of different ages, of different ethnicities. Mixed age classes
are because of Roma starting their schooling at a late age, which can interfere with their class
integration and lead them to abandoning the educational institution.
„Because they did not take their children to school on time, they did not have the possibility
to take them to school. They keep them home until they grow up and can go to school by
themselves.” (Roma leader 1);
„They do not go to school at age seven, they can do so at age eight, or nine. Parents take pity
on them, do not take them to school, think they are too young, you know ... They have their own,
they have different views. It will work out.” (IDI School 2);
„There are such classes, where children really are of different ages. If there can be a child
age eight, another age 10 and still another age 12 in the 3rd grade, it’s already clear that their
interests are different, and so, perhaps, they are ashamed to go to school.” (IDI School 11);
Some Roma parents and the majority of non-Roma parents disapprove of having different age children
in the same class, believing there are few common interests.
„He is no longer their age and he does not go, because they aren’t his age.” (FG Roma parents 8);
„The one thing I would like, however, is age to be taken into account. When my child went to
first grade, there was a 12 year old Roma boy in his class. Or girls, our girls in the first grade are
seven years old, but theirs are 14 and I think it’s not normal. They should somehow be separated.
They were all over nine years old in the first grade and eventually dropped out. The younger ones
remained, with whom they only have a difference of about 1-1.5 years, and they are all at about
the same level of development, and have common interests.” (FG Non-Roma parents 3).
While teaching children in mixed age classes is not generally not approved, teaching in ethnically mixed
classes is approved by the majority of parents, believing that this carries benefits for the development of
the child and his/her adaptation to the social environment.
„I generally think that the more different the children are, the easier it will be for them to adapt to
the surrounding environment in the future.” (FG Non-Roma parents 2).
However, some Roma and non-Roma parents noted the need to separate Roma children, citing various
reasons. Roma parents said that their children need a simplified school program and require a special
attitude, since they may have language barriers and a lower level of readiness for school compared to
non-Roma. Non-Roma parents noted the antisocial behaviour of Roma children that jeopardizes the
educational process. Even if some are of the opinion for the need to open classes/schools exclusively
for Roma, creating them would be a mistake and only continue the segregation of Roma.
„If they are apart, they will be completely isolated.” (IDI School 7);
„Those who want to, why not take them, because the ones who come, they want to study, why
not go. They are welcomed there, I see those who are, they are very welcome. Right now they
staged some scenes that had everyone surprised.” (IDI School 14).
 Unsubstantiated blaming of Roma children in cases of theft or other unpleasant things that
happen in school. Consequently, Roma children do not want to go to school.
„I returned the money, although I’m not sure he took it. Then he did not go, because he is
ashamed. The teacher shouted at the entire class and he does not want to go to school
anymore.” (FG Roma parents 6)
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FACTORS THAT ATTRACT AND DETER ROMA CHILDREN
IN THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS
Several factors in Table 1 work both ways: these can motivate and impede the Roma from attending
educational institutions.
 Infrastructure quality and how well-equipped the institution is
The state of the education institution buildings were discussed mostly in the Vulcanesti village. The
conditions in the Vulcanesti secondary school remain dire, even though the building received some
rehabilitation due to the implementation of a MSIF project. However, the creation of better conditions
for education did not improve the institution’s rate of attendance significantly. The same situation is
observed with the preschool institution: the kindergarten is equipped with all necessary items, but only
a few children attend. From this we can conclude that the state of the infrastructure is an important and
relevant factor for rejecting an institution and a secondary one when it comes to drawing in children and
their families.
Equipping schools with all necessary items (technical equipment, books, furniture, etc.) is relevant
when analysing school attendance practices of Roma children. One example of this is computer
access, especially for children from vulnerable families. Roma children generally display an attraction
to computers and technology, and thanks to their interest in the internet, some have learned to read.
Roma expectations regarding the technical equipment of institutions are great, and such equipment
should be constantly renewed.
„They have computers at home, they have contemporary technology, when you put them to work
at this one, they say they don’t want to work with this (old) one.” (IDI School 13).
Educational institutions are equipped with textbooks that are leased to all children. In the case of some
students, who have not paid the fee for textbooks and/or are careless, teachers offer textbooks for use
during the lesson (see Case Study 3). In addition, some teachers offer old edition textbooks believing
that these would be more effective for students with more moderate academic achievements. Another
phenomenon is providing Roma students, who do not meet the curricula requirements, with textbooks
designed for the lower grades: for example, a student is in 3rd grade and uses a 1st grade textbook.
„They leave the books in the classroom because they do not bring them back.” (IDI School 13);
„Only those who have not taken their textbooks ... If they do not pay for them, I keep them in the
office and hand them out during class and they know they have to leave them here after.”
(IDI School 14);
„In primary school, one of them did not return a textbook, which is why there were difficulties at
the beginning of September for him to return and receive textbooks.” (IDI School 3);
„In regards to taking care of textbooks, they sometimes tear books.” (IDI School 15).
Properly equipping educational institutions is important for ensuring children’s access to education, but
also for academic achievements, a fact that must not be neglected by the authorities.
 Parental interest towards education and the schooling of Roma children was discussed
by both Roma, and non-Roma. The survey shows that the attitude of Roma parents towards
education affects the attendance of educational institutions by their children and reflects their
academic achievements.
„Only those whose parents are conscientious and make them study.” (IDI School 13);
„It depends on the parents. When parents are more or less educated and understand that it is
hard for someone illiterate to advance in society, these parents take their children to school.”
(IDI Priest 1);
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Only in a few cases do Roma parents support their children with school, and later professionally. This
survey showed that adults do not appreciate the intellectual abilities of children, instead only setting the
“standards” of education: learning to read and write.
„Perhaps he will not become a teacher, but reading and writing is mandatory.” (IDI Associative
sector 1);
„With the older ones, their parents tell them they are already old, they read and write well
enough-, you can stop going to school. Younger children come because they are interested, they
want to learn, while the older ones, I believe, come just to somehow diversify their lives.” (IDI
School 10).
Thus, Roma children’s road to school largely ends after 4th grade, which is encouraged and supported
by parents.
„Four is enough for them. Thank God they go through 4th and 5th grades!” (FG Roma parents 6).
„Mostly, they attend primary school and a few people who attend till the end. Most remain at the
level of primary school.” (IDI School 3);
There are, however, exceptions amongst the Roma children who attend until the 9th grade, but most
do not graduate from secondary school. It is very rare for the path to school to continue on to other
educational institutions (vocational school, high school, college or university). Usually, in these cases,
the child comes from a family that does not conform to the rules and traditions of the Roma and/or from
a mixed family (see Case Study 6).
„There is a girl adopted by a Roma family who studies at a vocational school. And there also is a
Roma girl from a mixed family, who is a doctor in Soroca.” (IDI FMC 2).
Roma parents are aware that schooling is compulsory for children. At the same time, they put forward
their own example of only attending primary school and their successes in their personal life. Thus,
some kids adopt these as best practices.
„If his father has a good car, a large house, the child thinks about the fact that his father did not
study anything, his mother also didn’t study, and so why should he. They see this as a standard
of living that suits them very well.” (IDI City hall secretary 2).
The survey highlighted the following situation: where the Roma speak of education in light of the
need to make their lives easier, the non-Roma note the violation of the children’s right to education.
They believe that every child has the right to education, regardless of ethnicity, and this right must be
respected in relation to the Roma.
„I think everybody has a right to education.” (FG Non-Roma parents 2).
On the other hand, some non-Roma parents are indifferent to the schooling issue for Roma children,
noting that it does not affect them personally. Sometimes, the presence of Roma in educational
institutions is seen as a problem for the safety and education of the other children.
„Frankly, I do not care if they go to school or not. Luring them, convincing them to go to school is
something I don’t intend to do.” (FG Non-Roma parents 3).
Research results have revealed a dependency between parents’ interest in school and the success
stories of educated Roma. Academic success cases are rare amongst the Roma and this leads to a
lack of motivation for Roma adults to enrol their children in any educational program (see Case Study
5). The salaries of workers, including those with higher education, are unattractive for the Roma.
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„I think that they simply don’t see the point of education.” (IDI School 3);
„Unfortunately, we can’t motivate everyone in this manner, still, many parents do not want to bring
their children to school, because they see no point in getting an education, in attending school.
They believe that their children do not require an education.” (IDI School 10);
„They actually tell me that, take a look, I didn’t study and look at my house, but you have a
degree and look at what you’re paid?” (IDI School 9);
„My opinion is that no Roma would work for the kind of salary paid to, for example, a doctor at
the beginning of their career. Nowadays, a beginner doctor is paid 1400. I do not believe that any
Roma person would want to study through 12 grades and then go through medical school for nine
years and work for 1400 lei.” (IDI FMC 2);
„Because he has an easier income from other sources, he does not have to go and study to
become a doctor, a teacher, and struggle all his life. He just goes and earns his money by means
that are significantly easier.” (IDI School 13).
Parents’ interest toward education can also be seen in their attitude towards their children’s homework.
Roma families mostly display indifference and the inability of parents to help their children with this
process. In addition, Roma families do not read/tell children stories before bed, a state of affairs
explained by the lack of reading skills and storybooks.
„Those who studied, teach their children, and those who have nothing to teach them, take them to
school.” (FG Roma parents 5);
„Parents do not spend time with their children at home, even to hire teachers to help their children
at home is still not done. That’s why things are this way. If parents were to educate their children,
things would be different.” (IDI Roma leader 1);
„When non-Roma children come home from school, their parents are literate and offer assistance,
they help them with their homework, they read together, and the child makes advances in school.
Unfortunately, 80% of Roma children do not have such possibilities, because Roma children have
nobody to help them at home.” (IDI Associative sector 2);
„If they are raised in illiterate families, even if they want to learn, when at home, they have neither
the conditions nor someone to help them. I believe that these people are somehow marginalized.
In Roma families, education is just not important. They care only for reading and counting. They
do not want advanced studies.” (IDI FMC 2);
„Parents come and complain that nobody can help them with homework, because it is very
difficult for them. Not all mothers are literate.” (IDI School 12);
That some Roma children did not receive any support with their studies can be easily shown by the
activities the research team conducted with child beggars. Children, 9-10 years of age who have never
been to school know how to count in Russian and Romani. However, after conducting some activities,
it was pointed out that the Roma children who want to make an effort to study, are able to do so.
Arithmetic skills are developed independently by means of activities practiced with other children, but
also through their daily activities.
„I can read a bit, but I can’t write. I learned to count by myself from other children, at home
with my parents. They would tell me a figure, and I would quietly try to count further. I learned
arithmetic by myself, and with a friend of mine. He would tell me 5+5, I would reply with 10 and so
on.” (IDI Roma child beggar 4);
„I can’t write my name, but I will be able to if you show me.” (IDI Roma child beggar 1, age 10);
„I (the interviewer) wrote her name in capital block letters, СОФА, and she subsequently wrote
the exact same thing, the difference being that she did not associate them with letters because
she does not know letters, associating the characters as follows: C – semicircle, O – circle, Ф –
line with circle in the middle, and A – she already knew the letter. After that, I explained that these
are the letters that make up her name and we read her name letter by letter, which she then wrote
on a piece of paper. The girl hardly knew colours, recognizing only the colour red. I was showing
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her a pencil of a certain colour and saying that it is, for example, green, and then, several
seconds later, when I showed her a pencil of that colour, she recognized it and said it was green.
And, at the end of the activity, without any help, she signed a drawing she made.” (Observation
on a Roma child beggar 1);
When parents acknowledge their children are facing difficulties in education, they often resort to hiring
teachers for home instruction and homework support.
„The mother said that her girl will not remain in school after hours, but I should come and help her
child with the homework.” (IDI School 7);
„I was not able to take her to school because I was always abroad, but I hired a woman who
taught her to read and write.” (IA Roma mother with child beggar)
A feature of the Roma population in all investigated areas is the postponing of attendance at school
for other generations, with people being aware of the disadvantages that come with not having a basic
knowledge (see Case Study 3). Both parents and the youth interviewed said that they can no longer go
to school because of other concerns and responsibilities, but they want their children to learn. We can
conclude that these statements are mostly declarative, and the risk of this behaviour continuing into
future generations still exists.
„When parents know nothing, they take their children to school to at least get an education.” (FG
Roma parents 5);
„If I have a wife, I must support her somehow, build a house, buy myself a car. If I go to school my
child is already older, then it is already too late to do something. I will send my children to school
for the first time. I want them to have an education, to be smart, this business of ours will last
another 4-5 years, after which everything will stop.” (FG Roma youth 1).
Education is not a requirement for the existence of the Roma community, a fact that over time
only led to minor changes regarding the schooling situation. Ability to retain information, learning, and
growing intellectually are all capabilities that must be developed both at home as well as in educational
institutions.
 Quality of education
The quality of education available in the Republic of Moldova is seen as continuously degrading.18 The
education that most Roma children undergo is of a low level, and the low number of pre-university
graduates attests to this. Roma children that are listed as graduates of different grades actually lack
basic knowledge corresponding to the school year in question. There is no educational process in
Vulcanesti, a fact confirmed by all the participants involved. In the other two settlements, Roma children
study in mixed classes, having a different level of understanding of the curriculum.
However, it is mostly the Roma children that do not meet educational requirements. The fact that
education is successful in some settlements and fails in others is explained by some respondents as
being because of the standardized requirements or a partial performance of job duties.
However, there are situations where Roma children achieve academic success and in these cases they
receive diplomas. When this happens Roma parents are proud and display increased confidence in the
educational system.
„I am happy that my girl has been getting a diploma for excellence five years in a row.” (FG Roma
parents 5).
Some Roma parents and some teachers pointed to the low level of education in schools attended by
Roma children. The level of knowledge of students is, in most cases, below the expectation for that
age-specific level. The survey highlights the fact that some parents are dissatisfied with the quality of
teaching, most of the time blaming teachers for this.
18

http://www.unicef.org/moldova/educatia_de_baza_Rom.pdf
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„Why should I take them, they learn nothing in school.” (FG Roma parents 5);
„The teachers are to blame for the fact that he can’t read because they didn’t teach him. He is in
7th grade now and yet knows nothing.” (IDI Roma mother);
„They do not know colours and I teach them the colours in Moldavian in 5th grade, in 7th grade.
You should learn the colours in grades 1-4.” (IDI School 14);
„The children went to school until the 4th grade and knew nothing. When in the 4th grade, they
knew exactly what they learned in the 1st grade, really, they barely knew how to read and write...
now it is the second year, they are doing well there (in another educational institution)).” (IDI
School 14);
„Boy, 7th grade, can’t read or write. Although he said he likes math, he did a poor job with
multiplication, and only knows how to multiply by two. He was placed in the hypothetical situation
that he has 150 lei, he spent 80 lei at the store, and the correct answer, that he has 70 left, was
given without much hesitation. The second situation: he has 25 lei, I give him 15 lei more and his
mother gives him 20 lei, again the answer came quickly - 60 lei. His sister, in the 4th grade, also
did well in addition, but was not able to read and write.” (Observations at home).
Awareness of the poor education quality leads some parents to other educational institutions. This
practice was more common in the Vulcanesti village, where several children are enrolled in the Ciorasti
secondary school.
„We understand very well that convincing a child to go elsewhere is difficult, he’s here and you
can’t take him even though he is close and you take him by the hand and go there and back, but
to Cioresti?” (IDI School 13);
„ I know of two families who do not go to Vulcanesti, but instead go to Cioresti to school because
the teaching is better there.” (IDI Priest 3).
Attending school in another town is a feature of mixed families, where the father is non-Roma. In such
cases, only boys attend an institution in another town.
„There are some women here, who are married to Moldovans and they take their children to
school there. They follow their father’s way, not their mother’s.” (FG Roma parents 8).
According to some Roma leaders and other community stakeholders, the level of training of teachers
and their interest in the educational process is a problem for ensuring quality education. In addition, the
old age of some teachers affects the organization and conduct of the education process. In this regard,
it is required to instruct young teachers on the teaching process, a suggestion also put forward by the
experienced teachers.

Drawing, Roma student, age 9, Soroca.
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„Maybe there are some teachers who don’t know much because they are too old and sick and
don’t really go to school.” (FG Roma parents 7);
„Maybe the problem lies with the teachers. They perhaps managed well enough in the 20th
century, but they don’t now, as we are in the 21st century. I have great respect for them, because
some of them gave me advice, and now they are about 60-70 years old, and maybe this is why
the children aren’t interested.” (IDI Associative sector 4);
„If I am retired, what will they do to me? Let them fire me if they don’t like it. See the level of
indifference?” (IDI School 14);
„These young girls, who were employed only recently, they have heart and, in a way, maybe I fail
to see a lot of things, because that’s old age for you, but they bring something new.”
(IDI School 13).
The academic achievements of Roma children do not objectively reflect their knowledge level. Even
the teachers admit that they are mainly given marks of 5-6, and rarely with marks of 9-10. However,
even in these cases, the marks are increased by teachers to support and encourage children. As
well, we witness situations in which a child gets a 10, but he does not know how to read or write. For
example, a young student of 11 years old, who can barely read in Russian, has two marks of 9 and 10
in this subject. Teachers recognize that the assessment of Roma is subjective, and these marks are not
equivalent with the same marks given to non-Roma.
„Let’s be realistic, they’re already inflated...They can barely copy a few letters, they can’t even
write normally.” (IDI School 13);
„We simply motivate them to get them interested... they do their homework if they are motivated,
they come with their notebooks wherein they copied something from the book. I give them marks
in their notebooks - 9, 10, and he’s happy. I got a 10 today, tomorrow I will do more and with
fewer mistakes.” (IDI School 14).
The survey reveals that some Roma students are moved up from one year to the next despite not
having the basic knowledge one should have learned, and without attending the institution. Parents
realize that such activity is detrimental to the child, focusing instead on knowledge. Teachers argue that
children must be graduated from one year to another so as not to lose out on an entire school year.
„There are teachers who do not have any interest in the children and graduate them without much
thought.” (FG Roma parents 7);
„If you do not let him graduate, he does not come at all, but our intent, that of teachers, the
school, in general, is to teach them at least some skills, to see their evolution as students and
to promote them further, so he doesn’t reach 16 and still be in first grade.” (IDI Department of
Education 3).
The level at which Roma children understand the material is influenced by the teaching methods and
strategies that are being used. A good example of this is the success of children who have teaching
assistance at home, and the teaching methods that are more interactive. Some teachers believe that
teaching through games is efficient for Roma, but more time will be required to see results.
„Methods - we try to teach through games, what does a letter resemble, and then they may
memorize it, and then apply the letter to a story. We get them interested in some ways, but we
have too little time to work with them.” (IDI School 6);
„Even this five year old, I never expected this. We looked at the letters once, she saw them for
the first time. Everything I do is like a game. Squares, she has to cover that letter. I worked with
her for only 30 minutes. I generally do not work with children under five for 60 minutes, they can’t
take it. 30 minutes is their time limit in which they can pay attention to me. We arranged things so
that we learn a new poem every 30 minutes. This carried on until we learned the whole book and
she then told me: let’s do something else.” (IDI School 7);
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„At home, he spends those 45 minutes with a teacher and is constantly working. When I teach to
one child, it is easier than teaching to an entire class.” (IDI Priest 2).
The efforts of teachers coming to homes are also appreciated by teachers in schools, given that
children subsequently manage to integrate better into the educational activities. However, teaching at
home is an additional activity and in no way a permanent solution or alternative to formal education.
In most cases, Roma are not concerned while at school. On the one hand, they get bored, and on the
other, they face difficulties in understanding the material they study. Roma children/youth would like
school to offer them more opportunities to spend time on activities that they prefer. The occupations
proposed by interviewed Roma youth are directly related to their inclinations and abilities in regards to
certain activities, but also to the age of the students. For example, young Roma girls have stated that
they want school to teach them some things that would later be useful for household activities.
 The attitude of some teachers, making friends, gaining respect, and understanding for Roma
students motivates them to attend school (see Case Study 6). In addition, the hard work of
teachers and the attention granted to children is an important element for their involvement in
education. On the other hand, when some teachers try to conduct certain activities, they are
blamed by peers:
„Everybody leers.” (IDI School 14).
This is the attitude taken by teachers who do not wish to take on extra effort.
There is a practice of former students recommending a particular teacher to other Roma parents, based
on that teacher’s ability to work with Roma children.
„It appears that they directed three Roma my way, based on their recommendations. The parents
have already called me and told me that they would come, and I did not go to seek them out
myself.” (IDI School 2).
The survey results pointed out that among some teachers there is a lack of interest in the educational
process in general, and this discourages children.
„If you close down the class and go where you were going, they go away.” (IDI School 14);
During classes, Roma children are less involved in class activities. Given that there are sometimes
difficulties with reading, they are instead simply asked to transcribe, but without understanding what is
being written. This gets children interested in school. Most teachers stated that Roma children are given
the same amount of attention as non-Roma children. However, the results of the survey have revealed
that there is a hands off attitude towards Roma. Having observed classes, we can conclude that Roma
students, as long as they are not disrupting classes, are left to do what they want without being directed
towards the objective of the lesson. They have more difficulty concentrating and are more passive in
class. For most of them, the ability to express thoughts is underdeveloped. With this in mind, we can
conclude that, because of a poor understanding of the material being taught, Roma children at present
get bored very quickly in class, and end up drawing, flipping the book, or a calendar or notebook, and
may just leave the class.
„He leaves class when he wants, regardless of if the teacher insists that he stay he will still leave
class, saying that he goes to buy a pen, but in all likelihood he is bored, not interested in that
lesson, or has decided it would be better to take a walk through the hall.” (Observation).
According to some respondents from Vulcanesti, teachers are not motivated to work and always under
pressure that the institution will be shut down. As well, in the Vulcanesti secondary school, some
teachers fail to attend classes, jeopardizing the educational process.
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„This teacher is absent, then another one, or a teacher only holds two classes... to be frank,
for the past 10-15 years, nothing is done here. If I don’t want to go to school today, I don’t.” (IDI
School 14);
„When I entered school at 8:45 am, teachers were supposed to be in class already for 15
minutes, but they were talking in a classroom, while the children, instead of sitting in class after
the bell and waiting for their teacher, were all in the hallways, playing, and running around.”
(Observation).
„You know, there is this issue hanging over us that the school will close, and still people don’t
have the desire to work wholeheartedly.” (IDI School 13).
As a result a difficult situation arose with, on one hand, it being more convenient for teachers when
students fail to attend class, making their work easier, yet on the other hand, the threat of the school
being closed would entail job loss.
„Here, neither the teachers, nor the children have the desire to learn, because there are no
children, or there are very few.” (FG Roma parents 7)
„I know that there isn’t much teaching going on at the Vulcanesti school... It is also the teachers’
fault.” (IDI Priest 3).
As said by some teachers, the efforts made by them are for naught, given the inconsistent attendance
by the majority of Roma children. As such, some teachers believe that education is not important for the
Roma, and have a discriminatory attitude while paying little attention to the Roma, and justifying that
these children will migrate in several months.
„We have a category of teachers in primary school who believe that they should not pay much
attention to the Roma, sit them in the furthest desk, because they will leave in two to three
months. Teachers that have been working here for many years think that one should not invest
much in them, because they will leave in two months anyway. That’s that, they are being treated
a little bit carelessly.” (IDI School 7).
 Interaction with peers – friendship with children is one factor that determines Roma children
attending educational institutions.
„I really like it in school with my friends.” (FG Roma youth 2).
However, in situations where conflicts arise between children, Roma detach themselves from the
institution. Many Roma children have nothing good to say about school, and do not feel comfortable in
class. Obviously when this occurs, the child may abandon the institution.
„I’d like to put a bomb in the school, blow it up. When I went to first grade, I was always crying, I
liked it in third grade, when I had many friends. I don’t have many friends now, nor do I like it in
school.” (FG Roma youth 2);
„I had no desire to go to school. I write and draw well. I wanted to go for walks with friends who
also did not attend school.” (IDI Underage Roma mother 2).

3.3. Cooperation between the institution, the parents,
and the children in matters of education
One of the goals of education is to involve the parents in the education process alongside teachers
and children. The survey investigated how Roma parents and teachers interact, what is the relationship
between Roma students and teachers and between Roma and non-Roma students? This will help in
identifying the factors that encourage or inhibit cooperation at schools.
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The role of the parents in education is indisputable as the partnership between the parents and the school
is of necessity. The teachers stress the importance of the parent’s role in the children’s schooling and
performance and note that Roma school enrolment can only be achieved through joint efforts.
‘If the parents are not involved, the teachers will achieve nothing.’ (IDI at school #13);
‘The children are naughty. They are unruly because of their parents. If the parents paid a little more
attention to their children, things would be different. Right now, they attend the kindergarten, are quite
disobedient, and would not sleep. It is a struggle: they call us names, spit at us, and swear.’ (IDI at
kindergarten #4).
The teachers expect the parents to support them, but the parents are more interested in the children’s safety
at school. Worries and risks include bad roads, lack of sidewalks, and intense traffic. In these circumstances,
the parents have to accompany their children to school.
‘The roads here, in Otaci, are very dangerous. We are concerned about the children’s safety and
therefore take them to and from school daily.’ (focus group of Roma parents #5).
Another reason for such behaviour is the fear of the parents’ that their girls might be ‚abducted’.
Overall, Roma parents are not involved much at all with the school. Some only come to school in the
beginning and end of the school year: ‘I was there two or three months ago, on September 1.’ (focus group
of Roma parents #3). Others never come to school: ‘I haven’t been there for two or three years already.’
(focus group of Roma parents #3). Not just Roma parents fall back to such behaviour, however, given the low
interest of the Roma in school matters, it is critical that the relationship between the parents and the school is
strengthened.
Non-Roma parents see the Roma as capable of anti-social behaviour at school, such as coming by while
drunk or stoned. The parents and the teachers disapprove of such behaviour and talked about such incidents
during private discussions with the research group.
‘A Mom or Dad would show up drunk at school and the teachers get scared, as such parents would
be looking for trouble.’, ‘Indeed, sometimes they come to school stoned.’ (focus group of non-Roma
parents #1).
The survey also revealed another aspect of Roma parents that show interest towards school. They would
come to school to fetch things for their children much more often than non-Roma parents, and they would
enter the classroom during classes, which is generally allowed by the teachers. This behaviour was
mentioned most in Soroca and Otaci, and less so in Vulcanesti.
‘It’s common for them to come by. A parent might go to the farmer’s market, buy food, come to school,
enter the classroom during class and ask me to give the snack to their kid.’ (IDI at school #2).
According to some respondents, this behaviour may be explained by the higher value of children in Roma
families than in non-Roma families. Still, excessive pampering can hurt in the long run, in particular when the
parents do not insist on schooling.
‘We love our children and yet try to discipline them, while they treat their children as priceless and
treasure them… Their love is blind, they just adore the kids without teaching them and later on suffer
because of it… Their kids are allowed everything.’ (IDI at school #2).
In many cases, the interaction between the school and the Roma parents is limited to meetings. However,
the participation of the Roma parents is inconsistent. As a general rule, there are parents who attend all
meetings and there are parents who attend the meetings only when they do not travel.
‘Well, there are those who always come to meetings. Their faces are familiar. We know their names.’
(IDI at school #13);
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‘They attend the meetings of the teachers with the parents. They do, I have met all parents.’ (IDI at
school #3).
With some parents, they would not attend the meetings for fear of criticism because of their children’s
behaviour and performance. In such cases, they sometimes choose to meet with the teachers individually.
They show much more interest in the performance of their children during such meetings, and the teachers in
turn appreciate the cooperation.
When it comes to involvement in extracurricular activities, Roma parents willingly participate at cultural
events organized by the school, as their children perform there. The parents are proud of them and often
invite relatives to watch.
‘They would not attend the meetings with the teachers, but they show up at events. They all come to
watch their children sing and dance.’ (IDI at school #2);
‘Of course they like it when we organize performances, but most are shy and ask not to make them
get involved. They would rather buy things than do things. Whenever we have performances at the
kindergarten and I ask the parents to act or something, they resist it, but assure me that they would
buy and fetch whatever is needed.’ (IDI at kindergarten #2);
‘They (the parents) attend the events and are interested to see how their children develop.’ (IDI at high
school #11).
The survey showed that Roma parents participated in taking care of outdoor spaces and the building of the
kindergarten. For instance, Roma leaders helped finish the repair of the roof of the kindergarten by providing
necessary construction materials. Such experience is encouraged, to get the Roma involved in ensuring
quality education.
‘Their help was priceless, we are very grateful. Whenever we have meetings with the parents I would
tell them to thank that person if they meet him.’ (IDI at kindergarten #2);
One aspect worth mentioning is the sporadic and difficult collabouration between the Roma and nonRoma parents. The Roma are segregated, especially in communities of mixed ethnicity. They seldom
participate in various activities organized by the parents’ councils. Even when Roma parents accept to
participate at first, they later withdraw. Therefore, non-Roma parents are reluctant to involve Roma parents in
other activities. Still, there are cases when Roma parents did get involved. Their involvement was mediated
by the teachers, who have greater authority.
There is no distinct specific relationship between the teachers and Roma students. As a rule, the first
interaction between the preschool teachers and Roma kids is difficult, because the teachers fear that the
children would misbehave. However, their fears dissipate over time.
‘They were the first Roma kids I worked with when I started work here. I was fearful when I asked
myself how I would work with Roma kids. I was afraid that I would do or say something wrong. But they
integrated just fine.’ (IDI at kindergarten #3).
At times the teachers favour certain Roma students by paying more attention to them. This is much
the same way with non-Roma students. Some mentioned that certain behaviours of Roma students are
tolerated, particularly their coming to class late and misbehaving during classes. This may be justified by the
desire to make Roma children attend school and participate in schooling.
‘The teachers are used to me coming late and do not comment on it.’ (M, focus group of young Roma
people #2);
‘They would not shout at us. Only when we got noisy they would tell us to keep quiet. They were nice
to us.’ (IDI with an underage Roma mother #3);
‘Some are nice to us and some are not that nice. Our 4th grade teacher is nice, but there are two
teachers who treat us badly.’ (IDI with a young Roma beggar #2);
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‘Teachers are nice to me, because I behave, unlike other kids, who run, jump, kick each other, and shout.
Our teacher gets headaches because of them.’ (in-depth interview with a young Roma beggar #4).
There are some Roma leaders and social workers that say the teachers have a consistent attitude toward
the children. They said that the teachers do not distinguish between students, even if Roma students miss
classes more often and do their homework less.
‘The teachers do not discriminate against students on ethnicity grounds... We monitor it. The teachers
are nice to the students.’ (IDI with a Roma leader #1);
‘I wouldn’t say that they are discriminated at school. They are treated just like other kids. They get
the same amount of explanations as other kids. The teachers try ten times harder to explain things to
Roma students than to other kids.’ (IDI with a social worker #1).
On the other hand, the survey revealed cases when teachers had not been tolerant toward the Roma.
Some younger Roma blame the teachers of discrimination stressing that the teachers would treat them
differently from non-Roma students in similar situations such as showing up late to class. .The young people
stated that the teachers blame them, directly or indirectly, of being a ‘gypsy’.
‘I was about ten minutes late and the teacher scolded me. I just took my seat and a Russian-speaking
girl entered the classroom. The teacher told her nothing. (focus group of Roma young people #2);
‘I had a fight with a Russian-speaking boy at school. The teacher just told him not to meddle with
the gypsies, and that was all. But she did ask my Dad to come to school to discuss the incident and
wanted to submit a complaint to the police.’ (focus group of Roma young people #2).
Sometimes, the teachers identify Roma students as unruly because they are less reserved. In many cases
however, the students show little regard towards the teachers.
‘But they are rude, and say whatever crosses their mind... The older students make it a point to prove
that they do not need school. They actually say ‘screw your school’, leave the classroom and the
school. The teachers can do nothing about it.’ (IDI at school #13);
‘The teachers have no authority over them.’ (IDI at school #6).
In such situations, some teachers get violent, as reported by the students and confirmed by some teachers. It
was also reported by some parents and some Roma leaders. They claimed the reasons were the unruliness
of the students and the lack of patience shown by the teachers when interacting with such students.
The Roma believe that the authorities and the school managers intentionally ignore the aggressive behaviour
of the teachers. As a rule, the parents settle such incidents without involving law enforcement.
‘I hate sports classes. If I do not do what he says he hits me with his hand.’ (focus group of young
Roma people #6);
‘The physical training teacher... Once a girl hit him with a ball and everybody blamed me. He came up,
squeezed my hand, and slapped me so hard that it left a mark on my face.’ (IDI with a young Roma
beggar #6).
‘The kids get hit now, too. I talked to the school principal, wrote a complaint, and threatened them that I
would go to the police. I asked them why they beat him up. The teachers said: ‘You need to explain to
the children that it is not allowed.’ They said that they did not have much patience left. I responded that
they should not be working as teachers if they did not have enough patience, and that such teachers
should not be allowed to work at schools.’ (focus group of Roma parents #3);
‘There is discrimination everywhere. The teachers are rude when talking to the students. There were
cases when the teachers shouted and hit the students.’ (IDI with civil society organizations #2).
‘It happens from time to time. He would not behave and she would hit him in the head with a book.
When I approach her and ask her why she hit my kid with a book she would say that he was talking in
class and misbehaving.’ (IDI at school #14);
‘There are cases when the teachers take the liberty to offend them. I can invite a kid here who has
been hit by a teacher.’ (IDI with a priest #2);
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The attitude of the Roma parents towards the teachers falls over a spectrum - from glorifying their work
to accusing them of a lack of interest in and attachment to Roma students. The teachers’ negligence may
generate Roma drop-outs.
‘The teachers are rude. These teachers nowadays do not care for the children as they used to, they do
not protect them, they call them gypsies instead of teaching them good things. This is the baggage our
children leave school with.’ (focus group of Roma parents #6).
The teachers involved in home-schooling confirmed it: they work with the children that are considered
incapable of performing and yet the students finish middle school due to the attention they get and the
teaching strategies adjusted to the child’s learning capacity.
The relationship between the teachers and Roma students plays a key role in school enrolment and
education of the Roma. As well, the survey showed that the behaviour and attitude of some teachers played
a key role in making the children either love or loathe school.
The integration and participation of children in school activities depend on peer relationships. The survey
shows that there is little interaction between Roma and non-Roma children. Mostly, Roma children prefer to
interact with other Roma children. Roma children interact with their non-Roma peers primarily in class and
at events carried out at school. Performance and common interests are considered important in building
friendship and collabouration between children.
‘Our kids are friends with Roma kids. My daughter has two Roma girlfriends. They are great girls, with
very good grades.’ (focus group of non-Roma parents #3)
‘I have a Moldovan friend. I used to visit him at home, where we play, watch cartoons - he has a
computer and we play shooting games. His Mom accepts me, and she feeds me.’ (IDI with a young
Roma beggar #2);
‘There are two boys from Vulcanesti in my class and they are my friends. Sometimes they ask me
to help them with homework after school and when they go home we keep in touch by phone and
Internet.’ (focus group of non-Roma young people #4);
‘We have a Roma boy in our class for six years already. He joined us in the second grade and we are
good pals, we talk to each other. We have been in the same class for a long time and he has adjusted.
He used to be a bit shy in his first years, he wouldn’t talk to us then, but in the third and fourth grade he
started talking to us, and has adjusted since then.’ (focus group of non-Roma young people #4).
Roma students and their non-Roma peers communicate with each other more intensely during
extracurricular activities. Non-Roma students are interested in the Romani language, and in their traditional
dances. Non-Roma girls learn the moves of traditional Roma dances. By participating in joint activities, Roma
children integrate and develop the feeling of belonging, making it easier to integrate at school.
‘There is no hostility among us. All children are friendly with them. All students interact and participate
in activities.’ (IDI at school #3);
‘I think that there should be no segregation. It is a regular community school and therefore they should
be involved in all events and not at a disadvantage. They are part of the school and that’s it. I believe
that they should not be segregated. If we segregate them they get isolated, different from the others.
But they are just like all other students of the same age.’ (IDI at school #3).
However, some Roma students are completely isolated in their classes and do not interact with their
classmates. They argue that they have no common interests or views, or that they dislike each other. It is
seldom that the students cooperate and are friends outside of school. It results in segregation of the Roma.
‘In general, I do not talk to them. I tell them something once a month maybe, I do not enjoy talking to them. I
have friends at school, but I do not like my classmates.’ (M, focus group of young Roma people #2);
‘I’d rather not talk to them. I stand by the window during breaks, resting my hands and eyes.’ (IDI with
a young Roma beggar #4);
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‘They never participate in our life and do not want us to participate in theirs.’ (M, focus group of nonRoma young people #2).
In addition, one notes the segregation amongst the Roma students attending school, depending on their
social standing. As a rule, Roma students from rich families despise poor Roma students and prefer to
interact with non-Roma students. Another isolation factor is poor hygiene: non-Roma parents believe that
their child should only share the desk with a Roma student on the condition that the latter is groomed and
tidy. Hence, vulnerable families are marginalized twice, both by the Roma and by the non-Roma students.
‘I cannot afford buying him new clothes and they reject him and insult him, telling him that he is dirty,
and he is ashamed of it.’ (focus group of Roma parents #3);
‘I have not attended school for two weeks, because the kids are mean, they are unkind to me, they
beat me and I don’t want to go there anymore. I cannot do anything about it, as they are richer and we
are poor.’ (IDI with a young Roma beggar #6);
‘Children from poorer households attend school and the better-off ones make fun of them for attending
school while they don’t.’ (IDI with a mayor’s office secretary #2);
‘The children isolate them and would not mingle with them because they are unkempt and their
behaviour is unruly.’ (IDI at school #5);
‘If he were cleaner I would accept him at my desk.’; ‘If he is tidy and groomed I would even accept if
she says she wants to marry him. Right now, when one enters the classroom he feels the foul smell.’
(focus group of non-Roma parents #1).
The language of communication is another factor determining Roma integration. As non-Roma children do
not speak Romani, there is little interaction. At the same time, communication between children is hampered
by the fact that Roma children do not speak Russian fluently. Some non-Roma children learn some basic
Roma words with the help of their Roma peers in order to make interaction easier. However, it is very seldom
that Roma and non-Roma students interact with each other in the halls of the school. It seems that Roma
and non-Roma boys interact more due to shared interests (sports, cars, etc.). On the other hand, Roma girls
mostly interact with other Roma girls due to early physical development and the focus on dating.
‘We do not isolate them. They are regular kids, maybe not very well-off, but our kids would like to be
friends, but the Roma are not interested. They’d rather interact with other Roma and do not even attempt
at interacting with our children. Their mentality is different.’ (focus group of non-Roma parents #1)
‘They attend school, and interact mostly with other Roma students. Whenever there are 3-4 Roma
students in a class they would only talk to each other and listen to the teachers.’ (IDI at school #7).
‘There are two boys from Vulcanesti in my class and they are my friends. Sometimes they ask me
to help them with homework after school and when they go home we keep in touch by phone and
Internet.’ (focus group of non-Roma young people #4)
Parents see the interaction between Roma and non-Roma students differently. Some adult non-Roma
believe that the behaviour and dirty vocabulary of Roma kids will rub off onto their own, while others accept
Roma students as their children’s classmates without discriminating them. Roma parents however, believe
that the interaction between the Roma and non-Roma children is necessary, as it is an opportunity to learn
new behaviours and develop learning skills.
‘My girl shares a desk with a Moldovan boy. If it weren’t him, but a gypsy girl, my daughter wouldn’t
learn and would waste time chatting. It would be good that Roma students share desks with Moldovan
students. If there are two gypsies at the same desk they would not learn and just be fighting all the
time.’ (focus group of Roma parents #4).
Some Roma parents say that there are preconceptions about the Roma, which then influences the
interactions between Roma and non-Roma students. This can lead to more serious disputes.
‘If they have bad relations with Moldovans, if some kids have conflicts with others they would blame
the gypsies for starting fights.’ (focus group of Roma parents #8);
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‘Only with Roma kids. Moldovan kids living nearby would not play with us. When we lived in Ukraine
we used to have Ukrainian friends and play with them.’ (IDI with a young Roma beggar #1).
Some non-Roma parents encourage their children to avoid interaction with the Roma, thus in their minds
protecting them from conflicts. Non-Roma children also admit they are biased against the Roma and even
afraid of them due to poor past experiences of interaction with them.
‘When I go out with my friend and see Roma walking on the street we prefer to cross the street to
keep our distance from them. We are afraid of them, because people say that Roma are bad, they are
thieves. These beliefs got placed in our minds and would not go away’. ‘When I was in the fourth grade
I used to attend a sports club regularly and an older Roma boy threatened me with a knife.’ ‘Somehow
we were conditioned to believe that the Roma are bad and we should not be too close with them,
ever. They encourage this attitude through their behaviour, and their lack of education. They curse.’
‘We had a Roma classmate, who was in the fifth grade. He was 17. He would bring a knife to class
and sometimes he brought drugs to class. The teachers did the paperwork, submitted complaints, and
kicked him out of school.’ (focus group of young non-Roma people #1);
‘There is this part of the town where the Roma live. I was going to the shop with my brother, when
several Roma guys cornered my brother and demanded that he give them money. Then a man came
and scared them away.’ (focus group of young non-Roma people #3).
The survey shows that all stakeholders in education play an important role in the integration of the Roma
students. Cooperation between the parents, the educational institution, and the children would contribute
to achieving the goal of enrolling as many Roma students as possible, teaching them and ensuring their
successful professional future as active actors on the labour market.

3.4. Respondent views regarding better access to education
Every year, the school enrolment of Roma children becomes a topic of interest for various local entities,
especially LPAs and educational institutions. The survey shows that stakeholders tend to pass responsibility
to one another. In this context, the authors concluded that LPAs need to cooperate with the Roma families
and refrain from passing responsibility elsewhere. Thus, the situation related to the school enrolment of
Roma children can only be improved through joint efforts.
‘It is not our problem, it is a national problem.’ (IDI at school #9);
‘We hope that the local authorities get involved and become more insistent, alongside the parents...
Therefore, cooperation between families and local authorities is needed.’ (IDI with a priest #1)
‘The school principal takes care of enrolment himself. He prepares the lists and visits families. But the
lists should be prepared by the mayor’s office as the mayor knows who was born and when, he should
prepare the list and give it to the school management.’ (IDI at the Education Department #3).
Survey respondents suggested a number of measures to improve the enrolment of Roma children at all
levels of education:
 Develop a training program for adults to help fill their educational gaps, which in turn would have
a positive impact on the enrolment of children. This suggestion was supported by Roma, by teachers,
and by other community actors. To implement it, two options were proposed:
-

Launch literacy training courses, especially in Romanian (Roma community proposal);
‘I would join my kid and learn with him.’ (focus group of Roma parents #3).
‘Although I left school after the 7th grade, I still cannot read texts in Romanian. I am not very good at
reading. I know how to read Russian texts, but I want to be able to read and write in Romanian well.’
(IDI with an underage Roma mother #3);
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‘Elderly people, adults... Teaching them would be good. They are illiterate and many cannot read in
Romanian and others do not speak any Romanian. If we want a strong community that is aware of
what is going on, we should start working on it.’ (IDI with civil society organizations #2).
-

Open evening schools that focus on teaching women, given their greater participation in the education
of children (teacher proposal).
‘We used to have an evening school. It would be good to at least re-open it for the Roma.’ (IDI at
kindergarten #3);
‘It is also their problem, as the mothers take care of education. If the women had any education it
would benefit the education of the children. They do not insist on the education of the girls, they
consider that only the boys need it. I think that is their greatest problem. If only the girls could change
things related to education, culture, training...’ (IDI at school #5).

Reservations from some Roma and public servants about the outlook, stressing that the Roma are not very
interested in learning and instead focus on other activities, such as cooking and housework for women and
earning money for men.
‘They don’t come. They say that they are too old for school, that they do not have time for it, that they
need to cook or solve problems.’ (IDI with a Roma councillor);
‘I am not sure I could do it. I have two kids and how can I manage learning now? ...’ (in-depth interview
with an underage Roma mother #1).
 Raise parent awareness and inform of the need to enrol children at educational institutions.
This proposal is most supported by non-Roma parents, community actors, and Roma leaders.
‘It seems to me that they need to make up their minds about it (the need to learn). It will raise them
higher.’ (focus group of non-Roma parents #2);
‘The parents. They need to work more with the ones who are here.’ (in-depth interview at school #13);
‘We must work with the older ones. The parents must be persuaded that the Roma need to adjust and
integrate into society.’ (in-depth interview with local public authorities).
 Simplified curricula were suggested by all respondents. Most respondents mentioned that the current
curricula are difficult for both the Roma and non-Roma students.
‘They need an easier curriculum than the rest, they cannot learn by the current mainstream materials.’
(focus group of Roma parents #1);
‘Why don’t they have a special curriculum for Roma students? Let them be part of the class but study a
different curricula.’ (focus group of non-Roma parents #3).
‘The workload is huge. They come home and in half an hour start homework, to get ready for the next
day.’ (focus group of non-Roma parents #1);
‘They might have an easier curriculum. It is hard for them, to learn, as they learn in a foreign language,
not in their mother tongue.’ (IDI at school #4);
‘The curriculum needs to be changed. It is hard for them, I tell you. It is hard for them, because the kids
have different levels of preparation for school and not all kids attend school regularly.’ (IDI at school #7);
‘It would be better if they had separate classes, if they had different curricula from those of Moldovans
- simpler, lighter curricula.’ (IDI at school #5);
 Shift time of starting classes, as 8:30 AM is too early for the Roma.
‘It would be nice if classes started at 10 AM; it would be good if my kid went to school at ten - I
accompany her in the morning and she comes back home by herself; it would be good that kids go to
kindergarten at 9 AM, so that we have enough time to get them washed up and dressed.’ (focus group
of Roma parents #4);
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‘I would like classes to start at noon. When I go to school early in the morning I have headaches and
fall asleep. I would like the first class to start at 10:20, so that I get more sleep and am not tired in the
morning. I would like classes to start later because I iron my clothes in the morning and need time for
it.’ (focus group of young Roma people #2).
It should be pointed out that most survey respondents do not support this proposal of the Roma parents.
 Diversify teaching strategies used to teach Roma students.
The teachers are aware of the need to adjust teaching strategies and approaches. There should be no strict
rules: ‘You should not order the students much or order them to come to me.’ (in-depth interview at school
#14). The lessons should be less formal for the Roma. When a Roma child starts attending school he faces
a conflict between the formal requirements at school and the informal requirements of his family, implying
that a child is allowed everything, and the latter usually win. As a result, it is difficult for teachers to keep them
interested in learning and involving them in various activities. Although the teachers made this proposal most
often, it can also be seen in the answers of young Roma about the school model preference.
‘The teachers should be kinder. They are severe and treat me badly. But, every teacher is different.’ (focus
group of young Roma people #2).
 Hire young qualified teachers who would apply new teaching strategies and methods that would be
appealing for Roma students.
‘They need to hire good teachers.’ (focus group of Roma parents #7);
‘True teachers should come to school to do something. I guess that there is much to learn here as
well.’ (in-depth interview with a grandmother);
‘I want the teachers to do something to attract the children to school and motivate them to learn.’
(focus group of Roma parents #6)
 Have equipped educational institutions with modern technology for use in classes, spurring interest
and learning for Roma.
‘There should be computers at school, so that 12-year-olds want to attend,’ (focus group of Roma
parents #6);
‘They have computers at home and access to modern equipment. I tell them to use the available
workstations but they wouldn’t. If we could buy at least two more workstations, so that there are at
least five, then at least five students would come to class and work individually...’ (IDI at school #13);
‘I organized PC courses for a group of 15 students and they attended all classes for a month.
Everybody got his certificate. All students finished the courses and enjoyed them.’ (IDI with a
mediator).
 Start and maintain clubs for members sharing the same interests that focus on developing skills,
such as crocheting, drawing, dancing, etc. This suggestion was voiced by the teachers, who support
the idea of providing such courses free of charge.
‘I have yarn and I could give it to them to crochet. I would encourage them to make things. I would
provide another kind of education, using a different approach, hoping to get them interested.’ (IDI at
school #14);
‘They’d rather draw than write.’ ‘The clubs should be free of charge. Not everybody can afford paying
for them.’ (IDI at school #3).
Young Roma people would like to have gyms that are properly equipped and sports grounds at school that
students would have free access to throughout the day. The young Roma respondents have also mentioned
the need to hire qualified staff that would engage in various activities.
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 Develop and implement a package of measures, including penalties, for parents who do not take
care of their children’s schooling. Not attending school is a violation of the children’s right to education
and of the law (Education Code, Article 27, point four). Respondents suggested that such parents be
penalized or withdrawn from social benefits. This suggestion was supported by the Roma, including
young Roma people, and by the community actors.
‘Fines are needed. They cannot be jailed for it. I said that the Roma’s greatest mistake is not getting
up every day and taking their children to school, as the children hear things at school with some things
even sticking. We encourage them to go to school, but it is always better when they want to go to
school and need it. They learn the hard way that you can achieve nothing without education.’ (IDI with
civil society organizations #1);
‘They must be fined once, twice, three times. If they refuse to pay they should be jailed for ten days.’
(IDI with a Roma councillor);
‘Law enforcement bodies, maybe special officials who would work with the parents. Maybe there
should be fines for the parents. The school should not be the only one concerned about this issue.’
(IDI at school #9);
‘Punish them, fine them.’ (IDI at school #13);
‘If the child does not attend school the parents should be punished. Let them be jailed for some short
time... Or, if the parent cannot afford sending the children to school he should send him to boarding
school... They do not understand otherwise, they can be disciplined through fear only.’ (IDI with a
mayor’s office secretary #2);
‘I think that poor Roma can be motivated by withdrawing their social benefits.’ (IDI at school #8).
A part of non-Roma respondents were sceptical about this proposal stating that it would fail to solve the
problem of poor school attendance by Roma students. Further, that it would only worsen the financial
situation of the Roma households, especially the vulnerable ones.
One measure for motivating the Roma to attend school was to pay them for each child attending school,
given that the surveyed Roma are very much concerned about money. This proposal was voiced at the report
validation stage.
 Friendly non-discriminatory attitude of the teachers: Roma parents proposed this measure,
although non-Roma parents said that the teachers did not discriminate against Roma students.
‘They should pay more attention. The teachers ... It is their duty. That is why they work there. We send
them to school, where teachers should explain things and provide guidance.’ ‘The teachers should
not distinguish the students by ethnicity and the income level of their parents.’ (focus group of Roma
parents #3).
 Better nutrition for students and free food, including at secondary school. Especially for children
from vulnerable families. The proposal was made by the Roma community and was supported and
promoted by local public authorities.
‘I like school, but I do not like that we cannot eat, that we must pay 150 lei per each month. I want to
eat there. If they fed us twice a day I would go to school.’ (IDI with a young Roma beggar #2);
‘I like it that they feed us. It is nice, it is warm. We run and play during breaks.’ (IDI with a young Roma
beggar #4).
 Better road infrastructure: this need was mentioned both by the Roma and non-Roma parents alike.
‘The roads here, in Otaci, are very dangerous. We are concerned about the children’s safety and
therefore take them to and from school daily.’ (focus group of Roma parents #5);
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‘When they need to cross the road... the streetlights work sporadically. There is never any policeman
by the school. Here, no matter whether there is a pedestrian crossing or there are streetlights, the cars
fly by. One almost struck my child.’ (focus group of non-Roma parents #2).
 Provide transportation for students, as a means to ensure higher attendance. Parent proposal.
‘I would even send the school bus to Calarasovca.’; ‘Yes, many children from our community attend
school in Otaci. The school bus goes to many places, but it does not come to our community. It’s hard,
especially in winter. Some parents drive their children to school, but most walk to school. The bus
seldom comes.’ (focus group of non-Roma parents #3);
‘The bus does not come to our neighbourhood.’; ‘It only drives past the bridge at 6 AM, and then again
every 2-3 hours.’ ‘Of course, it would be good if the bus drove throughout all neighbourhoods of Otaci
including our hillside’ (focus group of Roma parents #5).
 Use and increase the role of community mediators in the school enrolment of the Roma. Given
the employment as mediator and representative of the Roma community, he has easier access to
beneficiaries and would help increase the number of children attending educational institutions. At
Vulcanesti, for instance, at the time of the survey, nobody was employed as a mediator. Earlier, the
mediator facilitated the proper organization and the school attendance of Roma children.
‘It was great when we had a local mediator, because the teacher cannot leave the 3-4 children who
came to class and go fetch the remaining couple of children that stayed home. I would come to school
in the morning, check attendance and inform the mediator. She would go and fetch the students, as
the village is not that large. And it was a huge help ... We need a local mediator. He must gather the
students in the morning, wake them up, get them ready, make them take the bus, and fetch them to
school.’ (IDI at school #13).
 Roma leaders must be positive role models and involve themselves with school attendance.
Teachers and non-Roma adults insisted on this proposal, believing that Roma leaders should be
interested in encouraging school attendance through the setting of their own example.
‘But if he wants his people to be smart, he should get involved.’ (focus group of non-Roma parents #2);
‘The Gypsy Baron is a learned man. I believe that he first should encourage them to attend school.
There were cases when the students would drop out and we got in touch with the Baron. He found
them and persuaded them to attend school, but then they disappeared again.’ (IDI at school #2).
 Opening and maintaining community centres that provide services both to students and parents.
This suggestion was supported by the Roma, their leaders, and by community actors, with many
stressing the urgent need for it.
‘I cannot think of any other solution now than to open a community centre, so that the parents can come
with their children and see what their children are like. They should be told that their children are most
treasured and should be encouraged to learn together with the children. I am talking about the mothers
who are 17, or 13, or 20, and who do not know much yet still want to learn.’ (IDI at school #14).
‘I think that if they decide to shut down the school in Vulcanesti they should at least open a community
centre, so that there is at least a place that focuses on education here.’ (IDI with a priest #3);
‘Maybe there should be a youth centre. There needs to be a person in charge, who would be able to
get everybody interested. A decent person who would do whatever it takes to get them interested.’ (IDI
with civil society organizations #4);
‘I proposed a decade ago that they open a boarding school for the Roma, so that when the parents
travel to Romania, Russia, Greece, the children are supervised and not roaming the streets without
anybody to take care of them.’ (IDI with local public authorities).
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With working hours and organization in mind, the community centre should meet the following requirements:
 Close proximity to Roma populated neighbourhoods: ‘We plan to have a National Centre of the Roma,
but want it in the neighbourhood inhabited by the Roma. We plan to have three such centres: in the
Northern part of Soroca, in the central part of Chisinau, and in the Southern part of Cahul.’ (IDI with
civil society organizations #2);
 Flexible working hours: ‘It should be open throughout the day, so they can come whenever they
please. And if properly motivated they will come.’ (IDI at school #14);
 Gym: ‘A gym should be available for teenagers, so that they practice sports and not become out of
shape. Somebody in charge should be at the gym at all times and let them practice.’ (IDI at school
#14);
 Computer room: ‘A computer room with several workstations is needed.’ (IDI at school #14); ‘A
computer room for Roma children.’ (IDI with civil society organizations #2);
 Playroom for small children: ‘There should be a place with toys for small children, where they could
play.’ (IDI at school #14);
 Snacks: ‘I do not mean that they need to be fed. The parents can afford to feed them, despite claims
to the contrary. But having tea and cookies would be nice, if needed’ (IDI at school #14); ‘The child
should be able to come and eat after school.’ (IDI with civil society organizations #2);
 Interactive strategies for working with parents and children: ‘They need to be motivated, as they
need it. They need to see their children making things, maybe rather complex ones, so that they can
develop a little, I think.’ (IDI at school #14); ‘We need to stimulate their interest, for example through a
community centre and clubs where they can play.’ (IDI with civil society organizations #2);
 Help with homework: ‘Someone needs to assist them with homework and maybe help with playing
sports.’ (IDI with civil society organizations #2);
 Employment of Roma that could promote the national culture and customs through various activities:
‘Somebody from their community should work with them, someone they get along with.’ (focus group of
non-Roma parents #2); ‘We plan to have a Roma museum, displaying the life of the Roma, the history
of the Roma, etc.’ (IDI with civil society organizations #2).
According to some Roma leaders, these centres should provide temporary placement services as a means
to improving school attendance by the children with migrant parents. These Roma leaders believe that the
parents would be willing to pay a monthly boarding fee.
‘The children could sleep here, play sports, do their homework, learn how to use a computer, and a
number of other things... It would be a place where they do not just learn, but also get a head-start, get
a profession. The parents would be even willing to pay a little bit for these things.’ (IDI with civil society
organizations #2).
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TABLE 2. Respondent Proposals for Improving Access to Education
Proposals

Roma
community

Roma leaders

Non-Roma
community

Community
actors

Develop a training program for
adults
Raise parent awareness and
inform of the need to enrol
children at educational institutions
Simplified curricula
Shift time of starting classes
Diversify teaching strategies
Hire young qualified teachers
Have equipped educational
institutions with modern
technology
Start and maintain clubs for
members sharing the same
interests
Develop and implement a
package of measures
Friendly non-discriminatory
attitude
Better nutrition for children
Use and increase the role of
mediators
Roma leaders should be positive
role models
Open and maintain community
centres
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HEALTHCARE SERVICES
Morbidity among the Roma by type of disease is similar to that of non-Roma. The
extent to which the Roma use healthcare services is determined by lifestyle, migration,
and lack of knowledge in assessing health risks. Migration also disrupts regular
check-ups and child vaccination. The people insured by the state (children, the elderly,
the disabled, pregnant women) have access to health services, but the vast majority
of adults are unemployed and thus do not have medical insurance. Still, Roma adults
mostly pay for health services. Roma in good financial standing prefer to use medical
services in other communities, as health providers there are perceived as delivering
higher quality services. The Roma from vulnerable families often prefer natural
treatment methods.

4.1. The Health of the Roma
Morbidity among the Roma population does not differ significantly from that of the overall population.
Most prevailing diseases are cardiovascular diseases, hypertension, gastrointestinal diseases, respiratory
diseases, diabetes, and tuberculosis.
‘Many are sick now. The number of people with diabetes has increased in the last three years. Many
have tuberculosis, and other infectious diseases.’ (IDI with a Roma leader #1);
The doctors say that just like non-Roma children, Roma children most often have acute respiratory infections
that are characteristic of their age. They noted that most Roma families, except for vulnerable families, take
good care of the children, and that the parents follow medical advice.
‘They care for their children very well. If, heaven forbid, a child gets sick, they quickly call us or come
to the clinic. They do not try to treat the child using traditional methods. When it concerns children,
they always call the doctor or the ambulance.’ (IDI at the community clinic #4).
According to some health professionals, the Roma have an unhealthy lifestyle due to ‘nomadic’ habits
and various addictions (smoking, drugs). These issues have also been identified in other studies: about one
fourth of Roma (aged 16 and older) smoke daily. Roma smoke at a rate 10% higher than non-Roma, and
16% of Roma females smoke, or roughly six times higher than the rate of non-Roma women (3%).19
‘They smoke all their life... They cannot quit smoking, they all smoke from an early age.’ (IDI at the
community clinic #9);

19

Moldovan Roma in communities inhabited mostly by the Roma. United Nations. Chisinau, 2013; p. 30.
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Consumption of drugs is a problem in all surveyed Roma communities. It first developed in the ‘90s but has
been decreasing since. Some non-Roma respondents mentioned that the consumption of drugs is more
common among the Roma, given the lack of school attendance and extracurricular activities, unemployment,
are not supervised by their parents, and do not have access to entertainment.
‘There is the issue of drugs, however, it is not as critical as it used to be. They bring drugs from Russia,
Romania, distribute them to all the Roma, so that they can then sell it to others. There is this drug dealer,
who meets the Roma there, at the outskirts of the village, as far as I know.’ (IDI with a Roma leader #1);
‘The problem is that most of our young people attend school and are busy at least half a day, while
the adult Roma gather in the morning and have nothing to do all day long.’ (focus group of non-Roma
parents #2);
‘Anyways, most Roma sell drugs. They consume drugs and sell them... Why do you speak only of the
Roma?! Our young people do exactly the same thing.’ (focus group of non-Roma parents #2).
Roma leaders realize the dangers of drug use and make efforts to combat it by:
 Persuasion of young people to refrain from using;
 Arranging for detoxification of young addicts at clinics;
 Applying physical and psychological force in extreme situations.
‘We are fighting this. It is an intensive and fierce fight, and we already have very good results. In the
‘90s, 80% of the children were drug addicts, many children died because of their addictions. They did
not know what to do, or how to consume drugs. Tens of children of all ages died.’ (IDI with civil society
organizations #2);
‘We stopped alcohol and drug addiction by beating them up, even if they were part of our community.
We threatened them that we would make them leave town.’ (IDI with a Roma leader #2).
The respondents noted the weak involvement of the police in combating drug consumption and drug dealing.
‘I wanted to go to the police to file a complaint, but the police told me to stay away from it.’ (IDI with a
Roma leader #1);
‘I do not let my child go outside and play because of the Roma: the parents drink alcohol and curse
wildly. I called the police, but they never do anything about it, they do not even bother to come. The
police officer in charge of the neighbourhood always says that he is coming over soon yet never does.’
(focus group of non-Roma parents #1).
The health of the population is also affected by delays in visiting a doctor, in part due to migration, which
makes it easier to catch various diseases and affects the immunization program and its timeline.
‘They fall sick easily, because of all the migration. They travel to earn a living and sleep at bus stations,
in basements. They have a troubled life and are very sick by 40-50 years of age. They do not go to the
doctor, but eventually show up when they can no longer stand the pain, when the disease is already
worse.’ (IDI at the community clinic #4);
‘The vaccination reports are not very good. The children do not all get shots on time. They come
from Russia and get their shots here. While they are here, we vaccinate them. Some get their shots
in Russia, Ukraine, but there are those who do not want to get vaccinated there. Instead, they come
home and insist on getting their shots done. We strive to vaccinate everyone, to oversee them,
especially while they are in the country.’ (IDI at the community clinic #8).
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In some cases migrating Roma act responsibly and take care of their health and the health of their families:
regardless of the country they go to the doctor and provide supporting documents later.
‘They bring all the records confirming their children’s monthly visits to the doctors. The children get
measured, weighed, and treated. They visit all doctors as required... When they come home, they
know more about vaccines, they take their vaccination cards from the clinic. If they fail to get the shots
done on time, we look at the schedule of vaccinations and decide when they need to come and get the
shots.’ (IDI at the community clinic #1);
‘I was not in the country while pregnant. I went to a clinic in Moscow. When we came back home I
went to a clinic in Chisinau, as my term was due soon, and they checked me in.’ (IDI with an underage
Roma mother #3).
One of the problems affecting the health of women is giving birth at an early age. The survey revealed that
Roma girls are not ready to become mothers so early, and are unaware of the risks for their children. They
focus instead on psychosocial aspects.
‘Giving birth at 15-16 is too early, it is like producing dolls.’ (focus group of Roma parents #3);
‘I had a difficult pregnancy and risked losing the baby. They told me that I would not be able to give birth
naturally. In the end, I gave birth at eight months of pregnancy.’ (IDI with an underage Roma mother #2).
In recent years the share of Roma women giving birth at a younger age has been shrinking because of
postponing pregnancy and using contraception. Underage mothers deny it though, claiming that 13-14-yearold girls know nothing about contraception and it seems that young Roma women have essentially no access
to sexual and reproductive education. It is explained both by the reluctance of the family members to discuss
the topic and the girls’ drop-out rate.
‘I was shocked when I found out that I was pregnant, I was young and had no clue at 14... I did not
know anything about protection at 14, nobody told me about it, as I spent most of my time with my
Mom.’ (IDI with an underage Roma mother #1);
‘I do not remember how advanced my pregnancy was when I first went to see a doctor, but my belly
was not very big.’ (IDI with an underage Roma mother #2);
‘They use contraception. Young women use IUDs and oral contraceptives to plan pregnancies. Some
also come for abortions.’ (IDI at the community clinic #5).

4.2. Healthcare services’ coverage
The rate of appealing to a physician (family doctor) is in direct relationship to the availability of medical
insurance guaranteed by the state. Most often health services are requested by pregnant women, children,
people with disabilities and their caregivers, and pensioners. Most Roma do not have health insurance
because they are not employed and very few buy health insurance themselves. In addition, Roma without the
proper documentation or without an identity face difficulties in accessing health services.
Uninsured people use to request services at healthcare institutions that were not in their place of residence.
As a rule, the Roma opt for higher quality services at medical institutions in Chisinau, and Roma residing in
Soroca and Otaci travel to Ukraine, which is more convenient for them, both in terms of distance and cost.
‘As a rule, a limited number of people have health insurance, namely pensioners, disabled people,
and pregnant women. The rest do not buy it, they do not need medical services and would start
complaining of pains and aches as they get older. Or they travel to Chisinau most often, and pay for
treatment.’ (IDI at the community clinic #4);
‘They like healthcare in Ukraine. For example, they find it more convenient to travel to Vinnitsa than to
Chisinau. It is closer and only takes a couple of hours to get to Vinnitsa. Whenever the kids run a high
fever they drive them to Vinnitsa.’ (IDI at the community clinic #8).
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‘When we need the consultation of a doctor for our kids, we prefer traveling to Chisinau, to the National
Clinic for the Mother and the Child, to make sure that everything is all right.’ (IDI with an underage
mother #3).
There are community clinics in Soroca and Otaci, but none in Vulcanesti. The residents have limited access
to healthcare: the doctor visits a day a week and in case of emergency they must travel to town. Only a nurse
is available for consultations at the local clinic on a daily basis, which displeases local Roma.
‘I asked them where we could go if the doctor only comes once a week and my baby is sick... Where
can we go then? Their answer is that they pay the doctor, but he only comes on Saturdays.’ (focus
group of Roma parents #7).
The health professional said that they run all home visits according to schedule, irrespective of ethnicity, but
some Roma leaders and parents said differently.
‘The doctor does not come when you call him to your home.’ (IDI with a Roma leader #1);
‘My youngest needed health assistance several times, I called the nurse and she did not come. When my
daughter fainted in my arms, I took her to the clinic.’ (IDI with a Roma mother with a beggar child );
‘I am happy with the doctors, they are very kind, they give us free medicine, check us, and call us to their
office and phone us.’ (focus group of Roma parents #3).
The work of the physicians is often made more difficult by a number of habits of the Roma:
 They show up as a group whenever a family member falls ill;
‘Whenever a mother comes with all her 4-5 kids - most have many children - they enter the office all
together and we check them one by one. It is seldom that they mind their manners and enter the office
one by one.’ (IDI at the community clinic #7).
In such situations, the doctor faces a conflict. On one hand, he is required to share as much information as
possible with other family members, and on the other hand, he must maintain confidentiality.
‘They are very discreet and do not want other Roma to know that one of them is ill. They often ask us
not to tell anyone and to keep their secret.’ (IDI at the community clinic #4);
‘The doctors did not tell me anything. My Mom would always accompany me. I would go with her
everywhere. I was young, I knew nothing.’ (IDI with an underage mother #1).
 Coming to the doctor’s office without an appointment
Many Roma demand immediate health assistance while disregarding the health institution regulations and
requirements. The doctors try to explain how important appointments are, but it does not work.
‘We explain that people wait to come in, that they need to make appointments and come at the
appointed time. We accept some when we see that they would not listen to any explanations.’ (IDI at
the community clinic #4).
From the Roma perspective, some Roma leaders believe that the Roma are humiliated at medical
institutions, and that they are made to wait even when they have appointments. The Roma believe that the
doctors and nurses expect informal payments, and if they don’t receive them then less attention is paid.
‘We must pay the doctors. They otherwise do not accept to see us if we do not pay. They would tell us
to wait forever. Even if we have appointments, we don’t get to enter the doctor’s office. If a sick person
comes, they just glance at him, write something in his file and say that that’s all and he needs to leave.’
(IDI with a Roma leader #1);
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‘If you don’t have insurance they make you pay and if you do it does not help. I have had this problem
myself. I did not have money and could not use my insurance when I went to Ocnita; I had to pay.’ (IDI
with a Roma leader #2).
 Inappropriate behaviour: the Roma argue and shout at medical institutions;
‘They do not have the patience to wait in line. They believe that they are the sickest ones and need to
be seen the moment they come.’ (IDI at the community clinic #4);
‘They ignore the queue. They shout all the time, they are noisy.’ (focus group of non-Roma parents #1).
In these moments, the health professionals try and find a peaceful resolution. When health professionals
have good relations, and make friends with the Roma, the Roma start trusting the doctors more.
‘We cannot offend them. They are very sensitive with regard to certain offenses. We cannot
discriminate against them and we strive to talk with them as equals. He (the Roma person) is just like
the others, but when he does not know something you cannot just tell him that you don’t know.’ (IDI at
the community clinic #2).
 Both insured and uninsured Roma insist on getting compensated drugs. In some cases, the
doctors violate the law regulating the provision of compensated drugs. It is a practice attempting at
encouraging the Roma to take care of their health regularly, otherwise, the medicine they need will not
be bought.
‘They are more motivated when we give them prescriptions for compensated drugs. They like it
when they get them. If all drugs were compensated the Roma would be healthier. When they need
to buy medication, they often don’t buy it and obviously do not follow the doctor’s orders.’ (IDI at the
community clinic #3).
On the other hand, some Roma leaders mentioned that the doctors do not always prescribe compensated
drugs, for instance when it comes to insulin-dependent people with diabetes.
‘The doctors do not take care of the Roma, they do not give them medication, nor do they provide
insulin at all times. If you have money they would give you insulin, and if you don’t you are getting
nothing.’ (IDI with a Roma leader #1).
 Difficulty in understanding the messages communicated by the doctors. The healthcare
professionals mentioned that it was difficult to talk to the Roma who do not understand medical
terminology, either in Romanian or Russian. As a rule, the doctors and the nurses explain several
times what medication they need to buy, why and how it is needed, and how it works.
‘They sometimes return several times to ask about the analysis and drugs, to inquire why they are
needed, as they do not understand the explanation given. We would explain to them in both Romanian
and Russian.’ (IDI at the community clinic #4).
 Resorting to traditional (naturist) treatments. This is more pronounced in vulnerable households
with many members, who are irresponsible when it comes to the health of family members.
‘Mothers and grandmothers play a key role. Family members would listen the most to their advice
given, and to the advice of the parents.’ (IDI at the community clinic #1).
 Unawareness of the severity and risks of some diseases, such as tuberculosis.
When cases of tuberculosis are identified in a Roma household, they don’t feel a check-up is necessary, as
they do not fully understand the threat to not just their family, but to other community members as well. In
these cases, the doctors appeal to the Roma leaders and persuade them to come to the doctor.
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‘It is a common problem. Whenever we identify a tuberculosis outbreak site it is extremely difficult
to get all relatives to come and get an x-ray, it is hard to keep in touch and monitor them.’ (IDI at the
community clinic #2).
 Double names, makes it difficult to keep records and contact Roma patients. As a rule, the medical
professionals write down not only the official name of the patient, as specified in their official
documents, but also the second name used in the Roma community, to ease identification of the
person.
‘If I need information about a certain person it is very difficult to get it if you don’t know his Roma name.
The nurse knows their nicknames and she knows whom to contact if needed and how to find out about
a certain person.’ (IDI at the community clinic #1);
‘I came to look for a family. It is a problem when it comes to the Roma, as they have an official name
and a Roma one. Almost always I even write down the Roma name on the medical records.’ (IDI at the
community clinic #2).
 The Roma isolate themselves with biased thinking
‘From a medical point of view, it is much easier to treat a patient if the ailment is identified at an early
stage. They should not fear that they are less privileged than others. Some of them believe, for some
reason, that we will not treat them correctly because they are Roma.’ (IDI at the community clinic #2).

4.3. RESPONDENT VIEWS REGARDING BETTER ACCESS TO HEALTHCARE SERVICES
The survey helped identify several ideas that could increase the rate of Roma requesting health services:
 Enhancing the role of the community mediator to assist the healthcare professionals in identifying
sick persons, informing Roma about the need for treatment, and the conditions that must be met when
requesting health services;
‘I fully support the mediator’s work. I have not requested his help yet, but I hope that we will cooperate
in the future, with a view to improve the health of the Roma.’ (IDI at the community clinic #2).
 Social campaigning to inform the Roma about a healthy lifestyle and the services provided by
medical institutions;
‘By informing them, distributing fliers... and they should let us know when someone is leaving or
returning home.’ (IDI at the community clinic #2).
 Issuance of identification documents
‘When they came for the first visit they did not have any identification documents, but it was sorted out,
they got their IDs.’ (IDI at the community clinic #3).
 The need to educate the Roma was stressed by medical professionals as a means to raise their own
interest in their health and increase the rate of Roma requesting medical assistance.
‘They need school education most. Most of them attend the primary school and then drop out. They
claim that it is their law, that they must not attend school.’ (IDI at the community clinic #4).
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SOCIAL SERVICES
The Roma request social services in a more insistent manner than non-Roma.
Social workers’ work is more difficult due to a number of factors including: Roma
are poorly informed; most Roma want support, irrespective of their social and
economic standing; lack of identification documents; and Roma express difficulty
in doing the necessary paperwork for getting social support. To obtain social
benefits, the Roma lie about their income and lifestyle. Roma have difficulty in
accepting the refusal of social benefits when they do not meet the requirements.

5.1. Social services coverage
In the opinion of the community actors, more Roma have begun asking for state support in recent
years. They actively seek social services and social benefits. Non-Roma people and the public service
representatives perceive them as firm and persistent when it comes to social assistance such as social
benefits, material aid, heating benefits, and other available assistance. Large sections of Roma society
believe that they are eligible for social assistance. Their view is supported by the fact that most Roma women
are single mothers (as they do not marry officially), and single mothers have always been supported by the
state. However, social workers must be able to assess household income which the Roma resist.
‘I would say that the Roma are quite active, they know the law and they request social aid and
benefits.’ (IDI with a social worker #1);
‘They believe that they are entitled to social aid if they have three or more children. But they do not
know the rules, nor do they provide all necessary documentation. They often do not marry officially,
and thus all mothers are single mothers, and they keep coming and demanding social assistance for
being single mothers.’ (IDI with a mayor’s office secretary #2).
There are two approaches Roma take in accessing social services. Some request support when facing
difficulties and others ‘mime’ the difficulties using information shared by their peers who receive the benefits.
The rate of the Roma requesting social assistance increases during the heating season, a behaviour similar
to that of non-Roma. The reason most cited is the poor financial condition of most Roma.
‘There are more applications in October, November when they request assistance for the heating
season.’ (IDI with a social worker #1).
In this context, most Roma perceive social assistance as too small, and failing to cover the bare minimum.
This is even more so the case with children of school age households. There is a belief that the Roma
should not be getting anymore assistance, because most of them have never been employed. At the same
time, there is discrimination toward the employed, both Roma and non-Roma. Even if they have contributed
to the state insurance fund, they receive smaller social benefits. It is explained by the fact that most Roma
get pensions when reaching the pension age, as they have never been employed, and the social aid to
pensioners is very low. Another group of social assistance beneficiaries are the families in difficulty, who have
been banned from entering Russia or were deported from Russia.
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‘I get 2,300 lei. When you have to send three kids to school, you must buy parkas, pencils, clothes. So,
what is left from that amount? As well, I have to pay the utility bills.’ (focus group of Roma parents #5);
‘All pensioners do not get proper pensions, because they have never worked. They get social benefits
instead, which amount to 115 lei. The state provides social aid to cover the gap up to a 680 lei
threshold.’ (IDI with a social worker #4);
‘We have cases when whole families - kids, parents, grandparents, mothers - have been deported
altogether and returned to our community. They inquire at the social assistance office about the aid
they were entitled to.’ (IDI with a social worker #1).
Although most Roma believe that social aid is too low, some poor Roma households have improved their
conditions of living. For example, some bought home appliances and furniture, while others spent the money
on food, and were able to avoid begging.
‘Things have changed for the poor. We provide social assistance to households. Some bought beds,
couches, TV sets, half-automated washing machines.’ (IDI with a social worker #3);
‘When I was getting social aid I did not have to beg, as it was more or less enough to get food on the
table.’ (IDI with a Roma mother with a beggar child).
The NGOs, charity, and church associations also support vulnerable Roma families. As a rule, they provide
food packages, clothes, and other commodities.
‘They get material aid from the USA. They get packages with some get sunflower oil, rice, and pasta.
The poor get the most assistance.’ (IDI with a social worker #3);
‘He would stand in the doorway with bags in his hands and tell me that he had seen me at the doctor’s
and the kid seemed cold. There was a muffler, a hat, and warm clothes in the bags.’ (focus group of
Roma parents #5);
‘We organize charity meals from time to time. They do not ask for help, but when they come to church
they may mention that they need something: food, clothes, materials.’ (IDI with a priest #1);
‘I helped ten households get wood for heating, four cubic meters each. I found people to help them,
talked to them, showed them and helped them repeatedly by providing food. (IDI with a priest #3).
Even if the Roma enjoy assistance, many remain pleased and they keep requesting further assistance.
As well, most Roma complain that the aid and money provided to the Roma community are improperly
managed.
One of the problems faced by social workers, especially those in urban areas, is that both poor and well-off
Roma request social assistance, with the latter not meeting the eligibility criteria. Unwilling to accept this,
they fail or are unwilling to understand that the decision is not dependent on the social worker, but on general
requirements that need to be met. Quite often they insult social workers and in some cases, disputes turn
into fights and the involvement of the police is needed.
‘It does not matter whether they are poor or rich, they still come to the mayor’s office demanding
assistance. Right now, they request coal and wood for heating. Regardless of if they are rich, they still
come and demand it. Everybody needs assistance...’ (IDI with a social worker #2);
‘They keep coming for assistance. They need coal, wood, power, water, and hope to get something
free of charge. For example, there is this woman from whom someone stole golden items worth 700
thousand lei, and still she would come and request assistance, wood. The Moldovans do not have 700
thousand lei at home that may be stolen. They only come for assistance when they truly need it.’ (IDI
with a mayor’s office secretary #1).
NGO activists believe that the Roma are discriminated when it comes to accessing state services, while
at the same time, the services are perceived as a source of income and used to manipulate Roma, who are
often lured into voting for a certain candidate at elections.
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‘An illiterate Roma person may come requesting a certificate and be told that it would take two months
to issue it, although the law says that it should be ready in two days. The Roma person would suggest
that he is willing to pay to get it done quicker and would be told to come in two days and get it.’ (IDI
with civil society organizations #2).
‘The police abuse the Roma. If they see a boy smoking they take him to the police office and claim that
he is a drug addict, threaten him with arrest, demand money to release him. The Roma are afraid, and
do not know the law, and pay to get out of trouble. They pay 300-500 US dollars.’ (IDI with a Roma
leader #1);
‘We even say that whenever you need a party (to win elections) you should just approach the Roma
and they would take care of it.’ (IDI at kindergarten #3).
Another impediment in getting social assistance is the need for doing the paperwork. Some Roma blame
the social assistance for not doing their job properly, with claims that the social workers have lost the
documents given by the Roma. In such situations, delays arise in the provision of social assistance. It must
be noted that Roma appreciate when community mediators assist in solving various problems and accessing
available social services.
‘Do you know that the social worker does a poor job? Sometimes he loses papers, the Roma make
copies of IDs and other documents and then have to wait.’ (IDI with a Roma councillor);
‘Nobody helps us but the mediator.’ (focus group of Roma parents #5).

5.2. PROBLEM RESOLUTION: STAKEHOLDERS AND CHALLENGES
The survey identified a number of obstacles in accessing social services, which are also challenges that
might impede solutions for problems in the Roma community.
Illiteracy, poor writing skills: according to the law, the applications for social assistance or other state aid
must be filled out by the applicants. Quite often, the Roma have to ask third parties to help them fill out the
applications because they cannot write properly. In Soroca, for instance, the mediator is often asked to help.
‘They come and fill out the application themselves or ask somebody to help them. It does not matter
to me who does it. But I don’t help them, I am not allowed to fill out applications, it’s their problem.’ (IDI
with a social worker #3).
The lack of identity papers adds more difficulty in accessing and providing social assistance. The survey
identified cases when parents do not have identification and thus their children do not have birth certificates.
Whenever at least one of the parents has a form of identification he is the one who applies for social
assistance. On the other hand, the social workers cannot include the members of the household who do not
have identification documents, e.g. children without birth certificates, which determines the amount of the
benefit and eligibility. The local authorities make joint efforts with other institutions to provide identification
documents to those persons and in Soroca the mediators have been involved in identifying such persons.
‘Whenever we find out that someone does not have identity acts, he tells us where he was born, and
we submit an application to the Civil Status Service. If nothing is found on their records we take the
case to court.’ (IDI with a social worker #2);
‘There is this woman who cares for four children. She is 80 and has four underage grandchildren, all
without birth certificates, and thus, they get no social assistance.’ (IDI with a priest #3);
‘I have two kids. I am a single mother. I do not have an identification card and therefore I do not get
social assistance for raising small children.’ (IDI with an underage Roma mother #1).
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Incomplete/inaccurate statements about the economic condition of the household: more frequent than
non-Roma, Roma make inaccurate statements about their income level and living standards. In such cases,
the law states the applicants be denied assistance.
‘There are cases when they state that they live in one room and when I go and check it turns out that
they have a two-story house, or they state that they live alone and when I go and check it turns out that
the applicant lives with his children, grandchildren, grand-grandchildren. There are many such cases.
We perform a social survey, then a commission visits the applicant and cancels the application.’ (IDI
with a social worker #1).
In some cases, the social aid is determined by several factors, including:
 School enrolment of the children in the household (unofficial requirement);
 Payment of a real estate tax;
 Alcohol addiction;
 Other anti-social behaviour (domestic violence, aggressive behaviour in public places).
‘If they get social benefits, I can threaten to stop payments, as they use the money to buy clothes for
children. As for the rich ones, I can do nothing.’ (IDI with a social worker #3).

5.3. THE VIEWS OF THE RESPONDENTS REGARDING BETTER
ACCESS TO SOCIAL SERVICES
With a view to improve access to social services, the Roma proposed:
 Holding social workers more responsible for their job performance
‘Whenever we go to the social assistance office there is this lady that makes trouble.’ (IDI with civil
society organizations #2).
 Involve the community mediator in assessing the living conditions, alongside the social
worker. This proposal was voiced at the report validation stage.
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OCCUPATIONS
AND EMPLOYMENT
Roma occupations are typically limited to a number of areas, with most being in some
sort of trading activity, and many Roma earn money abroad. Employment for the Roma
is difficult. Individual factors (lack of education, preference for high income gained within
shorter time periods, preference for non-regular working hours, etc.) and social factors
(general economic difficulties, prejudice) hamper employment. The lack of a history of
employment in the community and the resistance to employment by both families and
the community are also relevant barriers to employment. The Roma think of themselves
as discriminated and victimized when concerning employment. Additionally, the lack
of positive examples in the Roma community makes the employers sceptical at the
prospect of employing Roma people.

6.1. Occupations specific to the Roma
Roma occupations have changed over time, because of economic changes and the eagerness of the Roma
to raise their income. As industry developed and market demand for iron items declined, the traditional
occupation of blacksmithing has stopped. Some Roma leaders, as well as the non-Roma population regret
giving up blacksmithing, as it was a profitable occupation and the Roma were very good at it.
‘We used to be very rich. A worker used to earn 600-700 roubles a month, while a Roma blacksmith
would earn 5,000-6,000 roubles a month by repairing agricultural equipment. The wife would work by
his side and the kids would assist them.’ (IDI with civil society organizations #1).
Until the ‘90s Roma families were engaged in agriculture, mostly abroad (in the former Soviet republics).
In many cases the families, including the children, would leave home for the entire agricultural cycle, from
early spring to late autumn (see case study 5). The children would stop going to school during this time
abroad, but as a result, the household would earn agricultural goods (corn, wheat, sunflower seeds) and
enough money to support them during winter.
‘In the ‘80s-’90s, during Soviet times, about half of the Roma were employed. They would travel to
Ukraine, Crimea and reach work agreements there. We were very committed. We wanted to get the
money in the end, to earn more.’ (IDI with civil society organizations #4).
Some Roma from vulnerable households do some agricultural work, mostly in autumn, when the farmers
employ additional workers for harvesting. The children from such families plan to get employed in the future,
to avoid their parents’ fate.
‘They might help with hoeing the trees, cutting branches, harvesting, for instance. They used to work
when there were orchards around the village.’ (in-depth interview with a Roma councillor);
‘I want to work, to build houses, to mount lamp-posts. I do not want to be unemployed.’ (IDI with a
young Roma beggar #2);
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‘I want to be a taxi driver (he talked about his interest in vehicles, knows car details, technical
characteristics, the difference between automated and mechanical gearboxes, different types of fuel
used). I like repairing things. For instance, we had a broken light switch at home and I fixed it. I know
how to change light bulbs when they stop working.’ (IDI with a young Roma beggar #4);
‘A famous chef. One needs to be literate to become one. Even if you know how to cook you must also
know how to develop.’ (IDI with a young Roma beggar #5);
‘These days some go to work harvesting apples. The poor Roma went. They got 150 lei and a bucket
of apples a day each, and were content with it.’ (IDI with a social worker #2).
In the early ‘90s the share of Roma occupied in agriculture decreased substantially. The Roma opted for
starting production and trading cooperatives. They used to make clothes, footwear, and underwear and
sell them in Moldova and abroad. It all stopped once Moldova declared independence, as the difficulty in
buying raw materials increased, along with selling the goods and paying taxes. According to the Roma
respondents, the expenditures exceeded the earnings, and the businesses became unprofitable (see case
study 11).
Everybody opened cooperative productions in ‘88-’90s. The people earned money, produced,
invested, and had jobs. The wheels were rolling and they were rolling all right. When the Soviet Union
collapsed trouble started and problems with the customs offices came. They could no longer export the
produce and import raw materials.’ (IDI with civil society organizations #2);
In 1991 all Roma had cooperatives. We used to have garment productions, but they would not let
us, the Roma, work. We either had to pay ‘for protection’ or shut the business down. The taxes were
heavy.’ (IDI with a Roma leader #1).
Once production cooperatives ceased working, most Roma engaged in trading. In fact, it was a traditional
occupation, and the share of Roma traders has increased. Other occupations have been traditional for Roma
for centuries, particularly begging and fortune-telling. Most often, women and children would practice them
(see case studies 2 and 10).
‘Yes, I used to beg at the farmers’ market, but I don’t want to do it anymore. My Mom would send me,
because there was nothing to eat. I would give her the money and she would buy food.’ (IDI with a
young Roma beggar #1).
‘The children drop out of school when they leave for Russia together with their parents, first of all.
There a beggar child earns more than an adult.’ (IDI with a social worker #3);
The poorer Roma trade in Moldova, and those with a higher income prefer to trade abroad. Most often it
involves selling items on the streets and at farmers’ markets. The money earned through trade is then used
to buy houses, and various goods. However, the profitability of this activity has significantly decreased in the
last few years.
‘They trade things, as they do not know how to do something different. They started trading in the
‘90s and have done it ever since. But their profit has decreased. It used to be better earlier, when they
would bring home bags full of money and would not know what to do with it.’ (IDI at the community
clinic #6);
‘Some work and some sell items at the farmers’ markets. Even those who travel to Russia trade things.
But there are some who have to beg, as they cannot find a job.’ (IDI with civil society organizations #4);
Some Roma people have started businesses, bought land, bought, or rented buildings, and opened shops
(see case studies 5, 7, 10 and 11).
The survey showed that non-Roma have suspicions about Roma income and occupations. Some community
actors mentioned that the Roma deal in drugs abroad.
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‘I do not know what they do there, but to me it is a big question. How one can earn 18, 20 thousand US
dollars a month by selling pots and curtains.’ (IDI at the community clinic #6);
‘The Roma sell candles at the farmers’ markets and who needs candles? All drug addicts know that
she really sells hemp, heroin, etc. She collects the money and they get the drugs in another place,
from the kids.’ (IDI with a mayor’s office secretary #2).
Some respondents said that the Roma are engaged in illegal activity, such as drug trafficking, trading in
weapons, trafficking in human beings (who are made to beg). Most Roma respondents state that they were
trading commodities.
‘They do not get jobs, they’d rather beg than work.’ (in-depth interview at school #5);
‘I am not ashamed of begging. I would go on the street, sit down and beg.’ (focus group of Roma
parents #7);
‘They sell cell phones, pillows, comforters. Everything is light and can be easily carried. While in
Russia, they buy goods in Moscow, drive to villages, markets, open shops and boutiques.’ (IDI with a
Roma leader #2);
‘Nobody has ever heard of a Roma person working. They don’t even accept to sweep highways. I have
never seen them working. I have seen them begging and most often selling things. Some sell PC’s,
others sell mobile phones, and some sell drugs.’ (IDI with a social worker #3).
Some civil servants claim that the Roma would not work legally during Soviet times either, even if they
were offered decent working conditions in a field they knew well, such as blacksmithing.
‘There was this blacksmithing production started during Soviet times to employ them as blacksmiths. It
was opened specifically for them, but they would not work a day there. Nobody accepted the job.’ (IDI
with mayor’s office secretary #2).
The survey showed that Roma women from vulnerable families may take daily jobs at the houses of richer
Roma people or engage as day labourers at non-Roma households. For example, varnishing buildings or
washing carpets, etc.
‘We wash carpets, varnish or paint walls, or do housework for other people.’ (focus group of Roma
parents #3).
 Data analysis showed two trends in Roma employment: on one hand, some Roma are paid better than
non-Roma, which may be a sign of solidarity.
‘Whenever the gypsies work for other gypsies, the employers pay them more than they would pay a
Moldovan for the same job, because the Roma are part of their community.’ (IDI at kindergarten #4);
 On the other hand, some Roma believe that they are paid less by the Roma employers for the same
services, believing that they are being taken advantage of.
‘Frankly speaking, the Moldovans pay more than the Roma. They (the Roma) take advantage of me.’
(focus group of Roma parents #3).
Hence, we can conclude that a small share of the Roma are employed and the situation has not changed
much over time.
Roma children (aged 10-14) are interested in certain occupations. The girls have mentioned their interest
the most in the professions of doctor, teacher, and hairdresser/manicurist. The boys speak most of such
professions as doctor, lawyer/prosecutor, driver, and policeman. In the opinion of the young respondents,
these professions would allow them to earn a decent living. In some cases their preferences are based on
the experience of their parents, who had to pay unofficial fees for services.
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‘I want to be a doctor, because I like helping people.’ (IDI with a young Roma beggar #6);
‘I would tell people to pay 100 lei or otherwise go to jail.’ (focus group of young Roma people #1).

6.2. Barriers to the employment of the Roma
There are a number of barriers to the employment of the Roma:
 Lack of education/professional training;
The education level of the Roma limits the number of jobs available, and mostly jobs with no education
requirement such as street-cleaners, support staff, or street vendors (see case study 8). In this context, the
lack of education is a significant barrier to the employment of the Roma. (see case studies 5 and 10).
‘If I attended school, I would know things, I would get a job. I would like to be a hairdresser, but what
can I do now, where can I go?’ (IDI with an underage Roma mother #1).
‘I have no education and therefore cannot get a job.’ (focus group of Roma parents #3);
‘Most are illiterate. Even if the state provided jobs they would not be able to perform them. They can
only engage in two activities: selling or working in agriculture.’ (IDI with civil society organizations #4);
‘They do not have a degree or even a school graduation certificate. Most Roma attend school for only
four years, i.e. primary school, or do not attend school at all. Therefore, they cannot get a job, and are
considered illiterate.’ (IDI with a social worker #1);
 Unwillingness to get a job, lack of tradition of employment;
Non-Roma believe that the Roma do not want to work and this belief in turn determines their unwillingness to
employ them.
‘They do not want to get a job.’ (IDI at kindergarten #2).
 Lack of identity documents;
Employing Roma is difficult due to the lack of identification documents. In some cases the problem will be
solved with assistance from the mediator or perhaps local NGOs.
‘No, I don’t have a job. I do not have any identification documents.’ (focus group of Roma parents #3).
 Reluctance to engage in poorly paid physical activity;
As a rule, the Roma avoid engaging themselves in poorly paid physical work, including jobs in agriculture,
construction, sanitation, etc. To a certain extent Roma blame the non-Roma, believing that their professional
activities are inadequate and poorly paid.
‘When I tell them about learning and then being able to earn a decent living they then ask about my
salary. When I tell them that I am paid roughly 3,000 lei a month they ask whether it is sufficient. I tell
them that it is enough and I make sure to budget accordingly month-to-month. Their response is that
they earn the same amount in a couple of days. This is the problem.’ (IDI with a Roma councillor);
‘They choose not to work hard in the fields, but rather to sell phones and clothes, and to earn a lot, not
a little. He would not go to work for 150 lei a day, because it is not enough. It would be the same if a
Moldovan agreed to work for 10 lei a day, let’s say. Clearly, he would choose not to waste the day. It’s
the same for them.’ (case study, leader, landowner).
The Roma have high expectations regarding earnings, believing they can earn significant money in a short
time frame. Because of this, the Roma think they are more ingenious than the non-Roma.
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‘We can earn a lot of money in a day, while others have to work a month for it.’ (focus group of young
Roma people #1).
 The Roma’s preference for self-employment results in self-marginalization;
‘They think that nobody would be willing to hire them because they are Roma.’ (IDI at the National
Employment Agency);
‘Nobody hires them. They are not hired because they are Roma.’ (IDI with civil society organizations #1).
 Disapproval of the employed Roma by the Roma community;
It was observed that among the Roma, particularly the well-off ones, that it is shameful to be employed in
production or to earn a salary working a strict schedule. They believe that the Roma must have occasional
earnings and identify occupations that generate greater profit.
‘We do not get jobs. It is unthinkable for me to go now and ask a Moldovan to give me a job. Our pride
would never let us fall so low.’ (focus group of young Roma people #1);
‘No Roma has a job. It’s the rule. They jest at each other. The National Employment Agency assigned
them to do community service, to sweep streets. They refused, saying that they would become a
laughing stock among the Roma if they swept the streets.’ (IDI with a social worker #2).
 The employers’ reluctance to hire the Roma.
Generally speaking, employers are reserved about the Roma, due to bias and distrust (see case study 8).
Employers are concerned about the theft of assets and the professional conduct of the Roma.
‘We, the Roma, do not get hired officially. They are afraid. I went to the Employment Agency, registered
as unemployed and agreed to get the job of a guardian. We went to talk to the employer and he
refused to hire me.’ (focus group of Roma parents #3);
‘They do not hire us, they do not trust gypsies. Who would allow me to get a job at a shop and touch
the money? They are afraid of the gypsies: that they would steal, or something else.’ (focus group of
Roma parents #1);
‘They found me a job as cleaner. I was supposed to wash floors. The managers saw me and told me
that they did not hire gypsies for fear of being robbed. She was afraid and would not hire me.’; ‘One of
the women found a job at a bar. She went to work, but they would not let her. She was told that they
did not need such workers.’ (focus group of Roma parents #7).

6.3. Respondent views regarding better access to
the labour market
The survey highlighted a number of the Roma’s needs regarding increased employment of the Roma.
Opening new jobs, including a restaurant with traditional dishes, as a tourist attraction. Civil society
organization leaders expressed concern at the limited employment options for the Roma. In the leaders’
opinion, the economic security of Roma families is affected by their deportation from other countries (see
case study 11). In this context, they mentioned the need for a campaign for Roma to be able to return home
through the opening of enterprises and with the support of international institutions. This could then provide
new jobs for the Roma.
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‘We will start an enterprise to allow them to get settled and get a job, stay at home and work at home,
and get some income to support themselves.’
 Business development loans with a grace period of five years
‘We would ask the state, and would request loans, but make it so we don’t pay anything for five
years at least. Not to just provide for the family, but to develop the business.’ (IDI with civil society
organizations #1).
 Attractive salaries
‘When I tell them to learn to be able to earn a decent living they ask me about my salary. When I tell
them that I am paid about 3,000 lei a month they ask whether it is enough. I tell them that it is enough
and I make sure that I can live on this salary from month to month. They respond that they earn the
same amount in a couple of days. This is the problem.’ (IDI with a Roma councillor).
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OTHER AVAILABLE
SERVICES
Specialized NGOs make a modest contribution in solving the problems of the Roma
community. The poor Roma blame these NGOs for unfair distribution of funds or even
using the funds for personal purposes. They also suffer from weak institutional capacity
for project implementation. The involvement of the community mediators eases the
access of the Roma to services. In the communities where there is no community
mediator the institution activity is difficult. This makes the community mediators
respected, and in particular by poorer Roma. Roma leaders often appreciate the activity
of the mediators, yet are somewhat reserved about them as their perception of them is
as competitors. In terms of possible employment, the position of community mediator
is not attractive for the Roma. The religious community contributes to the improvement
of the condition of the Roma by providing commodities, counselling, etc. Some of
them organize cultural and educational activities that help raise the education level, to
an extent. The Roma use population documentation services later than others, which
makes it difficult to monitor them. Due to illiteracy, the Roma are usually accompanied
by the mediator or other persons.

7.1. CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANIZATIONS
There are roughly 50 officially registered Roma NGOs. Their role is to fight for the protection of the rights of
the Roma minority. These are NGOs created by Roma people for Roma people in all the communities in this
survey. However, they are only registered officially, and not carrying out any activity.
‘There are several NGOs, but they only wait to be given money.’ (IDI with a mayor’s office secretary #1);
‘Even if they create NGOs, they do nothing. They wait for somebody else to come and give them
something.’ (IDI with a mayor’s office secretary #2).
From one perspective, it can be explained by the low level of commitment from NGO leadership for fundraising, implementing various activities, and the shortage of resources (human, financing, etc.) that inevitably
result. Yet from the other perspective, the shortage of resources, it is because of the low trust in NGO
potential and their ability to implement community activities.
‘No grants won yet, nor anything else, but I want to organize an assembly of the Roma in Moldova, so
that the Roma can learn about this foundation.’ (IDI with civil society organizations #1);
‘If there is no financing there is nobody to work with and promote things. Everything comes to a halt. In
fact, we have not implemented any projects. We attempted the implementation of several projects, but
they were rejected.’ (IDI with civil society organizations #2).
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Thus, one of the survey findings is that the activity of the NGOs is on paper only. As a rule, local authorities,
central authorities, and other national and international NGOs know about the existence of the NGOs and
their goals. However, the Roma population knows nothing about the activities and outcomes of the projects
implemented by these NGOs.
Although they realize that they do not have the necessary resources, NGO leaders are still optimistic about
project implementation for some ideas, while hoping to collabourate with other NGOs that might guide, train,
and help them implement projects.
‘We need staff to take care of accounting. We need managers, and experienced, knowledgeable
professionals.’ (IDI with civil society organizations #1);
‘I have not applied for financing because I do not know how to advocate for it. I would like to attend
trainings, workshops. I’ve heard that they were planning to implement projects to get us trained.’ (IDI
with civil society organizations #4).
A point raised by NGO leaders was that work by NGOs are affected by the lack of interest of the
population in solving problems at the local level.
‘We did not have other projects and it cannot be done, because the Roma are not interested.’ (IDI with
civil society organizations #4).
On the other hand, the implementation of community activities is hampered by Roma self-interest in
managing finances. In this case that means the lack of support for solving specific community problems, and
instead only insisting on the distribution of the funds to every Roma family.
‘Roma associations from Chisinau come and tell them that there are projects, that there is financing,
that they need to apply with projects. The people do not understand that nobody will be giving cash to
them. As they understand it, the money should be given to them, to women, to vulnerable families.’ (IDI
with a Roma councillor).
This attitude may be conditioned by past failures. The Roma accuse the leaders of these organizations of
corrupt behaviour: unjust distribution of goods, collecting signatures for obtaining funds to aid vulnerable
families, etc. This has ultimately discouraged the Roma as they lost trust in both the NGO leaders and in
future projects. NGO leaders however, claim that all aid went to the beneficiaries and deny their involvement
in corruption.
‘Aid for the Roma comes and if there were someone from the village he would know how things stand
and do good things for the village, but the way the things are now, nobody does anything. The aid
comes and Marin and his fellows take it. And then they come and laugh at us.’ (focus group of Roma
parents #7);
‘Our Baron does not help us either, he gives us nothing.’ (focus group of Roma parents #3);
‘The people would contribute to community projects if they (the NGOs) would invest the money in the
projects. However, all we see is that they buy cars, build houses, repair houses, do landscaping in their
yards. They use the money for personal purposes.’ (IDI with a Roma councillor);
‘Who are the leaders?... Nobody listens to them. They have no tactics. they aren’t able to attract
people.’ (IDI at school #14).
The survey found that the NGOs that have the capacity to implement community development projects and
eventually improve the condition of the population perform poorly in the communities discussed.
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7.2. THE MEDIATOR’S ROLE IN THE ROMA COMMUNITY
The position of the mediator in communities heavily populated by Roma was provided for on July 8, 2011
by Government Resolution 494 on the Roma Support Action Plan for 2011-2015. According to the Action
Plan, the Ministry of Labour, Social Protection and Family, and in collabouration with relevant ministries, is
in charge of promoting the community mediator service for Roma communities, with a view toward ensuring
effective access of the Roma to education, healthcare, employment, documentation services, and better
housing. This will be done by promoting the community mediator service at the national level. Thus, 80
percent of the population of the communities that are heavily populated by the Roma should have access to
public services with assistance from community mediators by the end of 2015.20
At the moment of the survey, there were only two community mediators in the country, and both were in
Soroca. There was one community mediator in Vulcanesti until 2014, however, this person was fired after a
conflict with the local authorities. As well, the job is vacant in Otaci. The Roma communities are in dire need
of community mediators, as they can assist in providing support to the Roma, many of whom are illiterate.
The Roma population highly appreciates the role of the community mediator in communities where one
is present. They help in solving certain issues, such as getting identification documents, applying for social
assistance, school enrolment of children, accessing medical services, etc.
‘The job of a mediator is not easy, you know. It is a know-how. I understand Steluta and the other
mediator. It is hard. But they are successful now. Little by little, they gain potential and build a good
image in our society, and it is a good thing.’ (IDI with civil society organizations #1);
‘The assistance of the mediator is very useful, as the Roma do not know where to go to solve their
problems. The mediator takes care of getting them identification documents, accompanies them to the
civil documentation service, and helps them get their papers. They make sure that the Roma arrive
with all paperwork complete, so that they can apply for the proper social assistance.’ (IDI with a social
worker #1);
‘It is very good that we have a mediator, a person acting as a liaison between the Roma and the
Government, the local authorities, or the central authorities. The Roma are cautious about interacting
with people of other nationalities, because they get used by others and lied to.’ (IDI with civil society
organizations #2);
‘Yes, it is good to have a community mediator. It is hard work, because most people migrate and there
is no one left to work with, but she visited families, talked to the parents, the children, and brought
them to school. The mediator did not assist just with the school; she also assisted with healthcare and
many other issues.’ (IDI with a Roma councillor).
The appointment of community mediators also lifted a bit of the burden off the shoulders of Roma
leaders. The Roma leaders used to refer problem cases to the mediator, arguing that he was paid to solve
problems. In this context, one notes the competition between the leaders and the mediators.
‘There are cases when I could help them as well, but I would tell them to go to Stela, because she is in
charge of solving problems and is paid by the mayor’s office. She is part of the system.’ (IDI with civil
society organizations #1).
As well, the community mediators facilitate the activity of local authorities, and in general, of social
workers, in particular. The relations with the Roma in providing social assistance to families were bad in
communities where no community mediators were present.
‘I think it would have been easier for me to work if there were mediators. She would have talked to
them in their language. It would have been easier, she would have helped me. It is very difficult to
make them understand things.’ (IDI with a social worker #2).
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Although some appreciate the work of the mediators, other Roma people have expressed discontent.
The discontent results from the mediators not being selected directly by the Roma, who suggest that the
mediators must be Roma. However, the survey showed that the Roma do not show a clear interest for the job
of mediator when seeking employment.
‘I believe that the Roma should select the mediators themselves. How can a Moldovan work with the
Roma?’ (IDI with a Roma leader #1).
The Roma are not employed as community mediators in part because of the following:
 Lack of knowledge;
 Political differences at local authority level;
 Low salary;
 Lack of transport and decent working conditions (lack of office);
 The unwillingness of the Roma to have a job with a strict schedule;
 The disorganized lifestyle of the Roma.
‘The law must be complied with. It says that the mediator should come as soon as he is summoned, as
he is employed by the mayor’s office. But he might only come whenever he feels like it, because they
do not feel that their job implies responsibility. Besides, what can one do with a wage of 1600 lei if he
has a family to support, with two or three children? Many are not interested because of this.’ (IDI with
civil society organizations #4);
‘The mediator earns 1400 lei a month. No Roma wants to get that job. They migrate all the time, travel
abroad. They would not work for such a low wage.’ (IDI with a social worker #2).
The survey revealed that well-off Roma do not want to take the job of mediator because of the low salary and
a lack of interest, while less well-off Roma might want to get the job, but do not, fearing the problems they
might encounter with other Roma in the community.
‘The problem is that the inhabitants of the village discriminate against one another. They might say that
the person does not deserve the job or is not relevant. Or someone from the village might give them
orders or cause trouble. They do not want any trouble and thus do not apply for the job.
However, it is necessary to continue hiring mediators for the Roma communities, given the progress
achieved in school enrolment, documentation of the population, and assistance in solving issues throughout
the community.

7.3. THE ROLE OF THE RELIGIOUS LEADERS IN THE ROMA COMMUNITY
Most Roma in the survey communities are Orthodox Christians, however, some Roma have different beliefs
including Jehovah Witnesses, Adventists, Baptists, etc. Often, the poorer Roma chose to change affiliations,
as the different groups provide various material aid.
‘Most church-goers are poor. They do not come to get things, but to pray.’ (IDI with a priest #2).
At the same time, civil servants and community actors appreciate the positive role of these denominations in
the Roma communities, as they carry out activities with the intention of reducing anti-social behaviour
such as stealing, violence, and consumption of alcohol and drugs. They also have a positive influence on
children, as they provide leisure and education activities like learning prayers, songs, and poems by
heart).
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‘The children that come to church learn to not swear, lie, and to have faith in God. They learn not to
drink alcohol, not to smoke, and in general to refrain from wrong-doing. The mayor thanked me for
teaching the children good things.’ (IDI with a priest #2);
‘The teachers admitted that the children come to church more willingly, because it is difficult for them
to learn much. When they had to do something they would come to us and ask us to let the children
know. My goal is to provide a good education, so that they do not steal, beg, live doing bad things, but
rather have interests that God approves of.’ (IDI with a priest #3).
An area of intervention for the representatives of some religious denominations is to talk to the parents,
encourage them to talk Romanian at home instead of Romani, so children can have fewer difficulties when
attending school and other institutions.
‘I even visit them to encourage them to talk Romanian sometimes, or at least not to talk Romani all the time.’
(IDI with a priest #3).
The religious community helped the children learn simple yet essential things like letters and numbers. At
the same time, the priests are involved in promoting education among the Roma through discussions with the
children and the parents, with the provision of aid (school supplies).
‘We teach the children about sacred things. We study poems, the Bible, some techniques I have
learned earlier. I teach the children to read and sing... I need to buy posters with the alphabet and
other teaching aids.’ (IDI with a priest #2);
‘We discuss, maybe help them to get school supplies when they ask us. We urge them to seek a better
future. We want them to attend school, to be educated.’ (IDI with a priest #1);
‘This autumn we provided clothes and footwear to ten families, particularly for the children. We bought
them parkas and boots. Last year we only gave them boots.’ (IDI with a priest #3).
Another area of intervention for the priests is to explain to the younger Roma and their parents the
downsides of early marriages. Hence, most believers get married or marry their children after they are
older. Although most Roma do not officially marry, some priests attempt at advocating official marriages
when the couple comes to ask for a church marriage.
‘Most get married early, at 14-15. But the church does not allow for early marriages. It is possible only
after they are 18.’ (IDI with a priest #2).
The survey shows that the religious denomination representatives (except for the traditional Orthodox
Christian church) have a special interest in the Roma community and carry out a number of activities. The
Roma put special emphasis on religion and it can be an opportunity for the representatives of religious
groups to act for the benefit of the communities.

7.4. POPULATION DOCUMENTATION SERVICES
There are still deficiencies in documenting the Roma population and no thorough and comprehensive data
about the Roma is available. Reasons for this include:
 Low number of officially registered marriages;
Roma tradition encourages not to register marriages officially, nor do they consider it important. The Roma
leaders were clear that not officially registering a marriage does not take away its validity. Even so, the
tradition of not registering marriages leads to a chain of issues, with most being tied to documentation.
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‘I do not think it is important. One can marry officially and get a divorce in half a year. I am married
for 25 years and we have not registered our marriage officially, but it does not mean that we are not
married.’ (IDI with civil society organizations #2).
 Lack of birth certificates;
Issuing birth certificates to Roma children can be challenging, because either the mother does not have
identification documents, the parents do not care, the marriage is not registered officially, identification
documents get lost or damaged, or because of migration. Hence, some people reach adulthood without any
documentation.
Although authorities have been taking steps to improve the situation over the last few years to solve existing
issues, including through court rulings, documentation can get extremely difficult, such as if death occurs to a
person for whom the birth certificate needs to be issued, perhaps a birth in another country, etc.
‘It is not a complicated procedure. The only difficulty for the Roma is to fill out the application. Most
often a mediator assists with it.’ (IDI with the civil documentation service #1).
 The Roma disregard for having identification documents;
In the opinion of some community leaders, the Roma do not understand why identification documents are
relevant. In most cases, parents get birth certificates for their children only when they need it badly to achieve
some specific goal, rather than right after the child is born. Thus, the parents do not care, but on the other
hand, the authorities also do not care.
‘They should take care of their identification documents, as they suffer because of this mess. It is
very hard to register them officially here. I had two cases lately and we solved them successfully.
They were born in Russia, lived in Ukraine. They somehow crossed the border, but when they came
to the physician they did not have any official identification. We sorted it out, and they were issued
identification documents.’ (IDI at the community clinic #3).
 Registering the children under different names;
A specific documentation problem can arise for Roma as the women can bear different names. In this case
the mother would use the birth certificates of her relatives/acquaintances to register the new-born at the
maternity clinic. Another situation is when some children bear the mother’s name and others don’t, and the
resulting attempt at issuing identification documents to the children. School records at times do not include
details about the date of birth of some students because they did not have birth certificates and no exact data
was available.
‘The woman has six children. Three bear her current name. She was identified with the assistance of
the Migration and Asylum Bureau. She is not a citizen of Moldova. She has crossed the border illegally.
The other three children bear the name of another person and now we need to ascertain that they are
her children and amend their birth certificates accordingly.’ (IDI with the civil documentation service #1)
In Otaci, they have good experience in facilitating the population toward documentation services. The Civil
Documentation Service office was opened in Otaci in 2006. The population, and in particular the Roma,
support such practices, with the greatest advantage being a financial one.21
The survey highlighted a number of difficulties encountered by the Roma when getting their identification
documents:
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 Need to submit applications and statements, which increases in difficultly due to illiteracy;
‘According to the Government Resolution, a third party (who is there to fill out the applications and
statements) leaves the office and invites a person from the queue outside, who provides his ID and
gets power of attorney to fill out the application form, the statement, and sign the papers in the name of
the applicant. If the applicant knows how to write we help him. If the ID has a signature it means he is
not illiterate... (IDI with the civil documentation service #1).
 Submission of documents, certificates, and compliance with requirements;
‘If they realize that a problem cannot be solved at once, shouting begins... They come with all of
their relatives demanding explanations. I have to prove my point. This way, I waste more time writing
and explaining. They are not only illiterate, but also ignorant. If they could read newspapers, the
information displayed on the walls outside the office, it would be easier to discuss and they would
better understand what the law provides. All they know is that they need it and they never look around.
If you tell them something, they distrust you.’ (IDI with the civil documentation service #1).
 Financial (some Roma insisted on the importance of this factor);
To lift the financial burden, Roma were exempt from paying for identification documents for six months
(October 2012 - March 2013). The employees of the civil documentation service say that the timing was not
optimal, as most Roma people were traveling at that time and therefore few used this service.22
‘There was a period when they were issued identification documents for free... The timing was bad
though, and most were abroad. Most travelled abroad in the winter and returned in the spring, after the
facility period had expired.’ (IDI with the civil documentation service #1).
The employees of the Civil Documentation Service and of the Population Record-Keeping and
Documentation Department have frequently mentioned that the Roma make various inquiries not related to
the services provided to them. When they get their identification documents they ask for information, often
about the opportunities for getting financial and/or material assistance. It is mostly due to lack of information
and knowledge among the Roma.
‘Many of them ask where they can get help, and where they should register. We tell them to inquire at
the mayor’s office, where there is a social worker. Today the first visitor asked me where to get a job
and I suggested that he go to the Employment Agency...’ (IDI with the civil documentation service #1).
The documentation of the Roma is a relevant aspect that hampers a number of institutions that work with the
Roma. Still, the most important concern is that it affects the lives and futures of the children.
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CONCLUSIONS
BEHAVIOUR AND SOCIO-CULTURAL
RULES OF THE ROMA
Family life of the Roma has specific components
that differ from non-Roma groups in the Republic
of Moldova, namely: family roles are strongly
paternalistic, with men in charge of the socioeconomic aspect of the family, and women in
charge of the household, care, and upbringing of
the children; early marriages are common; a strong
influence of relatives and community in choosing
the life partner; non-registration of marriages due
to partners being underage, facilitation of border
crossing with children, and obtaining social benefits.
Attitudes and behaviours towards children represent
a distinct aspect of the Roma community. The
mother or sometimes grandmother must take care
of the children and their upbringing. The father or
another male person in the family (grandfather,
brother, uncle, etc.) is concerned primarily with
training the boys and developing their skills to
gain financial resources. The children must be
protected and it is considered best that they are
permanently supervised by family members. The
wishes of children and their perceived needs are
essential, encouraging the lack of a daily routine
in many cases. From this, a situation is observed:
overprotection of children from one perspective and
a low interest in their training from another.
The different treatment of boys and girls is standard
for Roma families. Boys have advantages beginning
in early childhood with more opportunities available,
whereas girls are perceived as potential sources of
income in case of an advantageous marriage.
Early marriages significantly contribute to dropping
out of school after finishing the primary grades.
From an early age, children begin to show their
desire to start a family: boys are concerned about
accumulating financial resources to support a new

family and girls are waiting for a partner. Attendance
of school in secondary classes is often regarded as
a shame for girls, fed by the fear of the parents that
the girls might fall in love with the wrong person or
get kidnapped. In that case, they are subjected to
“guarding” by family members, even at the age of
10-12 years.
The interaction between the Roma within the
same settlement is based on the socio-economic
situation of the households (rich/poor Roma
neighbourhoods). Long term conflicts have been
identified between groups within Roma communities.
The Roma do not always tell the truth with such
behaviour usually determined by the need to justify
their actions and to obtain a benefit, but it also
serves as a way of defence. This type of behaviour
can be observed even in young children.
Names in the papers usually differ from the
nicknames that are known within the Roma
community. This makes it more difficult for the
authorities to identify people.
Information spreads very quickly within Roma
communities. They are noticeably insistent while
settling personal issues, and demand these issues
be resolved immediately. Rumours often affect the
authorities’ performance of various actions, while the
Roma are waiting for material benefits.
Roma people often believe that society discriminates
them because of their ethnicity. The rules are not the
same for everyone and the Roma are placed at a
disadvantage because of it.
Concerns of the Roma relate to: the loss of
traditions and crafts that are characteristic of the
Roma; increased difficulties in finding new income
sources; continuation of the nation; further inclusion
of children in educational institutions which leads to
the loss of a Roma identity.
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
A lack of interest in education is a component of
the Roma culture as is no tradition of schooling.
Most Roma do not see the benefits of school for
them and their children. Positive examples of Roma
who achieved success through means of study are
minimal.
School is perceived as a necessity for developing
reading and writing skills, goals that can be
achieved in the primary grades. The survey reveals
the lack of interest in secondary school among the
Roma. Most Roma children drop out of school and
get involved in the migration process and/or prepare
for family life.
It is a shame for Roma mothers to send their
children to kindergarten, as it is perceived that they
are incapable of taking care of and raising their
kids. The reserved attitude of the Roma toward
kindergarten is from a perception of inadequate
care of the child, and of the improper attitude of the
kindergarten staff.
Kindergarten attendance is primarily occurring only
with children from vulnerable Roma families. In
Vulcanesti and Otaci there are registered children
attending preschool institutions. In Soroca not a
single Roma child was enrolled in a preschool
education program during the conducting of this
survey, despite such practices previously existing.
There were a series of initiatives from some parents
in Soroca, however, community actors did little
to encourage it. Enrolment of Roma children in
education programs is also further hampered due to
waiting lists for kindergarten.
Level of development of the preschool children that
are not enrolled in kindergarten does not match their
age.
Lack of financial resources is a barrier to enrolment
and attendance at educational institutions by
Roma children. Despite LPAs in some communities
assisting with expenses incurred by Roma families
for food, no significant increase in the numbers of
children attending preschool was observed.
Another obstacle to attending educational
institutions would be their curriculum and the daily
routine that Roma are unaccustomed. The habit of
sleeping until later in the morning, and the efforts
required for the mother to prepare and accompany
the child to the institution create difficulties.
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The lack of a healthy daily routine characterized
by computer games or watching TV late prevents
compliance with school hours.
Bad weather (rain, mud, sleet) are a deciding factor
when Roma parents urge their children not to go
to school on a specific day. Only at the insistence
of the children or the teaching staff, who visit the
children’s home to demand their attendance, will the
children attend the institutions.
Roma children are very lively and not used to
practicing specific activities. The older age of the
educators and the difficulties they encounter in
adapting to the children’s interaction can cause
the disinterest in attending the kindergarten. The
survey revealed that assets are excessively guarded
at some preschool institutions, and the children’s
access to some toys/objects is restricted for fear
they may be damaged.
Some of the Roma children attending school are
absent from the educational process inevitably
making their level of training far from what is
required to learn and being taught. Illiteracy is
common and typically, they write down things
without understanding them, or just draw during the
classes.
The research revealed fictitious school attendance
by Roma children, meaning they appear to be
present on school registers, but are not actually at
school or in the community. Infrequent attendance
at the educational institution is a feature of the
Roma children’s school behaviour determined by:
migration, some holidays, the need to take care of
younger children in the family, unfavourable weather,
conflicts with peers or the teaching staff, lack of
clothing, etc.
The impact of school education is further diminished
due to the lack of knowledge and skills most of
the Roma enrolled in education have, namely
they cannot read or write. Meanwhile, some of the
children not attending school can write, and often
they are taught by teachers at home or by other
family members. Hiring teachers for home visits is
typical of wealthy families. Usually such activities
are successful as the teaching strategies can be
matched with the child’s abilities. A backup teacher
can also provide essential support to Roma children
in learning letters and acquiring writing skills.
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Information technology is a stimulus for learning to
read for Roma.
Free food is cited as a reason Roma children from
vulnerable families attend school.

Early marriages and births affect the health of
Roma women. Recently, it has been observed
that women are inclined to use various methods of
contraception.

Factors include the language barrier, lack of
preparation for school, and the inability of family
members to help the children create significant
difficulties in their learning and training.
Classes composed of children of different ages is
equally uncomfortable for all groups including the
teachers, children, and for the parents both Roma /
non-Roma.

Migration and a low sanitary culture lead to delayed
doctor visits. Immunization compliance for the
children is also affected by this issue.

Some schools make a point of only handing out
textbooks during class hours from their point of view
to make sure that they will not be damaged or lost
by Roma students. Some children are offered older
textbooks or ones for a different school level.
Roma children’s level of knowledge is not
equal to that of non-Roma children based off of
assessments. Teachers tend to give higher marks
as a motivation tool for Roma to learn. During visits
to the student’s house for extra tutoring teachers
remark that Roma students often cannot write and
read fluently, yet may nevertheless be given high
marks of 9 and 10 in their school record books.
Teacher skills and energy are cited as factors
that determine the interest of children in school. A
reserved and indifferent attitude to the educational
needs of Roma children leads to the children’s
indifference to school.
Roma children interact with non-Roma children more
so during extracurricular activities and less during
school activities. During breaks, the Roma usually
communicate in Romani amongst themselves rather
than socialize with non-Roma.
Parents rarely show interest in their children’s
homework. Most common reasons for Roma parents
not being involved in their child’s education are lack
of studies, and an inability to read. As well, they
seldom read fairy tales to the children and in some
houses there are no such books. Watching TV and
computer games are the main forms of leisure.

Most Roma have no health insurance (excluding
the population groups that are insured by the state)
because they are not employed. The Roma benefit
from free services and subsidized medications even
though they do not have health insurance.
Some of the wealthier Roma seek quality healthcare
services, particularly for their children. This often
leads them to other medical institutions outside of
their community.

SOCIAL SERVICES
The Roma are insistent in receiving aid, even those
with high socioeconomic status. Roma benefit from
social benefits without having contributed to the social
security system. As well, their expectations lead
them to be dissatisfied with the support offered. They
believe that state institutions must help them further.
The mediator helps the Roma community to access
various services. A more difficult operation of
community services has been observed in the areas
where no community mediators are present.

OCCUPATIONS AND EMPLOYMENT
Employment is not a typical practice among the
Roma and there are few examples of consistent
employment. The lack of education and higher
expectations than most wages that are offered are
the primary barriers to employment.
The survey revealed that businessmen are sceptical
about hiring the Roma, because of low education
levels, persistent stereotypes, and the lack of
positive past experiences of Roma employment.

HEALTHCARE SERVICES
The health state of the Roma is directly affected by
unhealthy lifestyles and addictions. Smoking and
drug use are widespread among the Roma.
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OTHER AVAILABLE SERVICES
The survey revealed that Roma communities are
divided into different groups, that competition exists
amongst Roma leaders, and the access of other
leaders or institutions/persons into Roma society
is limited. The NGOs and their activities targeting
Roma communities are underdeveloped in all
settlements covered in the survey.
The network of entertainment services for Roma is
limited, especially in rural areas. Men usually spend
their free time in places intended exclusively for the
Roma (“pitaciok”). Children pointed out the need to
develop leisure services such as gyms, clubs, rooms
with access to Internet, etc.
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A wide range of trade services is available in the
settlements covered by the survey and these
settlements are accessible to the Roma without any
discrimination.
The access of Roma to some cafes and restaurants
is prohibited/restricted, given what business owners
view as past experiences of misconduct in similar
establishments. This includes hairdressers who
refuse to provide services to the Roma, claiming that
the latter are moody, have poor hygiene, and can
refuse to pay for the services.
The Roma usually do not realize the need to respect
the rules of access to services, and find it hard to
comply with them.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

 Providing support in improving the conditions
of children’s transportation to educational
institutions;

A. FOR THE CENTRAL PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION
 Developing training programs designed for adults
in the form of .evening school;
 Simplifying the school curriculum to ensure
access for all children. Developing practical
skills that facilitate employment and household
management;
 Financing (practical-oriented) and creating
groups for people of similar interest at
educational institutions;
 Holding parents accountable for their children’s
schooling by applying a set of measures for
parents who fail to enrol their children in school.
This would include insisting on fines or refusal of
specific social benefits (e.g. welfare), as well as
the signing of partnership agreements between
families and educational institutions;
 Implementing a register of all children, which
will allow better monitoring, including for those
crossing the border;
 Organizing a preparatory class (within schools)
for children who did not attend pre-school;
 Organizing classes with extended hours for
homework help, needed for Roma children
whose parents are often illiterate;
 Simplifying procedures for student assessment
to ensure inclusion of Roma children in SEN
education; encouraging the enrolment of children
with disabilities in educational programs;
 Improving nutrition and ensuring its free
availability, including at secondary schools for
cases where a student may arrive at school from
a neighbouring locality;
 Developing an action plan to facilitate inclusion of
Roma children at school and providing logistical
and financial support for its implementation.
Fine-tuning the mechanism for Roma children
referrals through enhanced cooperation between
institutions, so that schooling would be a goal of
all actors involved;

 Restricting the issuing of driving licenses for
persons who have not completed at least
secondary education;

B. FOR THE LOCAL PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION
 Opening and ensuring the sustainability of
community centres in localities with high Roma
populations as a means to provide educational
services to children and adults alike through
interactive methods and strategies;
 Encouraging children’s education by involving the
community mediator to work with Roma families;
 Promoting education among Roma parents, and
to raise awareness of its necessity;
 Channelling resources towards education by
replacing financial aid for the school readiness of
children in vulnerable families with packages that
include the necessary school materials;

C. FOR EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
 Friendly and tolerant attitudes towards Roma
children from teachers. Adoption of nontraditional strategies to relate with the children;
 Use of modern teaching technologies and
strategies;
 Harnessing Roma children’s potential through
self-management approaches and extracurricular
activities;
 Organizing public lectures to attract parental
involvement and increase the confidence of
parents in the education system;

D. FOR ROMA LEADERS
 Active involvement in promoting inclusion of
Roma children in educational institutions at all
education levels;
 Supporting Roma children in the continuation
of their studies (e.g. through scholarships,
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mentoring, etc.) and in gaining acceptance from
their community.

 Keeping records of immovable property owned
and of the payment of related taxes.

 Promoting education by showing positive
examples of schooling children – either their own,
or those of relatives, close friends, etc.

EMPLOYABILITY

HEALTHCARE SERVICES

 Raising Roma education and qualification
levels. In short-term organize vocational training
programs for Roma;

 Health workers’ friendly and tolerant attitudes
toward Roma people;
 Improving infrastructure and provision with
technical and medical equipment, as well as with
medical personnel;
 Improving Roma population’s health culture
through the carrying out of public information
campaigns on healthy lifestyles and on how
to access health services. Additionally, the
community mediator’s activity must be expanded
in this context.

SOCIAL SERVICES
 Social workers’ friendly and tolerant attitude
toward Roma ethnics. Continuous training
of social workers on strategies for different
population categories;
 Informing the Roma population of existing social
benefits;
 Monitoring social worker activities;
 Involving the mediator when necessary to
objectively assess benefit claimants;
 Strengthening social worker relationships with
other community actors;
 Stimulating merit-based activism amongst the
Roma (e.g. the merit-based scholarships system
or other non-social achievements).

DOCUMENTATION SERVICES
 Issuance of compulsory birth certificates in
maternity homes;
 Holding Roma parents accountable for the
documentation of their children;
 Promoting marriage registration;
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 Providing benefits to employers who employ
Roma ethnics;
 A non-discriminatory and tolerant attitude toward
Roma ethnics from employers;
 Conducting social campaigns to inform and
attract Roma in the field of work;
 Promoting successful Roma as role models;
 Facilitating the development of small and
medium businesses, with local tourism as a
possible market niche for sharing Roma culture
and traditions.

Recommendations for
streamlining the use and access
of all community services:
LOCAL PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
 Employing community mediators in all
communities;
 Simplifying the procedure for selecting
community mediators, improving working and
wage conditions, and providing guidance during
the start of activity;
 Improving the infrastructure for recreational
activities, organizing recreational services while
taking Roma needs into account. More tolerant
attitudes should be exhibited by venue owners
and staff;
 Facilitating interaction between Roma and nonRoma ethnics, with active involvement of LPAs
and the voluntary/associative sector;
 Active involvement and monitoring of all
community services with regard to Roma
inclusion.
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VOLUNTARY/ASSOCIATIVE SECTOR

ROMA COMMUNITY

 More harmonious cooperation between the
voluntary/associative sector and the Roma
population;

The facilitated access to all community services
requires the following:

 Development of and involvement in community
projects with LPA support. Target and integrate
active Roma NGOs;

 Higher education levels;

 Ensuring transparency of carried out activities
and of financial & material resources as a means
to increase public confidence in civil society
capabilities;

 Holding Roma ethnics responsible for acts of
indecent, destructive, and antisocial behaviour;

 Training leaders and NGO staff on writing
and managing projects and on Roma leaders’
cooperation with the voluntary/associative sector
specialized in different areas, which could act as
a remedy for problems in the community.

 Reduction of addressing as a group for various
services;

 Escaping self-victimization and self-isolation;
 Documenting the Roma population;
 Roma involvement in community life and their
contribution to the State budget;
 Holding migrating parents responsible for their
children’s enrolment in educational institutions.
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ANNEXES
ANNEX 1

TABLE 3. Qualitative Research Design

1. EXPERT INTERVIEWS
1.1 Interview with social workers
1.2 Interview with local council secretary or an advisor
1.3 Interview with head of Education Department
1.4 Interview with Civil Registry Office representatives
1.5 Interview with representatives of Family Medicine Centre
1.6 Interview with representatives of preschool educational institutions
1.7 Interview with representatives of pre-university educational institutions
1.8 Interview with representatives of associative sector
1.9 Interview with other categories of people
SUBTOTAL:
2. CASE STUDIES
2.1 Case studies of success stories
SUBTOTAL:
3. HOME VISITS TO CHILDREN
Interactive activities at the home of the children involved in the educational
3.1
process (using teaching aids, incentive gifts)
Interactive activities at the home of the children not enrolled in schools (using
3.2
teaching aids, incentive gifts)
SUBTOTAL:
4. FOCUS-GROUPS
4.1 Informal focus groups with young Roma children (7-8 people)
4.2 Informal focus groups with Roma parents (7-8 people)
4.3 Focus groups with young people of other ethnicities than Roma (7-8 people)
4.4 Focus groups with citizens having the status of neighbours of Roma families
SUBTOTAL:
5. OBSERVATIONS
5.1 Observations to the lessons in classes where Roma children study
5.2 Observations in the kindergartens groups attended by Roma children
SUBTOTAL:
6. SPECIAL ACTIVITIES
6.1 Interview with Roma children beggars
6.2 Interview with Roma underage unwed mothers
SUBTOTAL:
7. OTHER ACTIVITIES
7.1 Other observations and discussions
SUBTOTAL:
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VULCANESTI

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY

OTACI

#

SOROCA

QUANTITY

1
1
1
1
6
1
6
2
10
29

1
1
0
0
3
2
3
1
7
18

2
1
1
0
1
1
3
1
2
12

4
4

3
3

3
3

3

2

2

3

2

2

6

4

4

3
3
2
2
10

2
2
1
1
6

2
2
1
1
6

2
2
4

1
1
2

1
1
2

2
1
3

2
1
3

2
1
3

1
1

1
1

2
2

ANNEX 2
FIGURE 3. Which traits best describe the Roma, in your opinion?
Liars

37,5%

Thieves

37,1%

Beggars

29,7%

Dirty

21,0%

Lazy

20,5%

United

18,5%

Uneducated

16,7%

Aggressive

13,7%

Illiterate

13,6%

Revellers

11,7%

Superstitious

4,9%

Undertaking

4,9%

Backward

4,8%

Stupid

4,8%

Pious

4,4%

Selfish

4,3%

Hospitable

3,8%

Disunited

3,0%

Industrious

3,0%

Clean

2,2%

Modest

2,2%

Civilized

1,7%

Intelligent

1,5%

Honest
Trustworthy
Decent
Don’t know

0,8%
0,4%
3,5%
5,0%
Source. Sociological survey “The phenomenon of discrimination in the Republic
of Moldova: citizen’s perception”, IPP, “CBS-AXA”, 2014
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ANNEX 3

Case study 1. Children attending school
C.A., a 48 year old father of four, two girls, and two boys. The youngest, G., is seven years old and attends
kindergarten. D. is almost nine years old and is in the 3rd grade. S. is 11 years old and in the 5th grade, and M.
is 14 years old and in the 7th grade. The house they live in is small and tidy, in spite of the modest economic
condition. Usually the youngest child sleeps in the same room with the parents and the other three in the
same bed in another room. The room is not furnished with a special place for homework. Apart from the
textbooks, the children have no other books.
The father attended school until the 9th grade, then went into the army. He says: “We want our children to
learn. We strive to teach our children to have a profession. We don’t want them to become beggars”. He
recalls the times as he himself attended school: “I was more disciplined, more serious as they say, and eager
to learn. The school principal was very harsh and the children knew what discipline was. If you didn’t come
to class, then the teachers would come to your home and make an issue of it. It was better, those who really
learned made it to graduation, as they say”. He believes that it is not bad at school and that the only problem
is that most parents work abroad and take their children with them. Many other children remain alone or in
the care of their grandparents and they do not send their grandchildren to school. He acknowledges that
children must go to school to become better educated, but it depends very much on the parents. His wife
helps the children do their homework, She graduated from 9th grade as well, but can help them and explain
things. They used to work in sales, but now they have not been employed for 3-4 years and it is very hard
without work. They cannot afford to buy clothes and shoes for the children, but he is very insistent that their
children learn until the 12th grade, acquire a profession, and be able to work honestly. First of all, he wants to
see his boys educated, because the man is the one in charge of his family, whereas for girls school it is less
important, because girls get married and their men must provide for them, while the woman must take care of
her husband and children. If he could afford it financially, of course he would like it for all of his children to go
to school in Nisporeni.
The early marriage practice is not the case in this family. They got married as they were both older than 20,
and he will not allow his children to marry before the age of 20.
The children say they like school and most of all math classes. The father says they stay away from school
only when they are ill, otherwise they attend school: “We do not let our children stay home”. However, on the
day at issue the children were not at school because it was cold outside. G. can count, but does not know
any poems, he knows geometrical figures, animals, fruits, colours, but he does not know the letters. D. as
well knows no poems, and can count with the help of his older sister. M. knows some fairy tales: “Little Red
Riding Hood”, “The goat and her three kids”, but reads only by syllables. She likes it at school; she loves her
teacher and would like to become a chef or painter. S. reads only by syllables as well. She has never heard
of a subject, predicate, or verb. In their spare time, the children watch television and help their parents in the
household from time to time.
Even though the three children are enrolled in different classes, one can see that their level of training does
not match their age.
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Case study 2. Beggar child
A blind 73-year old pensioner, by herself, is currently raising a nine year old granddaughter, whose father
is a drug addict and a former convict. The old woman lives in constant fear because of him and there is a
risk that her granddaughter might be taken away from her. Despite her advanced age, she has raised seven
grandchildren and was strongly attached to them.
She lives in the same room with her granddaughter, which serves as a kitchen and a bedroom. The room
is poorly furnished with a stove in the middle for heating, the bed is arranged from wooden planks, there
is a small table for preparing food (which is cooked in an old electric oven just outside the entrance) and
for taking meals, and for the granddaughter to do her homework, there is also a small TV and a telephone.
Usually the grandmother prepares food and the granddaughter helps to cook it in the oven.
The family’s income is minimal: the pension, the social aid for the cold season, and the money obtained from
begging: “I live off of the pension, I beg throughout the town for living, and the child lives with me”. They
get their food from pitiful sellers in the market: “They give me a little, maybe there are some remnants, and
I choose from the remains and cook food”. Often she is seen in the market with the girl, even if the child
should be in class at that time. The grandmother recognizes that she involves the girl in begging, but she
pointed out that it happens only on weekends. Regardless, observations made in the market during the week
reveal that the girl’s involvement in begging was more frequent than let on.
Although the girl is in the 2nd grade, she can barely read and name just a few letters. Counting skills are
underdeveloped (she copes better with addition and does not cope at all with subtraction) and she uses
her fingers to help determine addition results , which leaves her with difficulties in counting past 10. She
neither knows nor distinguishes all colours; she names the colours in either Russian or Romani, and not
in Romanian. She has difficulty communicating in Russian or Romanian, and her grandmother explains to
her in Romani what is being asked of her. The causes of the girl’s underdevelopment are non-attendance
of kindergarten and isolation. The girl is shy and undernourished; her clothes and physical appearance are
unkempt. At the time of the survey she had chickenpox and was being treated by her grandmother at home.
She says she liked to draw at school and to discuss interesting things. She also said she was going to only
attend the first three grades, and maybe the 4th, but only if it would be pleasant. The attitude of the class
teacher was good, but boys who were classmates called her stupid, and was the reason why she did not like
going to school.
The old woman says they were not visited by the family doctor, social worker, or even the Roma leaders nor
had she even asked for their help, as she thinks they are corrupt and lack any interest in helping the poor:
“The baron has never come here and I haven’t asked for his help either, because he only wants to get richer
himself over helping someone else”. She is most often aided by the community mediator who occasionally
brings food.
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Case study 3. Large family
B. takes care of her daughter (nine year old), nine year old nephew and 17-year old niece, because their
parents are convicts. The nine-year old boy and girl go to school, but the 17-year old girl no longer has since
attending the 5th grade, at which point she went to Russia with her parents. They are getting along with
difficulty, the nine-year old girl has no shoes and jacket, and she has not been to school for several weeks.
The boy is afraid to go alone without her as he says the road is dangerous. B. believes that the local school
is not all that good, as the teachers only come to school as they wish, and the children are very naughty.
When the children miss school, the teachers call and make home visits, at which point B. explains that the
children haven’t any clothes and shoes. She recognizes that school is very good for the children and realizes
that it is very important for reading, writing, and counting: “The children who go to school learn, they know
more, and what does this one know? Just playing around and nothing else; there at school they put more
things in his head and he is more disciplined”. B. understands how hard it is when one is unable to do all
those things because she is illiterate and encounters lots of difficulties. She must always ask someone else
how to find the way to where she wants to go.
The children have attended kindergarten since they were two years old, and she was very pleased with the
kindergarten because there were activities, regular meals and sleeping time, there was a rhythm she could
not provide at home.
Her daughter knows just one short poem, and even that one she learned at the kindergarten. She cannot
read, does know the letters but cannot join them together into words. She says colours and figures, and can
just barely distinguish geometric figures, knows the names of fruits, and can do addition and subtraction with
small numbers. Even though the two children are in the 3rd grade, the only book they have in the house
is the ABC, because they still do not know the letters and the teacher only gives them books for in
the classroom.
She says she likes drawing and writing at school: “You have to learn to write and read, when your mother
says: ‘Come read what is written here’, you should read because the mother can’t do that, then the child can
read what is written there”. She says she wants to become a doctor when she grows up, whereas the boy
wants to become a policeman. He cannot read either, but he knows the letters, sometimes confusing them.
In his spare time, he plays computer games, even though he cannot read, he guesses the letters. He cannot
count, but easily finds the differences between two almost identical pictures. The children say they love their
school, but it would be better if the school was bigger and more children there.
The boy says he wants to study until the 10th grade, whereas the girl wants to study until she turns 17,
because she wants to get married by age 17-18 years and to have two children, a girl and a boy.
The oldest 17-year old girl stays at home and takes care of the household. She does not want to get married
yet, and says maybe she shall get married by 20, but it does not depend on her: “When a guy likes you,
then he comes and asks your father for your hand, and if your father agrees, you get married, otherwise
you just don’t”. She says she wants her future children to study, to achieve something in life and thatshe
wants to have 3 to 4 children: “I stay home and do nothing, but my children shall by all means succeed. I
haven’t achieved anything in life, but I will be a good mother”. She says there is no place for young people to
spend their free time in the village and it would have been nice if there were a club or the movies. There are
weddings in their settlement almost every month and they can only have fun at a wedding. She does help the
younger children with their homework.
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Case study 4. Child unenrolled in kindergarten
T. and A. are both 26 years old, married and have a 6-year old boy. T. attended school until the 9th grade,
but A. has never attended school because of his health issues (visual disability). T. got married at the age
of 19, after completing the 9th grade and gave birth to D. the next year. Neither of them work and they live
in his parents’ home and are financially supported by them. T. has never sought employment because she
must take care of the household, of her husband, and child. D. does not attend kindergarten, because he
does not want to and cries whenever you take him there. Last winter in 2013 he was only at the kindergarten
five or six days, and only went if his mother was next to him. There was no way he would stay without his
mother, and he used to cry bitterly. If left at the kindergarten he runs home, because the house is close to the
kindergarten and he can come alone. He has no daily routine: “He can go to sleep at about 22:00 or 24:00,
so it is hard for him to wake up the next morning”.
T. says she liked it very much at school when she was little. She liked writing, reading, drawing, and counting.
However, she did not continue her studies, because her family could not afford it. There were five children
in the family, some of them studied until the 9th grade, while others did not go to school at all. T. and her little
boy stay at home, play in the yard, but most of the day D. is watching cartoons on TV (during the visit the
child was watching the “Jetix” channel), while T. is busy with cooking, washing, and cleaning.
T. says she will make the child go to school because school is very important, because it is the only way to
acquire a profession, get a job, and to find one’s place in life. T. taught the child the numbers and colours,
but he names them only in Romani. He knows the animals and calls them by various sounds. He does not
know any poem or fairy-tale. T. reads by syllables. No books are at the house. They said they used to have
some, but the child tore them up. They say they have lots of toys (cars, balls) but they keep them in the cellar
because they made renovations and the toys were dirty.
D. has never been to the theatre. When they go to the district centre, he plays in the park with other children,
but in general he does not have anyone to play with, except for his cousin. Teachers often come from the
kindergarten and tell T. that her boy should attend the kindergarten, but D. cries as soon as he hears of the
kindergarten, so she does not make him go there so as to not traumatize the child.

Case study 5. Success story
A 39-year old Roma businessman, is an owner of an orchard of about 30 hectares, and of another seven
hectares planted with wheat and barley. He started up his business on the advice of some Moldovans. He
owns a tractor, has learned to drive it by himself, despite not having a driver’s license. The paper work is
performed by his wife, who has eight years of school. When his wife is abroad he resorts to the surrounding
people for help in managing his business. His successful small business is an exception for the Roma
community, and he says: “Even the police as they hear that I own land and work, find it hard to believe”. He
encounters difficulties in developing his business due to the lack of a market to sell agricultural products.
He usually employs Moldovans from a nearby village for agricultural works rather than the local inhabitants,
which because of migration, leaves mostly elderly people as the only ones remaining in the village. Before he
started his business he used to migrate to the Russian Federation together with his family. The children were
with them, but they did not enrol them in school due to lack of time and opportunities to bring them to and
from school. They were left in the care of a relative who had children of her own, and the adults took turns
taking care of the children. He realizes that it was not the right thing to do, but he justifies his decision by the
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need to support the family financially: “We are very sorry, of course every parent regrets that his child does
not learn properly, but the thing is that if we don’t work, we starve”.
He has only two years of education because he grew up in a single parent family with his mother and two
siblings. The older sister completed four classes, and the younger brother three classes. The family was
forced to migrate to Belarus and to engage in agricultural works in order to survive: “We were there in the
fields with our mother, where we worked and helped her too”. Usually they used to stay there from spring till
autumn and in the winter they returned to their native country. As soon as he started working, his interest for
learning decreased, and then he became a consistent student, which only discouraged him even more from
learning. Looking back on the situation, he regrets not having learned more then. He is aware that the lack
of studies determines underpaid employment. “When you’ve no school, what can you do for a living? You
get hired by the day, for hoeing”. He believes that the training at the local school falls short of expectations:
“Now God forbid what is going on at our school”. It is pointed out that children of different ages are gathered
in one class, and (some of the) teachers may even be drinking alcohol during working hours: “They keep it
somewhere in a cabinet so that the children don’t see it, but when the children come, they see that they the
teacher is somewhat ... smells of alcohol, of wine, and it’s very hard, especially in our school”. The level of
education of children is low, in his opinion “What they teach elsewhere in the 2nd grade, is taught here in our
7th or 8th grade”. Teachers are partially responsible for that due to their lack of interest in children. As far as
his children are concerned, however, he admitted that they also lacked interest in learning. He has never
helped them with their homework but the children help each other or sometimes their mother helps. He
believes that the Roma do not comply with the law on the non-enrolment of children in schools and that the
parents should be punished. He considers that the Roma are thus marginalized: “If someone really cared,
then the law would have been more severe with us, why doesn’t your child go to school? The militia don’t
come and they don’t fine us”.
The lack of knowledge had given him problems in the management of another business, the grocery store.
A store employee stole money: “We didn’t know how to file the papers the right way, I don’t know what kind
of documents were required … so we just hired her and she deceived us ... because we are uneducated, we
incurred losses and were forced to close down the store”.
In the future he would like to set up a fruit drying plant in order to protect him against the possible risks of
not being able to sell his harvest. Meanwhile, either he or his wife travel regularly to the Russian Federation
in order to earn money for the business. He expects that the business shall be inherited by his son, who will
share the income with his sisters.

Case study 6. Young graduate, 11th grade
A 19-year old Roma, currently unemployed, graduated from the 9th grade at school in Otaci, then studied two
grades in Ukraine and currently has higher secondary education that are compliant with Ukrainian standards.
He comes from a single-parent family (“my father died when I was a few weeks old”), and since he was 15
years old he has provided for himself financially.
Comparing our and Ukrainian curricula, the young man said: “Our school programs are better. What I studied
here in the 9th grade was taught there in the 10th and 11th grades”.
His mother is of Russian origin, but grew up among the Roma from a young age and she adopted their
language and culture. His mother, who completed eight grades, was the one who made him go to school
and receive an education. Just as any student, sometimes he did not want to go to school because at times
he failed to learn something, and in other cases just because of his attitude at that age. “Just like everybody
else, everybody does that, both Russians and the Roma”. He liked history, geography, mathematics, physical
education, but at times could not understand what the teachers wanted of him, because he was too little. The
history teacher often allowed him not to have to take any notes because his memory was very good: “When I
like something, I can memorize very well what I hear, and I listened to her with pleasure”. He recalls proudly
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of his teacher of the Russian language and literature, who motivated him to prepare for the 9th grade exams,
where he got an eight, better than his previous marks of six and seven until then. He was a passionate
basketball player and used to stay after school at the sports hobby group.
The happiest moment of his school years was when he went to a history competition and took 4th place
without any help from teachers.
The Ukrainian school that he attended was near Ocnita, “I just crossed the bridge every day and I went to
school”. Several boys from his class followed his example, because it is difficult to take the baccalaureate
examinations in the Republic of Moldova, even for high achievers. The secondary studies completed at a
school in Ukraine enable him to apply to a university abroad, which would in his belief increase, his chances
of finding employment. He has not found employment since graduation, however, he does various jobs
occasionally. For example, recently some acquaintances who sell apples “called me to help them unload a
truck and I got paid for that”. However, he does not have any work in the winter for the most part and he is
sorry that he cannot help his mother financially who is sick. Even if he would have had a more stable financial
standing, he would not have continued his education anymore, because it was too late already, and his
mother was old and his only concern was to support her so that she did not have to work any longer.
He is aware of the difference between himself (having education) and his unschooled friends, emphasizing
that they do not speak as fluently or as cleanly as he does, that he has a richer vocabulary and more
experience in the art of the dialogue. Most of his friends are Russians and he has difficulties in finding
a common language with the Roma because “they have other values, all they want is to have fun, roam
around, dance, drink alcohol, whereas I want to develop my skills, help my mother, see the world, and to
understand the world better”.
He believes that the Roma are very capable, but they lack the motivation to learn: “They need a goal,
something worth graduating from school for, why should they do that? Why do they need to graduate from
school? They have no goal; they know that they shall earn their living through other sources”. That is why the
Roma go to school to only the first few classes, just to learn reading, writing, and counting.
With regard to family and marriage, he believes that girls should not get married so early because they do not
yet understand what to expect of marriage and what their spouses want of them. At the moment, he is in a
relationship with a girl of Russian origin, who studies in Ukraine (in the 3rd year): “She is willing to marry me,
but I don’t want that yet, I need to become someone in life first”.
He does not consider himself inferior to his girlfriend because she studies at a university, and he has only
completed 11 classes. He recalls the idea of Steve Jobs that education was not necessary in society. He
also added: “A man must study just not to be an imbecile. One can obtain the rest through intellect and
imagination”. He also pointed out that he had graduated from high school and does not consider himself to
be any less intelligent than his girlfriend.
In his opinion it is useless to remain in Moldova, because it is very hard to develop here, to create something,
because: “Such is the situation, you can’t do anything here”. He has no clear plans for the future however,
he is sure that even if he goes abroad for work, he will always want to return home, to have a loving family, a
garden and that “everything is going to be alright”.
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Case study 7. Employed Roma woman
Female, 39 years old, saleswoman
She is a saleswoman and manages the shop she works at together with her nephew. The place serves
as a kind of refuge for Roma girls, who come to spend time there and socialize: they talk, watch soap
operas, and master some selling skills. The store looks somewhat neglected and the range of the
offered products is rather poor. She does not invest much money for fear of being unable to sell things
afterwards, and “freezing” her money. She admits to sell food that can be paid back later, especially
bread to children. This activity ensures a minimum income, but allows her to be together with her family
and her daughter of 1.5 years She also takes care of a niece. Previously she had worked for half a year
as a mediator, but abandoned the office because her grandmother was sick.
She had studied to be a professional cook. She wanted to find employment in Chisinau suitable to
the acquired profession, but she had no experience and she believes that was the reason for her
failure to find a job. Her grandmother was the one mostly occupied with raising and educating her and
insisted that she attend the secondary school and then continue her studies. She wanted to pursue
her schooling at Cioresti after secondary school, but she was not admitted and does not know why.
However, she was subsequently admitted to the vocational school in Nisporeni.
Due to her family’s socio-economic situation and her studies she got married at a later age of 37 years.
She is against early marriages of Roma girls. She believes that Roma women are oppressed, have a
“master”, and she wants to be free.
She is certain that her daughter will learn and she wants her to become a doctor. At the same time,
she has a very negative attitude towards local educational institutions. The preschool institution is
perceived as a dangerous place for children, where they are not cared for nor supervised. The school
does not provide the required training to the children: “They know as good as nothing – they can’t even
read”. According to the interviewed person, the teachers at school are already old and cannot manage.
Nevertheless, she claims she will under no circumstance send her girl to the school in the neighbouring
village because it is too dangerous for a girl: “If it were a boy, it would have been another thing”. She
intends to send her daughter to school in Nisporeni, where her husband’s mother lives and where there
are several example of Roma children at those institutions who managed to integrate and “talk nice,
know poems, etc.”

Case study 8. Sanitation service is open to hiring Roma
Sanitation services in Soroca constantly encounter a shortage of workers because of the low salaries1
and a perception of their work as “non-prestigious”. There were 40 vacancies at the time of conducting
this survey. The Soroca Employment Agency collabourates with the sanitation service, so that the
people employed by means of the Employment Agency benefit from an additional bonus of MDL 1,150
to the wages.
The only Roma officially employed in Soroca work in the sanitation service and all belong to the
same family. Mother and daughter are street cleaners and they adapted well at work where they are
respected and valued by their colleagues. The father works as a loading workman at the communal
services. The employer is very satisfied with their work, and appreciates them for being diligent and
responsible. At the same time the head of the sanitation department recognizes that he was initially
sceptical about hiring the Roma, but he gives a chance to all who are interested, considering the severe
shortage of workers. In particular when the daughter started to work at an age of less than 18, the
employer was sure it would not last: “I thought she would work for a day or two and then leave”.

23

A street cleaner receives approximately MDL 1,700 - 1,800 lei – the net base salary is about MDL 800; by virtue of a resolution of
the local council they are given a supplement of MDL 600 and nearly all of the employees have additional sectors, enabling them to
increase their revenues.
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There have been other experiences of employing the Roma, mainly women, at the sanitation service,
but most of them abandon the service after a short period of time, for various reasons: the husbands’
prohibit the work, difficulties of integrating with the team, childcare leave, and failure or unwillingness to
perform their work duties: “There was a woman who said she would rather beg than clean the streets”.
The low levels of education are a significant barrier in the employment of the Roma for positions that
require qualification: “Not a single percent of Roma have completed secondary school. You cannot be
a director after four classes ... they think that perhaps their pride does not allow them to, but better jobs
require qualification”.

Case study 9. Young Roma, 10th grade student
B., a 15-year old young man, is currently a student in the 9th grade. His parents are both uneducated.
His mother completed three classes, and the father five classes. However, the life experience they have
accumulated made them realize that uneducated people lead a difficult life. Thus, they wish a better life
for their children and before going to the 1st grade the parents hired a teacher for B. that could prepare
the boy for school, and raise his interest in learning, so when the time came for the boy to go to school,
he was already prepared.
For the good of the child, the parents decided that the mother should stay at home and the father
should work. Since B. went to school his mother has never travelled abroad.
The parents have arranged for the boy from the very beginning to be in the Russian class as they did
not want him to be in the Roma class, claiming that “there is no learning there”.
B. is regarded as an average student compared with his colleagues. He gets seven and eight marks,
and from time to time nine or 10. His favourite subjects are physical education, computer science,
chemistry, and to a lesser extent mathematics. There are also disciplines that he dislikes and attends
reluctantly, such as English and biology. The school principal and teachers consider him to be a serious
student, and one who makes efforts to learn.
B. has a computer and can spend around five to seven hours a day on it, even if his mother scolds him.
He can navigate the social networks, do his homework when necessary, listen to music, watch movies,
and of course play games.
B. has a good attitude towards school, most teachers are kind to him, some are strict, but he says that
not all teachers can always be good, because it also depends on the students. B. is a good friend to all
his class mates, has no issues at all with them. However, he has some problems when communicating
with Roma boys. Those children call him names, they say: “you’re so big and tall and still go to school”,
but B. disregards what others say, and goes ahead and continues on his way.
There was a time when B. wanted to give up and drop out of school in the 7th grade, to go off in
search of a living with other children, to earn money and buy a car, but then he changed his mind and
continued his studies, saying: “That will all come when its time, but for now I must learn first”.
B. has a dream to continue his studies in Chisinau. He has not yet decided where he wants to learn
but hopes that he will succeed at a college. In general, he likes acting. He can sing and dance well and
thinks he could become an actor or a lawyer, but is not sure yet.
His mother concludes that education is very important for a person, because an illiterate person is a
nobody. The mother says: “Now the times are more complicated, therefore the child must learn, master
a profession, work together with everyone else, the way Russians and Moldovans do. I don’t want my
child to be forced to sell”.
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Case study 10. A woman enjoying authority in the Roma community
Mrs. R. is 60 years old, was born in a mixed family in 1954, from a Roma father and a mother of Polish
origin, who grew up in a childless Roma family. She has incomplete primary education of only three
classes. She says this is secondary education among the Roma, because they used to travel around
as she was a child throughout the entire Soviet Union where children worked along with their parents at
collective farms.
Ms. R. claims that education is very important for a person because when people are “uneducated, and
can’t read or write, that they are essentially blind, like someone who doesn’t know where to go, or who
to ask, nor do they know any regions. The Roma need to know this, as they have to travel all the time
and switch the means of transportation in order to reach a certain place”.
Ms. R. says that now, at 60, she has a greater interest in books and learns together with her
grandchildren from time to time, and is more interested in some things that she did not care for at all
in her childhood or youth. She regrets now not having done one thing, namely that her children got
no education. Two of them did attend school, but the other two attended no school at all, because at
that time they travelled with their children throughout the Soviet Union and sold things instead. Her
grandchildren learned at school for three to four classes and that was it, even though their parents had
enough money to buy clothing and shoes, they simply did not want them to go to school any more. Only
one granddaughter is currently in the 8th grade and they take efforts that she will at least complete her
studies.
They went abroad and worked and earned their money the hard way. She worked as a fortune-teller
and was very ashamed of the people she had to deceive. In the 90s she travelled around Russia with
her husband where they sold different kinds of special clothing for workers, mostly to miners in northern
Russia. They ordered the clothing in Moscow, and then brought it to the regions where they had sales
contracts, Nefteyugansk, Yakutia. In those days, they could afford to buy three apartments in Arbat
(a fashionable district in the city of Moscow), but her husband was categorically against it; he did not
want to exchange life in Otaci for Moscow. They then built a very beautiful and luxurious house after
which they built their children’s houses, invested money in the acquisition of land, where they cultivate
fruit. The older boy takes care of the orchard and of the land that they purchased in Mogilev-Podolsky,
Ukraine, and the other boy takes care of their lands near Otaci.
Her husband was always regarded as the Roma leader in Otaci, a kind of local baron. After his death,
she replaced him, and the Roma, Moldovans, and Russians in Otaci all respect and love her because
she is a sensible, decent woman.
Ms. R. owns a building with rooms to rent. They purchased another building where they opened up a
restaurant. Ms. R says that if her husband were alive, it would have been easier because he knew how
to manage their assets better, and now she is facing problems.
Her husband helped a lot of people. When they had to repair the kindergarten roof and the community
had no funds, he repaired the entire roof with his own money.
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Case study 11. Land owner, Roma judge
V. is a descendant of a family of blacksmiths. His father F. was the foreman of the iron processing
plant in Soroca during the Soviet era. In his childhood, V. attended school until the 6th grade. In the
late 80s and early 90s he started up a business in light industry, set up companies that manufactured
underwear, jeans, T-shirts, etc. After the independence, those companies had to close because they no
longer were profitable. As a result, V. and his wife went abroad to work with farming, and then gradually
switched to trade. The children were left at home with the grandparents, in order to attend school.
He is aware that it will be very difficult to live without schooling in the future. His two daughters have
completed grades four and five. One of his sons have six classes, and the other ten classes. Currently,
he provides the support for the family.
After 2005 V. understood that it was arduous to keep traveling abroad. In 2008 he purchased about 25
hectares of land with his son in a village near the town of Soroca, consisting of 10 hectares of apple
orchard, eight hectares for walnuts, and another seven hectares to cultivate cereals.
V. always urges the young Roma to invest money in businesses so as to be able to earn money and
return home, stay with their family, and then not have to go to Russia for a long time. Some listened
and already want to return to the country, and to work here. V. hopes that Moldova shall become a EU
member but he is afraid for the Roma, because once in the EU, everyone will have to work.
The neighbours say the family of V. is hard working, and make a huge effort to take care of their land.
The whole family leaves to work early in the morning and returns late at night. In addition to the family
members, they hire other people from the village of Parlita, Soroca district, where the land is situated,
to work the land. Those are seasonal employees, paid 120-150 MDL, and they prefer to not hire the
Roma, because one of them has to bring them to work and then back home, which is an additional
expense. Even if they do hire the Roma every once in a while it would be just for hoeing or harvesting
apples, because the Roma, unfortunately, are not suited for any other agricultural work.
The family has the necessary technical equipment to process the land, and have everything to keep
expanding and developing their business. The only problem is that namely there is no warehouse to
store agricultural products, particularly apples, and that in fact, this year many farmers lost their apples
due to the lack of fruit storage facilities.
According to their neighbours, the family of V. and F. is a good one. They are cultured, religious, and
active with matters concerning the Roma. They care for what is happening around them, because V.
is a Roma judge. Thus, his life experience and the ability to think and speak made him a judge of the
Roma. He inherited those abilities from his father, who was also a Roma judge and a highly esteemed
man amongst the Roma. The judge status is not transmitted from generation to generation, but is
acquired based on one’s abilities.
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FIGURE 4. Obstacles to Preschool Education of the Roma
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